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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Renewable and Solar Energy 
Energy demand worldwide is increasing rapidly, mainly due to the world population 
increase and secondly due to the rapid technological advances that are expected to happen in 
the years to come [Dorf 1978]. The average yearly energy demand increase is a strong 
function of Gross National Product per capita growth. Thus, with this in mind, the present 
rate of fossil fuel consumption will lead to an insufficient energy supply needed to satisfy 
world demand after the year 2020. [Kreith and Kreider 1978]. The solution to this problem is 
either to use nuclear power or renewable energy. 
It is my opinion that nuclear power is not acceptable by the world public at large. 
Because of its hazardous effects on the environment, short term or long term, in addition, it is 
accompanied by huge risks of accidents that can ruin human lives and is politically 
dangerous due to the unrest at various countries in the world. 
Therefore, renewable energy sources are the solution to the world's energy demand in 
the 21st century. This is especially true for countries like Egypt where the population growth 
is large [Ibrahim 1979]. 
Renewable energy in general comes in three different forms: solar, wind and hydro. 
In Egypt, solar energy is considered adequate, if not optimum for the following reasons [Dorf 
1978, Ibrahim 1979, and Sayigh 1986]: 
1. Abundance of solar energy everywhere in the country, with a mean of 6500 Wh/m2 
day and 3500 sunshine hours per year. 
2. Public interest in the field. 
3. Need of development of remote and vast desert areas that require huge investments 
for infrastructure and utilities, and in which solar energy can play a vital role 
minimizing the cost of those required utilities since solar power only needs 
amortization of its high initial cost. 
4. Solar energy can be used to meet local demand while the country's production of 
petroleum products be exported to gain hard currency. 
5. Use of an inexhaustible, renewable and clean energy supply from the sun will reduce 
the high pollution (whether air pollution or water pollution) in the country. 
6. Solar energy processes have low operating costs in general, and these costs will be 
even lower with the availability of cheap labor in the country, if utilized effectively. 
Solar energy has a wide variety of applications: water heating, air heating, ventilation, 
air-conditioning, pumping, distillation, drying and cooking comprise the main solar domestic 
and home uses. Solar thermal systems, such as power plants and heat engines, comprise a 
second major application. Other applications include space, automobile, architectural and 
electronic uses [Duffie and Beckman 1991]. 
1.2 Need of Solar Pumps in Egypt 
Egypt is one of the solar belt countries and its economy depends on irrigated 
agriculture. Development of a solar pump for irrigation is important and worth investigation 
[Korayem et al. 1986]. 
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The need of solar pumps in Egypt is evident because of the over-population that gives 
rise to the quick need of inhabiting the desert. This very important issue is conditional upon 
the development of huge desert areas that currently have no infrastructure or utilities. 
Although energy is essential for development, this will not happen unless the source of life 
itself is available, i.e. water. 
Therefore, there is a need to establish solar pumping systems in Egypt to pump water 
from underground to ground level to be used in establishing new agricultural communities in 
the desert. The availability of underground water in desert Egypt is summarized by the 
National Specialized Boards, President Council [Hatem 1990]: 
• Sinai: 189500 feddans1 suitable for cultivation with a pumping head ranging from 
8 m to 80 m. 
• East Delta: 687700 feddans suitable for cultivation with 5 m to 133 m heads. 
• Middle Delta: 59000 feddans suitable with 1 m to 5 m heads. 
• West Delta: 589900 feddans suitable with 5 m to 115 m heads. 
• Middle Egypt: 172000 feddans suitable with 20 m to 100 m heads. 
• Upper Egypt: 742850 feddans suitable with 10 m to 120 m heads. 
• Al-Wadi El-Gedid: 152000 feddans suitable with 50 m head. 
The amount of land that can be cultivated with available underground water less than 
a depth of 10 m is 485000 feddans, nearly 20% of the total [Hatem 1990]. 
1 1 feddan = 4200 m2 
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1.3 The desired characteristics of the solar pump 
A solar pump with the following characteristics is therefore needed for better 
enhancement of this country's future: 
1. Low initial cost 
A low cost pump is recommended so that it is quickly available to be used by the 
farmers without the need for utility or infrastructure cost, and so that it can be used by 
the general public (especially the youth) who have a very modest standard of living. 
2. Minimum maintenance 
Since the user is the Egyptian farmer, the solar pump must have minimum lifetime 
maintenance compatible with the farmer's knowledge. Such people usually lack 
scientific education and engineering skills. 
3. Adequate performance 
It should perform well in accordance with the farmer's needs of pumped water 
discharge, and should be designed to lift water up to a head of 10 meters with high 
reliability and easy-to-use design criteria. 
4. Available materials 
The solar pump should be composed of local and readily available cheap materials in 
order to satisfy the farmer's location and his generally limited mechanical expertise. 
5. Local technology 
A solar powered pump should be manufactured using local Egyptian technology in 
order for it to be cheap, quick to make or assemble, and easy to maintain without the 
need of a high technological base. 
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6. Socially acceptable 
The pump should be socially acceptable by the farmers and the Egyptian public at 
large with regard to risks involved, potential hazards, size, weight etc. 
7. The pump must be environmentally friendly for its lifetime operation. 
8. The pump must be suitable for desert areas, that have no existing electrical or power 
supplies, and it should be self-operational without the need of auxiliary systems or 
conventional machines backing it up. 
1.4 Scope of Work 
The scope of this thesis is to: 
1. Study a new solar pump design. 
2. Make experiments and analyze their result. 
3. Simulate the system using a computer program. 
4. And finally, provide general conclusions and future recommendations for the pump's 
implementation and deployment. 
1.5 Structure of Thesis 
Chapter 2 is a literature survey of mechanical and non-mechanical solar pumps. 
Chapter 3 deals with the solar system setup and the optimization process using a computer 
program written in FORTRAN. Chapter 4 is presenting the simulation program results and 
discussions and general conclusion about the effect of different design parameters on the 
pump performance. Chapter 5 is covering the experimental setup and procedures used to 
investigate the injector pump in the laboratory. In chapter 6, the experimental results are 
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presented and discussed. Also the thesis will include a summary, a conclusion and a 
recommendation for future investigations. A bibliography and appendices are included at the 
end of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SOLAR PUMPS: A LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Pumps in General 
Pumps add energy to lift or move fluids from one point to another [Talbert et al. 
1978]. Pumps are used in many different applications: industrial, domestic and agricultural. 
The choice of a pump to a specific application is a very important decision and will depend 
on the required demand (discharge), head, performance, maintenance and cost. 
Centrifugal pumps are used for a wide range of flow and head requirements. They 
generally have a 5-10 year lifetime with efficiencies in the 80% range. They can be classified 
as volute pumps, where the impeller is surrounded by a spiral case, and turbine pumps, where 
the impeller is surrounded by diffuser vanes resembling a reaction turbine [Kristoferson and 
Bokalders 1986, and Daugherty et al. 1985]. Displacement pumps are more efficient at 
higher heads, and are best suited for high-head low-flow applications. Leakage in the packing 
or in the valves, however, will cause their efficiency to drop sharply. Rotary pumps are used 
for low-lift applications although they do have high efficiencies when pumping muddy water. 
Such pumps are not recommended for heads more than 20 m. Manual or animal driven 
pumps (hand pumps, water-wheel pumps) are mainly used in developing countries to pump 
water for irrigation, but human and animal powers are very limited compared to other power 
sources. In addition, hand pumps and other manual pumps are almost always plagued by 
system failures due to poor quality, ineffective design, lack of spare parts, or fatigue and thus 
are not reliable [Kristoferson and Bokalders 1986]. 
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The UNDP, 1985 (United Nations Development Program) has undertaken a project to 
design a new hand pump for the rural Third World that is highly designed and reliable under 
harsh conditions. The project is still under way, yet no progress is expected in the near future. 
Other types of pumps include special pumps (e.g. chemical pumps), process pumps and 
vacuum pumps. 
The main sources of power that drive pumps, in general, are: electricity, diesel or 
kerosene, wind, solar energy, and muscle power (human or animals) [Kristoferson and 
Bokalders 1986]. 
The performance of pumps is best described by their characteristic curves. These 
curves show the head, power, and efficiency as a function of pump discharge [Streeter 1998]. 
Pump efficiency drops as the pumping speed diverges from the optimum speed. Efficiency 
contours can be plotted to show this deviation at various different pump speeds [Daugherty et 
al. 1985]. 
2.2 Solar Pumps: Centuries of History 
At the beginning of the 17th century, the first use of solar energy, for pumping water 
was developed by a French engineer named Solomon De Caux [Pytlinski 1978]. This led to 
subsequent achievements by several scientists. Yet, not before the 19th century did any major 
invention take place. In 1875, Mouchot [Pytlinski 1978] built a solar steam engine for 
pumping water. In the late 1870s, Ericsson employed a modified design of a solar hot air 
engine as a small pump and W. Adams, an Englishman, demonstrated a solar pump in India 
and afterwards, Pifre of France used parabolic solar reflectors to power his rotary pump 
[Pytlinski 1978]. The twentieth century witnessed substantial achievements in solar pump 
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development. In 1901, Aneas [Hofmann et al. 1980] built a solar pumping plant in Pasadena, 
California, with a 4 hp capacity. This was the largest pump ever built to that time. Using an 
ammonia engine, H. Willsie and J. Boyle completed a 6 hp solar pump at St. Louis in 1904 
[Hofmann et al. 1980]. By 1903, one pioneer, Shuman, [Hofmann et al. 1980] utilized solar 
collectors with a total collecting area of 1263 m2 and succeeded in producing a 50 hp solar 
irrigation plant in Meadi near Cairo, Egypt. Its thermal efficiency was 4.32%. 
With the advent of cheap fossil fuels, interest in solar energy, and thus solar pumps, 
declined. Not until the 1950s did any one company renew interest in developing solar pumps, 
when SOMOR [Pytlinski 1978], an Italian company, marketed a number of 1 kW solar 
pumps. During the 60s, there was intense research on developing solar pumps for use in 
remote areas for irrigation purposes in developing countries. In the 70s, the French company 
SOFRETES [Hofmann et al. 1980] was able to install large-scale solar pumping installations, 
the largest of which was in San Luis de la Paz, Mexico. By the mid 70s, about forty solar 
pumping stations were operational in 12 developing nations [Clemot and Girardier 1979]: 
Brazil, United Arab Emirates, Cameroon, Upper Volta, Cap Verde Islands, India, Mali, 
Mexico, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal and Chad. In 1977, three major solar irrigation stations 
were operational in the United States: a 50 hp solar pump built by BMI in collaboration with 
the NML Insurance company and located on the Gila river, Arizona [Talbert et al. 1978, and 
McClure 1977]; a 25 hp solar irrigation pump by Sandia Laboratories installed in 
Albuquerque near the town of Willard [Alvis 1977], and a 10 hp photovoltaic pump at the 
Mead Experimental Station in Nebraska under ERDA sponsorship [Hofmann et al. 1980 and 
Matlin 1977]. During the 80s, solar water pumping has received widespread attention due to 
lack of adequate water supply in the developing nations coupled with abundant sunshine 
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hours in most of these countries. Photovoltaic (PV) pumps emerged as reliable and 
commercial products while solar thermal pumps received little interest, although potential for 
their development in the 90s is high [McNelis 1987]. Photovoltaic pumps are, however, 
currently being purchased by individual users worldwide, a fact that was a dream just fifteen 
years ago [Mcnelis 1987]. The present day commercialization of solar irrigation systems is 
faced with the obstacles of high fabrication costs of photovoltaic cells and low efficiencies 
obtained from solar thermal power cycles. 
2.3 Classification of Solar Pumps 
Solar pumps, in general, can be classified as mechanical solar pumps and non-
mechanical solar pumps. Mechanical solar pumps (MSP) are sub-classified as thermocycle 
conversion or photocell conversion. Thermocycle conversion uses the Rankine, Brayton, or 
Stirling cycles for production of mechanical energy that is converted into electrical energy 
via an electric motor that drives the pump. Also, the mechanical energy achieved can directly 
power the pump. Photocell conversion uses photovoltaic, photochemical, or photoionic cells 
that convert solar energy into electrical energy that drives the pump [Bahadori 1978]. Non-
mechanical solar pumps (NMSP), on the other hand, do not contain rotary or mechanical 
motion. They operate mainly on solar collectors and a moving diaphragm with low boiling 
point fluids. Direct collection of sunlight is another operation scheme of NMSP, and this is 
achieved by heat transfer using a special design of the pump that causes water suction or 
delivery [Bahadori 1978]. 
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2.4 Mechanical Solar Pumps 
2.4.1 Mechanical Solar Pumps- Thermocycle conversion 
In this type of MSP, thermodynamic cycles are used to convert solar energy into 
mechanical energy to power the solar pump [Hofmann et al. 1980]. Solar energy is absorbed 
by a solar collector, or by a solar concentrating collector, that runs in a cycle converting the 
heat energy absorbed into shaft power that drives a mechanical pump. Working fluids used 
can either be water (i.e. steam) or organic fluids with low boiling points (e.g. freon-l1, freon-
12, freon-13, acetone) [Duffle and Beckman 1991]. The solar collector and/or concentrator is 
used to collect solar energy and transfer it to a heat exchanger (e.g. boiler in a Rankine 
cycle). The heat exchanger runs in a cycle that contains a heat engine, producing mechanical 
energy and a heat output. The mechanical energy produced is used to drive the pump. The 
Rankine cycle is the only type that combines both evaporation and condensation of the 
working fluid. Brayton and Stirling cycles only use the vapor phase. 
Rankine cycle working fluids are either wetting type, where the fluid is superheated 
before expansion into the turbine, or a dry fluid, where it is expanded directly as saturated 
vapor [Wylen and John 1986]. The processes that comprise the Rankine cycle are as follows: 
• Reversible adiabatic expansion in the turbine. 
• Constant-pressure heat transfer in the condenser. 
• Reversible adiabatic pumping. 
• Constant-pressure heat transfer in the boiler [Magal 1990]. 
• For a dry fluid there is no superheat stage in the boiler heat transfer. 
At temperature levels usually required in solar power cycles, (250 °C to 300 °C), the 
Rankine cycle is superior to other thermocycles in terms of overall cycle efficiency, and 
is therefore the most widely used power cycle for solar pumping applications [Hofmann 
etal. 1980]. 
A typical solar pump based on a Rankine cycle is the 50 hp irrigation pump designed 
and built by Battelle BMI in cooperation with NML Insurance Co., and is commonly named 
the Gila Bend Irrigation system [Duffie and Beckman 1991]. Its operation starts in the 
morning hours when the concentrators automatically track the sun whenever the solar 
intensity reaches a high enough design value. A small electric motor is used to drive two 
pumps, one to circulate the water working fluid and the other to pump the organic fluid 
through the various heat exchangers. As the turbine reaches the design speed, the starting 
motors are disconnected and the turbine power drives the two circulating pumps and its shaft 
power is used to drive the irrigation pump. This irrigation system uses parabolic 
concentrators with collection area of 537 m2. Solar receivers are 41 mm diameter copper 
tubes with non-selective black coatings. All nine rows of concentrators are oriented to 
automatically track the sun. The Gila Bend facility delivered 1.24E5 m3 of irrigation water 
per year with 37 kW peak power output [Duffie and Beckman 1991, and Alexander et al. 
1979]. 
Other implementations of solar Rankine pumps are the Coolidge Irrigation project 
[Larson 1983] that uses toluene as working fluid, with 2140 m2 solar collecting area and with 
a peak output of 150 kW; the New Mexico Willard pumping system [Stine and Harrigan 
1985] which is based on fréon 113 as a working fluid, producing 19 kW output with 1975 m2 
of solar collection area. 
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Figure 2-1, The Gila Bend solar pump (Duflie and Beckman, 1991) 
The air-standard Brayton cycle is used at high cycle operating temperatures (more 
than 500° C) and this is because heat engines using this cycle are not self-sustaining at lower 
temperatures because their efficiency becomes extremely low [Magal 1990]. Solar 
concentrators are therefore essential for attaining such high temperatures and most 
applications use central receiver systems for that purpose [Hofinann et al. 1980]. Brayton 
cycle engines also require a regenerator to assist in achieving higher operating temperatures 
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and thus, higher efficiencies, which are a function of the isentropic pressure ratio. Moreover, 
Brayton cycle efficiency is highly dependent on the working fluid whether this is a 
monatomic gas (helium, argon, neon) or a diatomic gas such as air [Stine and Harrigan 
1985]. Research on solar pumps operating with a Brayton cycle is almost non-existent, 
largely because of the required high temperatures that require very costly solar concentrators. 
Such systems become economically infeasible compared to the solar Rankine cycle pumps, 
even with a much higher efficiency [Stine and Harrigan 1985]. Thus, no practical work has 
been done on solar Brayton cycle water pumping [Stine and Harrigan 1985]. 
The Stirling power cycle is recommended for small solar power applications in 
general, because of its high efficiency compared to both Rankine and Brayton cycles 
[Hofmann et al. 1980]. To achieve higher efficiencies, Stirling cycle engines require 
collectors with a very accurate solar tracking. Moreover, Stirling cycles are mechanically 
very complex and contain many troublesome arrangements that may lead to sealing and 
lubrication problems [Magal 1990, and Wylen and John 1986], [Stine and Harrigan 1985]. 
Much research has been done on solar Stirling pumps, but achievements have been limited to 
fractions of a horsepower [Bahadori 1978]. 
Wrede 1982, introduced the Escomatic solar pump that contains some innovative 
features that contribute both to efficiency and simplicity. The unit consists of a 
collector/evaporator, a distribution valve, a double action power cylinder, a double action 
pump cylinder, a condenser, a liquid freon after cooler, and a feedback pump. The pump is 
designed to do 20 strokes/min when the temperature in the collector/evaporator reaches 80° 
C. Each full stroke moves two loads of 4 liters. At 20 strokes/min the pump capacity is then 
9.6 mVhr. 
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Selection of various types of flat plate collectors, concentrating collectors, or solar 
ponds for MSP is a crucial process [Bahadori 1978]. Collector cost, conversion efficiency, 
and maximum operating temperature required play major roles in the selection process. Flat 
plate collectors can either be single phase (90° C to 110° C temp) or multi-phase (120° to 
150° C), they can be evacuated, selectively coated, or multiple-glazed, depending on the 
required cost/ performance criteria [Duffie and Beckman 1991, and Bahadori 1978]. Solar 
concentrators can have varying degrees of concentrator ratios, and thereby, costs. Their 
major disadvantage is their need of automatic sun tracking, high cost, and their nonutilization 
of the diffuse component of solar radiation [Duffie and Beckman 1991, Bahadori 1978, and 
Stine and Harrigan 1985]. Fresnel lens, compound parabolic concentrators, linear imaging 
concentrators, parabolic dish concentrators and heliostats are all feasible solar concentrators 
that can be used for a MSP [Duffie and Beckman 1991]. Solar ponds may be used for a 
Rankine solar pump, but should be housed in transparent enclosures to eliminate dust and 
wind effects [Bahadori 1978]. 
The choice of a working fluid in a solar irrigation system is complex. The fluid 
should have certain thermo-physical characteristics, cost, and cycle efficiency values that 
optimize the system design [Bahadori 1978]. Freon or toluene is usually employed for solar 
Rankine pumps, and helium for solar Stirling pumps [Duffie and Beckman 1991, and Stine 
and Harrigan 1985]. 
The operation and maintenance of MSP are some of the most important factors that 
are often neglected, especially in developing countries [Bahadori 1978]. Many technically 
competitive systems developed in research laboratories have failed on location due to 
unskilled labor, non-periodic maintenance, or unavailability of spare parts [Hofmann et al. 
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1980]. Therefore, engineering design of MSP should give maintenance and system operation 
a top priority [Hofmann et al. 1980, and Bahadori 1978]. Pump sizing for irrigation is also 
another important decision based on the required total head, the desired discharge and the 
recommended pump and thermocycle efficiencies. Head is the under-ground water lift in 
addition to the up-lift from the ground, if needed. Discharge desired is a function of area to 
be irrigated, the type of crop, and the corresponding agricultural season [Daugherty et al. 
1985, and Hofmann et al. 1980]. 
Overall thermal system optimization is a very important objective that has to be done 
for any MSP running in a thermocycle. The main problem is that the collector efficiency 
decreases with an increase in operating temperature, while the thermocycle efficiency 
increases with an increase in operating temperature [Harrigan 1980]. Therefore, a techno-
economic system optimization for the solar pumping system is required in order to arrive at a 
reliable irrigation water supply [Bahadori 1978 and Harrigan 1980]. 
2.4.2 Mechanical Solar Pumps- Photocell Conversion 
Mechanical solar pumps can also operate using a photocell with photovoltaic, 
photochemical, or photoionic conversion. The photocell converts solar energy (photons) into 
electricity directly, by-passing any thermodynamic cycle or generator. Such pumps have no 
moving parts and are consequently quiet, reliable and easy to operate [Metz and Hammond 
1978]. 
Photovoltaics have been developed mainly for space applications where their size and 
weight are more practical and less critical than their cost [Crowther 1983]. For all other 
applications, they have the disadvantage of high initial cost, although new techniques for 
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growing crystals using automated systems are underway for minimizing the manufacturing 
cost of photocells [Thomas 1979a]. The photovoltaic effect itself is a generation of electrical 
energy by the absorption of ionizing radiation [Thomas 1979a]. Other materials like 
cadmium sulfide, produce the same effect but with a much lower efficiency [Metz and 
Hammond 1978]. Impurities induced in the silicon crystal when it is manufactured create a 
semiconductor junction that generates an internal electric field within the cell [Thomas 
1979b]. Free electrons generated are induced by this field to migrate to the n-section of the 
silicon cell, while the positive charges migrate to the p-section. Therefore, a flow of current 
is created whenever photons enter silicon cell [Duffie and Beckman 1991]. Photovoltaic 
system efficiency in general is affected by a design fill factor, which is a function of the 
silicon cell internal power losses, and by surface reflection, junction depth, cell 
characteristics, and material resistivity [Kirpich et al. 1980]. 
Photovoltaic pumping systems are usually in the range of 1 kW. However, some of 
this output is lost due to water or battery storage, in addition to the loss due to the pump 
efficiency [Durand 1980]. In 1991 there were 21,000 PV pump installations worldwide 
[Duffie and Beckman 1991]. A 1320 W PV array provides energy to drive a submersible 
pump to provide community water supply at Bendals, West Indies [Duffie and Beckman 
1991]. Indonesia has a PV plant at Picon, producing 5.5 kW to supply irrigation water, in 
addition to other PV pumps in Sumba, Gollu Watu, Pemuda and Wee Muu [Panggabean 
1987]. India has built PV pumping systems, mostly having a 1 kW power output [Speidal 
1987]. An Indo-German venture installed a 1 MW PV pumping plant to provide water supply 
for two villages [Bansal 1987]. A 240 W PV pump in Germany provides 6 m3/day of pumped 
water with a 7.5 m suction head [Bohn 1987]. A deep well PV pump is installed in Greece 
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delivering 22 m3/hr of water at a large head of 44 m [Vazeos 1987]. China installed a PV 
pump for hospital domestic use [Speidel 1987], while Pakistan has a PV pump producing 20 
m3/day with 20 m head, this project was financed by the World Bank [Qayyum 1987]. Ghana 
has a PV pump with a power of 1.34 kW, pumping from a depth of 50 m [Wereko 1987], and 
the Philippines installed several PV pumping stations in the 1 kW range [Heruela 1987]. The 
Middle East countries, including Egypt, and Turkey have installed PV pumps under the 
support of international companies like SOFRETES and under the guidance of their Research 
Institutes [Perera 1981]. 
Photochemical solar pumps utilize either the regenerative cell, where a chemical 
reaction occurs at one electrode and in the opposite direction at the other electrode [Janzen 
1979a]; or a photo-galvanic cell where the free energy of a chemical process is converted 
into electrical energy [Janzen 1979b]. Cadmium sulfide regenerative cells, and iron-thionine 
photo-galvanic cells are the most common [Bhattacharyya et al. 1978]. The maximum 
efficiency (theoretical) that can be obtained for photochemical solar pumps is 18% [Archer 
1975], but no solar photochemical pumps are currently installed since there is much room 
open for advancement of this technology, and it is hoped that it will achieve much higher 
efficiencies with lower costs in the future [Tsubomura 1987]. 
Photoionic solar pumps work by the principle of the release of electrons from a hot 
metallic cathode surface, where they are collected at the cold anode [Magal 1990]. Practical 
problems currently facing this type of solar pump is the space-charge barrier, which is a 
cloud of electrons in the inter-electrode gap. Current research is progressing, but it seems that 
solar pumps working under photoionic conditions exhibit complicated operations and very 
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high costs, in addition to the low efficiencies predicted theoretically, all of which hinder the 
commercialization of this type of solar pump [Magal 1990]. 
2.5 Non-mechanical Solar Pumps 
Many innovative ideas were developed in the field of non-mechanical solar pumps, 
ranging from a thermodynamic vibrator to diaphragm pumping. In this section, these ideas 
are presented in a descriptive manner. For more detailed technical information or apparatus, 
the reader should consult the references. 
Girardie, a French engineer, devised a pumping system whereby water is heated in a 
flat plate collector and transfers heat to a volatile fluid in a heat exchanger, where the fluid 
evaporates and does work on a piston. This piston then drives a hydraulic pump [Bahadori 
1978]. The efficiency of this pump was in the order of 1%, and its cost was high compared to 
conventional pumping systems. Birla Institute of Technology [Rao and Rao 1975] developed 
a solar pump running by a solar heat that vaporizes a fluid (pentane) and the pressure 
developed is used to force water to a higher level. Cooling at night results in condensation of 
the vapors creating a low pressure that draws water from a source. Pumped water is used to 
cool the vapor so that a number of cycles are done per day. It was possible to pump 760 ft3 of 
water per day at a head of 30 ft, with 100 ft2 collector area. 
A fluidyne pump was developed in England [Pahoja 1978], and uses no seals, no 
lubricants and no working fluids. The experimental set-up for the fluidyne pump is shown in 
Figure 2-2. It works by a water column in a u-tube that acts as a piston, pushing the trapped 
air back and forth between a hot zone and a cold one. The efficiency of this pump is less than 
1%, but its cost is very low, which makes it a real success [Pahoja 1978]. Shuman [Hofmann 
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et al. 1980] developed a solar pump based on steam producing 26.2 kW output. In his design, 
he used ether as the secondary fluid. Leo [Hsu and Leo 1960] developed a solar pump with a 
1.3% efficiency in which steam was ejected from a nozzle to rotate a wheel at a high 
velocity. This wheel is used to pump water. Tabor and Bronicki, 1964, utilized cylindrical 
solar collectors to superheat steam that was used to push water at low elevations. Motori 
Societa [Abbot 1955] built a 1.87 kW pump using sulfur dioxide as the working fluid, which 
was vaporized with solar collectors. 
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Figure 2-2, The Fluidyne solar pump (Pahoja, 1978) 
Sanyal et al. 1978, utilized air, cycled between a hot and cold cavity with volume 
variations, in addition to a temperature gradient; to produce a cyclic pressure variation that is 
used to reciprocate a water piston, which pumps water. 
Bhattacharyya et al., 1978, have developed a low temperature bellows solar pump 
that is simple in design, and can be utilized for multi-stage pumping for large heads. Solar 
heat in the collectors is used to boil a fluid that is connected, by a three-way valve, to a 
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bellows which, in turn, is connected to a condenser. The expansion and contraction of the 
bellows cause the same effect on an air chamber that acts on a water chamber for delivery 
and suction of water. This solar pump is shown in Figure 2-3. The efficiency was as high as 
2.4% with a 2 m head. 
1. Collector 
2. Boiler drum 
3. Bellow 
4. Bellow Chamber 
5. Condenser 
6. Water Chamber 
Figure 2-3, Low temperature bellow pump (Bhattacharyya et aL, 1978) 
Sachdeva et al. 1978, made a reciprocating device using solar energy for water 
pumping. The schematic diagram of this type of solar pump is shown in Figure 2-4. It 
consists of a metallic tube closed at one end and the other fitted with metallic bellows. The 
closed end of the tube is heated by a solar collector, and the lower end is kept cool. The 
bellows are capable of expanding outwards and contracting inwards with a slight change in 
pressure. This reciprocating motion is utilized in the form of a diaphragm, causing water 
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delivery and suction. This solar pump did not show satisfactory results until a solar point-
focusing Winston collector was used. 
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Figure 2-4, Reciprocating bellows solar pump (Sachdeva, et aL, 1987) 
Orda et al. 1991 investigated another technique to lift water using a hydropiston 
pump. They devised a solar pump containing an engine with liquid pistons, a pump unit, and 
a heat source. The engine's cylinders, which are partially filled with water, have a hydraulic 
connection through an initiator piston. In the upper part of the cylinders, hot and cold cavities 
are formed, which communicate with each other through gas channels. When heat is supplied 
to the cylinder's hot cavity, the pressure of the working medium rises and acts on the gas 
cavity of the initiator's drive, forcing it to move down and pump water into the cold cylinder, 
thus displacing working medium from the cold cylinder into the hot one. This pump 
delivered 1.5 m3 /hr with efficiency 0.5%. 
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Another project was done at the Cranfield Institute of Technology, UK, [O'Callaghan 
et al. 1982] in collaboration with the Egyptian Government. A solar thermodynamic water 
pump was developed and tested. The unit mainly depends on the Camot power cycle to 
generate work. The unit utilizes evacuated heat pipe glass tube collectors to boil the 
refrigerant in a manifold and a 5 kW multiple vane expander produces the mechanical power. 
The resulting power is used to drive the irrigation pump. 
More research was done by Soin et al. 1978, who used immiscible petroleum 
hydrocarbons as working fluid. This fluid is vaporized in flat plate collectors. This vapor is 
allowed to pressurize water in a closed tank effecting pumping water to a higher elevation. 
Partial vacuum is then created as a result of condensation and water is drawn into the tank. 
Check valves are positioned in such a way that water is pumped out when the tank is under 
pressure while water is drawn into the tank under partial vacuum. Two modes of 
condensation were investigated: water-cooling and air-cooling. The performance of air-
cooled solar pump showed 2,600 liters/day discharge with 12 m head, while the water-cooled 
solar pump showed a huge discharge of 120,000 liters/day with the same head. A simple 
modification of the air-cooled pump, however, made a performance jump to 10,000 
liters/day. 
Rao et al. 1978, employed four tanks, and utilized the pressure difference between 
them using floats, with the first tank exposed to a heated vapor from a solar collector, and the 
last exposed to a cooling coil. The results showed that the experimental efficiency was much 
less than the theoretical efficiency, and when this issue was critically researched, it was 
found out that the main reason for that was the huge heat losses in the water tanks. To reduce 
these losses, internal resin cork insulation was used and tried experimentally. This solar 
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pump delivered 51.3 m3 of water per day for a 9.1 m head. Saksena, 1978, of Birla Institute 
of Technology developed several prototype pumps based on a passive pumping system. 
Pentane was heated in a solar collector, and was used directly to push water to a higher level. 
The vapor is then condensed, causing vacuum and water suction. 130, 2600 and 12000 liter 
capacity water tanks were used and compared. It was found that they could provide heads of 
6 m, 7.5 m and 12 m respectively. Also, pump operation was found to be critically dependent 
on correct manipulation of the check valves, and the monitoring of water levels in the water 
tanks. Agrawal and Pal, 1978, utilized the Rankine cycle concept and implemented it using 
no moving parts. They employed a pump consisting of a solar concentrator using methyl 
alcohol as the working fluid, and a condenser, some valves, storage tank, and an L-shaped 
pipe. The heated vapor pushes a liquid piston that lifts water to a higher elevation. The vapor, 
when condensed in the condenser, produces a suction effect in a cylinder causing fresh water 
to flow into the water tank. The solar concentrator used did not contain any solar tracking 
mechanism, and the solar pump delivered an average of 50 liter/hour discharge for a small 
0.75 m suction head. 
Bloss 1987, investigated the feasibility of secondary concentrators for many solar 
power applications, and concluded that a secondary concentrator needs accurate design using 
ray-tracing techniques, and that it is infeasible for systems that are subject to cycling, 
including solar pumps. He also concluded that the large temperature gradients attained using 
secondary concentrators require cooling, which will lower the efficiency of any solar pump 
since the main problem is in the suction phase, and not the up-lift delivery phase of a solar 
pump cycle. 
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Boldt, 1979 used a thermopump, originally patented by Kleen in 1951, and further 
developed by Coleman in 1952 and MacCracken in 1960, which basically consists of a heat 
source, cylinder, vapor tube, condenser, delivery-refill tube, check valves, and a foot valve. 
At the beginning, the pump is filled with water and, as vapor is formed in the cylinder 
through a solar collection system, water equal in amount to the volume of vapor is delivered 
through the outlet check valve. When the vapor volume enlarges to a certain critical level a 
switching action takes place whereby the entire vapor in the cylinder goes into a condenser 
and is condensed. Fresh water is drawn in because of the pressure drop that occurs in the 
condenser and this terminates one pumping cycle. Experimental results obtained resulted in a 
maximum suction head of 7 m for this type of solar pump. 
Korayem et al. 1986 investigated the possibility of using this pump with a parabolic 
dish concentrator. The cylinder was to be placed in the focus of the concentrator. As the 
steam generated, it pushes the water out of the cylinder through the delivery valve. When 
water level in the cylinder reaches the bottom of the U tube, a sudden expansion takes place 
and a vacuum is created in the cylinder causing the suction valve to open. 
Soliman et al. 1989, developed a vapor operated solar pump best suited to the rural 
Third World, and employing the concept of appropriate technology. The solar pump consists 
of a solar concentrator, primary pump, secondary pump, and a storage tank. Initially, the 
primary pump is filled with R-113 working fluid. This fluid is vaporized by the solar 
concentrator and flows into a cylinder, applying pressure and pushing the diaphragm of the 
secondary pump, thus discharging water. When the liquid level of the vapor reaches a 
threshold limit, condensation of vapor occurs due to heat exchange between vapor and the 
cylinder walls. This causes a vacuum inside the primary pump which draws back the working 
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fluid, and consequently draws water from the well to the water jacket surrounding the 
primary pump. The maximum overall efficiency reached was a 0.3%, mainly due to the heat 
loss in its many components. More recent efforts by Abadi and Soliman, 1994, have 
increased the performance of this solar pump through experimental investigations of the 
cooling portion of the pumping cycle. The maximum pump efficiency reached using an 
improved pump design was 2.1%. 
Hammoud, 1984, devised a very simple solar pump, running on a one cycle per day 
and having virtually no moving parts, and thus has minimum maintenance. It is designed for 
very easy operation with simple technology, and so is well suited to the rural Third World. 
Bernard, 1983, was the first one to suggest such an idea, however, and he built a prototype in 
France, employing a 3 mm-thick pressure vessel with nickel oxide selective coating and 
triple glazing, and it delivered 85% of its total pumping capacity at 7 m head. It worked on 
the principle of a residual water volume contained in a vessel, being heated by solar radiation 
trapped in a glass house, which pushes air through a non-return valve, causing pressure 
difference inside the vessel with respect to the atmosphere. This is used to pump water from 
a lower level to the vessel. Bernard concluded that this type of solar pump is infeasible with 
regards to cost, but he used high quality materials that are expensive and not readily available 
[Hammoud 1984]. 
Sorensen, 1979, developed a solar pump based on a solar collector that heats up air 
that moves from this hot region to another cold region, causing oscillatory motion of water. 
Water oscillatory movements are synchronized by two ball valves located at certain positions 
in the suction line. He concluded that more development is needed, since the efficiency 
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achieved did not outweigh the corresponding costs, and he suggested use of concentrating 
collectors or a two-phase working fluid. 
Simmons, 1979, compared between utilization of solar energy by thermo conversion 
and photo conversion for most solar applications, including solar pumps. He concluded that 
photo conversion is much more reliable than thermo or direct conversion (latter being the 
case of non-mechanical solar pumps), because it does not degrade the quality of energy by its 
process. However, he suggested a techno-economic optimization for the selection of the 
appropriate pump for a specific society and application. 
2.6 Steam injector pumps (Jet Pumps) 
A jet pump is a device in which a jet of fluid (the driving fluid) is used to entrain 
more fluid. It consists of a nozzle, a suction box, a mixing tube and, diffuser on the 
downstream side [Baker 1938]. Figure 2-5 shows the parts of the jet pump. 
The principle of operation of this device is purely fluid dynamic and, therefore, it 
differs in operation from other classes of pumps, i.e. reciprocating, centrifugal, and air lift. 
The value of jet pumps lies in their simplicity and absence of moving parts. On the other 
hand, the efficiency is very low [Bonnington and King 1976]. 
Jet pumps have a wide application range. Among the instances where a jet pumping 
techniques may be used are water and oil well pumping, solid materials handling, and pump 
priming. 
The water supply to the boiler of most steam locomotives was provided by two live 
steam injectors, or one live steam and one exhaust injector on larger locomotives. 
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Jet pumps can be classified in four basic forms depending on the driving and 
entrained fluids: gas-gas, liquid-liquid, gas-liquid, and liquid-gas. The first stated fluid in 
each case is the driving fluid. Jet pumps may also be classified in accordance with the fluid 
components and the fluid phases. For example, a steam-jet water injector is a two-phase, one-
component jet pump, since steam and water are two different phases of the same fluid. A 
water-jet air ejector, on the other hand, is a two-component two-phase jet pump. 
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Figure 2-5, Parts of the jet pump (UK Heritage Railways) 
The principle of operation of such a pump is that when a jet of fluid penetrates into a 
stagnant or slowly moving fluid, a dragging action occurs at the boundary of the two fluids, 
Figure 2-6. This results in mixing between the driving and entrained fluids, the momentum 
transfer accelerating the entrained fluid in the direction of flow of the driving fluid jet. The 
fluid entrainment takes place in the suction box immediately downstream of the nozzle, the 
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acceleration of the flow through the nozzle resulting in a high-velocity low-pressure jet. As 
the two fluids flow downstream, they spread into the mixing tube. 
At the entrance to the mixing tube, the entrained fluid fills the annular space between 
the driving fluid jet and the mixing tube wall. At the mixing tube exit mixing is complete and 
both fluids are flowing forward at the same velocity. The diffuser serves as a head recovery 
device; it converts the kinetic energy to pressure energy. 
The efficiency of jet pumps is very low and not exceeding some 35% [Bonnington 
and King, 1976]. One of the factors, which determine the efficiency of a jet pump, is the 
manner in which it is used. If both the deriving and entrained flows are delivered against the 
head at the pump outlet, the overall efficiency is: 
(a 
Q t H, 
where Qc is the entrained mass flow, Qd is the driving mass flow, Ht is the differential 
head between the jet upstream and the suction inlet and Hz is the differential head between 
the jet pump discharge and the suction inlet. 
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Figure 2-6, Diagrammatic arrangement of jet pump, showing mixing process 
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2.7 Energy requirements for water pumping 
The energy used in lifting a certain amount of water (hydraulic energy) is directly 
proportional to both the volume of water lifted (V, m3) and the head (H, m). The most 
convenient unit of energy is the kilowatt hour (kWh). This is simply the energy equivalent to 
1000 W for 1 hour (1 kWh = 3.6x10* N.m). The hydraulic energy, E, in kWh can be 
calculated from: E = /^^ -j [Barlow et al. 1993]. The pump efficiency, rç, depends on the 
ratio between output power and input power. In other words, r| = (y.Q.H)/(power input). 
Where y is the specific weight of the liquid being lifted, N/m3, Q is the discharge, m3/s, and 
H is the hydraulic head, m. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SOLAR SYSTEM SETUP AND SIMULATION 
The design of the steam injector solar pump is carried out by using a simulation 
program to calculate the injector geometry. The program is written in FORTRAN and utilizes 
steam table subroutines [McClintock and Silvestri, 1968] to calculate steam properties under 
different temperature and pressure conditions. Appendix 9 contains a complete listing of the 
program code. The schematic layout of the prototype apparatus is shown in Figure 3-1. 
3.1 System description 
The proposed pumping system would consist of a parabolic trough solar collector, a 
heat exchanger, an orifice to reduce the pressure, a steam separation tank, the main pump (an 
injector), a well, two elevated tanks to maintain the pressure, and, the main storage tank. The 
water in the solar collector should remain liquid (reaching the saturation temperature under 
the given pressure) to achieve maximum possible heat transfer efficiency. Consequently the 
pressure in the solar collector is maintained at 2 bar abs. (30 psia) by the column of water 
connecting the solar collector header tank to the collector. 
A portion of the hot water is converted to steam by passing it through an orifice to a 
pressure of 1.33 bars abs. (20 psia). This pressure is again maintained by a water column 
connecting the steam separator header tank. The main pumping function is performed by a 
steam injector. In this device, the steam from the steam separator is first expanded to a high 
velocity and low pressure. Feed water from the shallow well is sucked into the injector and 
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condenses the steam jet. The resulting water jet has relatively high velocity and this velocity 
energy is converted into pressure energy by a diverging passage. Water from the injector is 
elevated to the solar collector header tank. This water is cold and should not be passed to the 
collector without recovering some heat from the water that is discharged from the bottom of 
the steam separator. 
In the morning, when the sun shines, the water in the solar collector starts heating 
until it reaches the saturation temperature set by the elevated tank. The water can then be 
directed to the orifice by an operator. The valves may now be opened slowly and the injector 
should start operating. At first water will be discharged from the drain, but the injector 
should soon start pumping up to the solar collector header tank as more steam is generated. 
During steady state operation, the flow from the injector splits into two streams. 
Some passes into the collector to replace the water passing into the steam separator and some 
overflows from the solar collector header tank into the main storage tank. The liquid fraction 
from the steam separator also overflows from the steam separator header tank into the main 
storage tank after passing through the heat exchanger for heat recovery. The function of the 
float in the steam separator tank is to ensure that there is some liquid in the separator during 
normal operation. 
As soon as direct solar radiation on the collector has ceased, operator intervention is 
again required and the two hand valves should be closed to retain the water columns in place. 
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Figure 3-1 The proposed design flow chart 
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3.2 Theory of the injector 
The action of the injector pump is discussed with reference to Figure 3-2 [Baker, 
1938]. The steam used for working the injector expands through the steam nozzle, exiting 
with a high velocity, and, coming into contact with cold water from the suction pipe, is 
condensed in the convergent combining nozzle B. The resulting jet of water enters the 
divergent pressure regain nozzle C, and at its smallest cross-section water is moving with its 
maximum velocity. The kinetic energy of the jet of water is then converted into pressure 
energy in its passage along the pressure regain nozzle, its pressure increasing as its velocity 
decreases, until on leaving the nozzle the pressure is greater than the resisting forces and the 
water enters the header tank. An outlet is provided at D through which any excess of water 
may overflow when starting. 
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Figure 3-2, The theory of injector. 
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3.3 System Simulation Program Description 
Simulation programs are efficient tools for attempting to predict the performance of a 
system before the construction phase starts. One useful feature of such programs is the ability 
to modify the design variables to accomplish desired output from a given system before it 
physically exists. 
A FORTRAN simulation program was developed to test and output the primary 
variables for the performance of a system using a steam injector. The program depends 
extensively on a set of functions and subroutines to calculate the thermodynamic properties 
of water. These functions and subroutines are taken from McClintock, R. B., and G. J. 
Silvestri, 1968. 
The program is written in a modular form to be easy to follow and debug. The 
program contains an extensive glossary of variables used in the coding. Also it includes 
comments to explain what is going on step by step. 
The program starts by making a call to a subroutine called "BANNER" to display a 
welcome screen, the objectives from using the program, and some instructions. Then it 
proceeds by calling the input subroutine "INPUT" which prompts the user for different 
inputs required to run the program. The set of input variables includes: 
1. Amount of water to be pumped per day, lb/day. 
2. The collector outlet pressure, lb/in2, abs. 
3. The steam separator pressure, lb/in2, abs. 
4. Expected nozzle efficiency, 0 < ETA < 1. 
5. Well water temperature, ° F. 
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6. Overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/h. F. ft2. 
7. Heat exchanger interface area, ft2. 
The program uses these input values to invoke a subroutine called "INJECTOR". 
This subroutine carries out all the calculations necessary for the injector. It starts by calling 
steam functions to calculate the thermodynamic properties of unit flow leaving the collector 
(assumed to be saturated liquid) and it calculates the amount of steam generated by passing 
the hot water through the orifice. The dryness fraction is used to establish the steam flow 
through the nozzle. 
The subroutine then enters an iteration loop used to determine the pressure in the 
combining (condensing) section. This iteration is necessary because the temperature at the 
end of the combining section depends on the kinetic energy of the steam discharged from the 
convergent/divergent nozzle. In turn, this velocity is a function of the combining section 
pressure. The convergent/divergent nozzle discharge pressure is first set 10% greater than the 
saturation pressure corresponding to the well water pressure. The nozzle exit velocity is 
calculated assuming isentropic flow through the nozzle (there is an option for introducing an 
efficiency factor that will raise the discharge enthalpy and render the nozzle action 
nonisentropic). The conditions at the discharge from the combining section are then 
examined. At this stage, the amount of water drawn from the well is unknown, but this can 
now be estimated because the velocity of the condensed stream must be sufficient to provide 
the head required to lift the ejector discharge water up to the collector feed tank. It is 
assumed that conversion of kinetic energy to pressure in the pressure regain section is 
perfect. Now the combining section discharge velocity has been determined, the flow rate 
from the well can be calculated because the momentum of the steam is conserved in the 
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momentum of the condensed jet. This estimate of the well water flow now allows the first 
law of thermodynamics to be applied between the beginning and end of the combining 
section. As indicated earlier, the steam kinetic energy must be included in this calculation. 
The calculation yields the enthalpy of the condensed stream at the end of the combining 
section. It is assumed that the condensation is to a fully liquid, saturated condition so the 
temperature and hence the pressure may now be calculated. This pressure is unlikely to 
match the pressure assumed initially. The relative error ((old - new) / old) is calculated and if 
greater than a preset standard, a new nozzle discharge pressure based on ((new + old) / 2) is 
calculated. The calculation sequence steam velocity, well water flow, first law application, 
and combining section discharge pressure is then repeated until the preset standard for the 
relative error is met. This iteration means that condensation at constant pressure is being 
achieved. Incidentally this method of calculation means that area of the discharge section of 
the convergent/divergent nozzle relative to the throat area will be varied until the constant 
pressure condition in the combining section is achieved. 
The program reports the values obtained from the subroutine INJECTOR to an output 
file and to the screen as well by making calls to subroutines OUTPUT 1 and OUTPUT2. 
Finally the program calls a subroutine called HTBDGT if there a net flow of water 
from the system. If so, the subroutine calculates the temperature at the different discharges 
from the heat exchanger by calling HTEXCH subprogram and performs a heat budget for the 
system. Also HTBDGT calculates the Camot cycle efficiency based on the maximum 
temperature achieved by the water and the well temperature. The actual efficiency is based 
on the collector heat gain (not insolation), the amount of water pumped by the system, and 
the head change from the well water surface to the storage tank surface. Finally if there is a 
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net flow from the system, the subroutine sends the findings to the third output subroutine 
OUTPUTS otherwise prints a warning message and exits. 
The use of Camot cycle efficiency may be questioned. It was calculated to give a 
suggestion of the greatest efficiency that could be achieved based on the collector 
temperature and not on a solar temperature. It is the relation between the Camot efficiency 
and the efficiency based on heat input and potential energy of the discharge water that should 
be examined. This true efficiency cannot be expected to be a large fraction of the Camot 
efficiency because the kinetic energy in the steam is largely converted to heat during 
condensation. 
3.4 Sample calculation 
In this section, the thermodynamic basis of the injector is investigated with the 
calculation of the flow properties at different sections of the injector. The mass flow rate is 
assumed to be 1 unit per second. The calculation is done with reference to Figure 3-1. 
Entry conditions, point 1: 
The hot water leaving the solar collector is considered saturated liquid. 
Pi = 30 psi 
Tt = 250.34° F 
H, =218.93 Btu/lb. 
Water passing through the orifice, point 2: 
The water passes through the orifice to reduce the pressure. 
Pz = 20 psia. 
T2 = 227.96° F 
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H2f= 196.26 Btu/lb. 
H2g = 1156.4 Btu/lb. 
S2g= 1.732 Btu/lbm .R 
Assume adiabatic process, constant enthalpy: 
H2 = Hi = 218.93 Btu/lb, hence: 
H 2 = X 2 H 2 g + ( l - X 2 ) H 2 f  
which gives X2 as: 
218.93-196.26 
2 Hlg-H2f 1156.4-196.26 
X  2 = 2.36% 
Entry to the nozzle, point 3: 
The stream leaving the steam separator and entering to the injector supersonic nozzle 
is considered dry steam with quality 100%. 
P3 = P2 = 20 psia 
T3=T2  = 227.96° F 
V3 = 20.078 ft3/lb 
H3 = 1156.3 Btu/lbm. 
S3 = 1.732 Btu/lbm/R 
V3 = 0 ft/s 
The conditions in the well entry are taken as: 
Tw = 76.67° F 
So, the saturation pressure Pw = 0.455 psia 
Nozzle discharge pressure: 
P4 = 1.1 * 0.455 = 0.5 psia (this is somewhat arbitrary) 
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Exit conditions from the nozzle, point 4: 
Assume constant entropy 
S4 = S3 = 1.732 Btu/lbn/R 
P4 = 0.5 psia, from steam tables: 
T4 = 79.6° F 
X4 = 84.3% 
H4 = 931.77 Btu/lbm 
V4 = 540.88 ft3/lb 
Assume the steam velocity at nozzle entry, v3 = 0 m/s 
=  - H 4  
vj 1 
2 g J 
v4 = ^/2 * 32.2 *777.6(1156.3-931.77) = 3353.2 ft/s 
Steam mass flow = X? * mass flow through the collector 
m4 =x2*ml = 0.0236 * 1 = 0.0236 Ib/s 
Steam nozzle exit area, A4 = 
v4 
0.0236 *540.88 2 
3353.2 
Now the conditions at the entry to the pressure regain section are not completely 
defined. Since the conditions at the exit are predefined to be: 
Discharge velocity, v6, is assumed to be the standard flow velocity in the pipe = 4 ft./s. 
Discharge pressure, P6, = 1.1 * 30 = 33 psia. 
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Estimate liquid water temperature, T6 = 90 °F 
V6 = 0.016099 lbm/ft3 
1 1 
= 1.94 slug/ft3 
0.016099*32.2 
Using this in back calculations, the conditions at the entry can be determined. 
Entry to pressure regain section, point 5: 
Assume constant enthalpy between point 5 and point 6 
P5 = P4 = 0.5 psia 
Applying Bernoulli's theorem: 
Well water flow rate: 
Now it is required to find the well flow rate, m w ,  which satisfies the conservation of 
momentum over the combining section. 
Assume vw = 0 ft/s 
2i+JL = _^-+A 
2 g P$g 2 g p6g 
PS = Pt =1 94 slug!ft 
m4v4 +mwvw =(m4 +mw)v5 
m4(v4 -v5) = mwv5 
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thw _ v4 — V5 _ 3353.2—69.6 _ _ 
m4 v5 69.6 
The estimate of the temperature at the end of the combining section needs to be 
refined. As it can be seen the steam jet has a supersonic high velocity, so the kinetic energy 
of the streams must be included. Performing an energy balance gives: 
ro4 '4*»» 
v 
+ m w H w =(m4 + mwl 
• r..z tfl 4 
mv 
V4 
+ H A + HW = 
<mvv - y 
m4 
v fHw 2 mv 
/ . \ 
+ 1 
"
5
"S :fih"4"T +  H W -
v5 
m4 
mw 
f 1 •> \ 
H. » 
+«.-4 
f * \ 
'"4 ; 
H < = • 47.2 
33S3
'
2* + 931.77 * 777.7 *32.147- ^ 1 +(76.69 - 32.02)* 777.7 *32.147- 69.58 
I 
+ 1 
47.04 
H5 =1693719 ftJbf / slug = 67.69 flto / lb„ 
From steam tables, Ts = 99.7 °F and the corresponding saturation pressure 
Ps = 0.9407 psia which exceeds the pressure (0.5 psia) assumed at the discharge of the nozzle. 
In the simulation program, pressures P4 and Ps would be adjusted iteratively until they 
matched adequately. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SYSTEM SIMULATION RESULTS 
The simulation program was modified by introducing loops to test different values of 
inputs. In this section, the results of the system simulation are introduced and analyzed to 
further understand the system behavior under different levels of design variables. The list of 
variables under investigation includes: collector pressure, steam separator pressure, well 
water temperature, and heat exchanger interface area. These variables are considered the 
independent variables and each of them is tested against one or more system dependent 
variables. The dependent variables list includes: steam dryness fraction, steam nozzle throat 
pressure and velocity, steam nozzle discharge pressure and velocity, system Camot and total 
efficiencies, total and net system flow rates, cross section area at different planes in the 
injector, etc. Table 4-1 displays a list of abbreviations, which will be used in this section. 
4.1  Steam separator  pressure  
Table 4-2 summarizes the effect of changing the collector and the steam separator 
pressures on a selected group of the system variables. These results are displayed graphically 
in Figures 4-1 through 4-6. As it is clear from the table, increasing the collector pressure, 
while holding the steam separator tank pressure constant, increased the steam production 
rate. Increasing the water saturation temperature leads to a higher enthalpy. Consequently, 
after passing through the orifice, a larger fraction of incoming enthalpy will appear as vapor. 
Table 4-3 displays a set of generalized input to the program. 
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Table 4-1, List of abbreviations used in the simulation program. 
PI Collector pressure, lb/in.2 abs. 
P2 Steam separator pressure, lb/in.2 abs. 
T1 Collector outlet temperature (saturated), ° F 
T2 Steam separator temperature, ° F 
X2 Dryness fraction downstream of throttling valve, % 
T3 T3: Steam temperature entering the injector,0 F 
P4 Estimated injector steam nozzle discharge pressure, lb/in.2 abs. 
HDWELL Estimated maximum well depth, ft. 
PTH Throat pressure at chocked flow, lb/in.2 abs. 
VELTH Isentropic throat velocity, fVs. 
VEL4I Isentropic injector steam nozzle discharge velocity, ft/s 
VEL4 Expected injector steam nozzle discharge velocity, ft/s. 
P6 Injector output pressure as 110% of collector pressure, lb/in.2 
VEL5 Condensed liquid stream velocity, ft/s. 
AMDOTWELL Well water entrainment rate per unit of steam flow. 
AM5DOT Total injector discharge per unit collector flow. 
AMSDOT Net system flow per unit flow through the collector. 
T6 Temperature at injector discharge, point 6, ° F. 
T8 Temperature at collector inlet, 0 F. 
T10 Temperature main storage tank inlet, ° F. 
QC Heat input per 1 lb collector water flow, Btu. 
QS Heat input per I lb system output flow, Btu. 
ETACNT Camot efficiency, %. 
ETAACT Actual system efficiency, %. 
ATH Nozzle throat area per design daily flow, ft2. 
A4 Nozzle discharge area per design daily flow, ft2. 
AS Combining section discharge area per daily design flow, ft2. 
A6 Pressure regain section discharge area per daily design flow, ft2. 
Table 4-2, Effect of the collector and steam separator pressures on some of the dependent variables. 
PI 30 32 
P2 IS 16 17 18 19 20 15 16 17 18 19 20 
X2 3.89 3.56 3.24 2.93 2.64 2.36 4.28 3.95 3.63 3.33 3.03 2.75 
P4 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.48 0.48 
PTH 8.71 9.29 9.87 10.45 11.03 11.61 8.71 9.29 9.87 10.45 11.03 11.61 
VEL4 3231.7 3265.5 3296.8 3326.0 3353.3 3379.0 3220.3 3254.4 3286.0 3315.4 3342.9 3368.8 
VELS 69.69 69.70 69.70 69.70 69.70 69.71 72.00 72.00 72.00 72.00 72.01 72.01 
AM5DOT 1.804 1.666 1.532 1.400 1.271 1.144 1.914 1.784 1.656 1.531 1.409 1.288 
AMSDOT 1.765 1.631 1.499 1.371 1.244 1.121 1.872 1.745 1.620 1.498 1.378 1.261 
ETACNT 27.65 27.65 27.65 27.65 27.65 27.65 28.03 28.03 38.03 38.03 28.03 38.03 
ETAACT 9.47 9.85 10.11 10.23 10.18 9.94 9.37 9.83 10.19 10.45 10.58 10.57 
PI 34 36 
P2 15 16 17 18 19 20 15 16 17 18 19 20 
X2 4.65 4.32 4.00 3.70 3.41 3.13 5.00 4.67 4.36 4.05 3.76 3.48 
P4 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.49 0.49 0.52 0.52 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.50 
PTH 8.71 9.29 9.87 10.45 11.03 11.61 8.71 9.29 9.87 10.45 11.03 11.61 
VEL4 3209.2 3243.5 3275.3 3305.0 3332.7 3358.8 3198.2 3232.8 3264.9 3294.8 3322.8 3349.0 
VEL5 74.23 74.23 74.23 74.23 74.24 74.24 76.39 76.39 76.40 76.40 76.40 76.40 
AMSDOT 2.011 1.887 1.766 1.647 1.530 1.415 2.095 1.977 1.862 1.748 1.937 1.528 
AMSDOT 1.964 1.844 1.726 1.610 1.496 1.384 2.045 1.930 1.818 1.708 1.599 1.493 
ETACNT 28.38 28.38 28.38 28.38 28.38 28.38 28.72 28.72 28.72 28,72 28.72 28.72 
ETAACT 9.24 9.74 10.18 10.53 10.79 10.93 9.08 9.61 10.10 10.52 10.86 11.11 
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Table 4-3, The generalized program input values. 
Total water to be pumped daily 22000 Lb/day 
Collector outlet pressure 30 Lb/in.2 abs. 
Steam separator pressure 20 Lb/in.2 abs. 
Expected nozzle efficiency 1 
Well water temperature 54 ° F 
Overall heat transfer coefficient 75 Btu/h-F.ft2 
Heat exchanger interface area 267 Ft2 
Steam Separator Pressure, psia 
Figure 4-1, Effect of collector and steam separator pressures on dryness fraction. 
Figure 4-1 displays the relationship between dryness fraction and PI and P2. One 
would say it is better to select a higher PI and a lower P2 to increase the amount of steam 
produced. The answer to this is true, but a large enough P2 is required to allow the main 
water storage tank to be at least 4 to 5 feet above ground otherwise the water in the main tank 
would require another pump to distribute it. 
Figure 4-2 displays the relationship between the steam separator pressure and the 
supersonic steam nozzle throat pressure. This relation is found to be positive. Also the steam 
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separator pressure has a direct effect on the steam nozzle discharge velocity (Figure 4-3), but 
the effect is not large. 
Figure 4-2, Effect of steam separator pressure on nozzle throat pressure. 
4000 • 
3000 -
g 2500 
S 2000 
Steam separator pressure, psia 
Figure 4-3, Effect of steam separator pressure on steam nozzle discharge velocity. 
Figure 4-4 shows almost a straight line relationship between the collector pressure 
and flow velocity in the combining section. 
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Figure 4-4, Effect of collector pressure on combining section velocity. 
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Figure 4-5, Total ejector discharge per unit collector flow rate. 
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Figure 4-6, Net system flow per unit flow through the collector. 
From Figures 4-5 and 4-6, it can be concluded that increasing steam separator 
pressure while holding collector pressure constant has a negative effect on both total and net 
system flow per unit flow due to decrease of steam production. 
4.2 Effect of dally water pumping 
The effect of amount of water to be pumped daily on some design parameters is 
summarized in Table 4-4 and presented graphically in Figures 4-7 and 4-8. By increasing the 
amount of water to pumped daily, it is noticeable that the amount of heat input per 1 lb 
system flow, QS, increases given that the value of UA of the heat exchanger is constant. That 
means it is essential to resize the heat exchanger with the amount of daily pumping. Also it is 
clear that increasing the heat input will devalue the system actual efficiency, ETAACT. 
A straight line relationship is found between daily water pumping and the area of 
cross-sections of different ejector sections. The most affected area is the pressure regain 
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section area due to all liquid condition and this component has to be big enough to 
accommodate the system flow. 
Table 4-4, Effect of mass design flow on some system variables. 
AMTDOT 20000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 16000 18000 20000 22000 
QS 23.81 24.98 26.29 27.61 28.92 30.21 31.48 32.73 33.95 35.16 36.33 
ETAACT 15.17 14.45 13.74 13.08 12.49 11.95 11.47 11.03 10.63 10.27 9.94 
ATH 10-4 0.339 0.678 1.02 1.36 1.69 2.03 2.37 2.71 3.05 3.39 3.73 
A4 10-3 0.250 0.500 0.750 1.000 1.250 1.500 1.750 2.000 2.25 2.50 2.75 
AS 10-4 0.163 0.327 0.490 0.654 0.817 0.981 1.140 1.310 1.47 1.63 1.80 
A6 10-3 0.285 0.570 0.854 1.140 1.420 1.710 1.990 2.280 2.56 2.85 3.13 
heat input 
efficiency 
10000 15000 
Discharge, Ib/D 
20000 25000 
Figure 4-7, Heat input per 1 lb system flow 
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Figure 4-8, Effect of daily discharge on injector cross-section areas 
4.3 Well water temperature 
The well water temperature has a noticeable effect on the pressure downstream of the 
nozzle. For total condensation to occur, most of the kinetic energy in the stream must be 
transferred to the well water in the form of enthalpy. Figure 4-9 shows that the nozzle 
discharge pressure is increased by increasing the well water temperature. This is an 
undesirable phenomenon because the less pressure downstream from the nozzle the more 
vacuum created and the deeper the well may be (to a maximum of about 34 ft). Also, the 
system net flow is decreased by increasing well water temperature. This effect is also 
attributed to the increase in nozzle discharge pressure and the corresponding drop in velocity. 
Figure 4-10 shows the relationship between well water temperature and the steam 
nozzle velocity. As it is clear, the velocity decreases as the well water temperature increases. 
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This decrease affects the amount of momentum transfer to the condensed stream which in 
turn affects the pressure and the velocity downstream for the combining section. 
I 
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Figure 4-9, Effect of well water temperature on nozzle discharge pressure and net system flow. 
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Figure 4-10, Effect of well water temperature on nozzle velocity 
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Table 4-5 displays the values obtained from the simulation program using well 
temperature range from 50 to 70 ° F. 
Table 4-5, Effect of well water temperature 
Well water temperature, F: 
50 55 60 65 70 
P4 0.4 0.48 0.57 0.68 0.81 
VEL4 3431.1 3365.9 3299.8 3232.7 3164.4 
AMSDOT 1.1376 1.1165 1.0952 1.0738 1.0521 
4.4 Heat exchanger area 
The product of heat exchanger area and overall heat transfer coefficient is an 
important factor for solar systems design. Table 4-6 displays the relationship between heat 
exchanger area, heat input per lb. System flow, and the system actual efficiency. 
Table 4-6, Effect of heat exchanger area on heat input and actual efficiency 
Heat exchanger area, ft2: 
50 100 150 200 250 300 
QS 74.22 54.48 45.55 40.47 37.18 34.89 
ETAACT 4.87 6.63 7.93 8.92 9.71 10.35 
Figure 4-11 shows that increasing the heat exchanger area decreases the heat input 
required for 1 lb. system flow to reach saturation temperature. Consequently the system 
actual temperature increases. 
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Figure 4-11, The relationship between HX area and heat input and actual efficiency 
4.5  Conclus ion 
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that in order to achieve a good 
working condition for the system, the following points must be considered carefully: 
1. The head difference between the collector header tank and steam separator header 
tank must be maximum taking in account the fact that the lower tank is serving as a 
storage tank and it must be 4 to 5 above the ground, in order to make use of the 
collected water. 
2. The well water temperature should not be more than 54° F in order to achieve the 
lowest possible pressure downstream from the steam nozzle. 
3. Amount of water to be pumped daily should be proportional to the injector parts size 
and to the available heat input. 
4. The heat exchanger must be designed carefully to achieve an economic (UA) value 
that helps to decrease the heat input required and to increase the system total 
efficiency. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM SETUP 
The experimental apparatus is slightly different from the suggested solar system 
outlined in the previous chapter. The solar collector is replaced by an electric heater for 
indoor laboratory tests. Also the main storage tank is eliminated from the new system and the 
steam flash header tank is used in lieu. Figure 5-1 shows the modifications to the solar 
system. A wooden stand is built and placed on the roof of the building to support header 
tanks and give the required pressure heads. All the connections to and from header tanks to 
the heater and the pump are 5/8" garden hoses passing through the building wall. 
5.1 Electric water heater 
The water heater is built from 6" steel pipe in diameter and 36" length. Each heater 
element (1500 W) is 6" (150 mm) from the nearest heater. Figure 5-2 shows the orientation 
of the unit. The cold water enters the heater from the side near the bottom through a I" USP 
coupling and the hot water leaves the unit through V" USP black iron coupling on the top of 
the other side to insure that the air flushed out of the unit. The heater elements are screwed to 
the heater body using 1" USP couplings. Each heater element is in 169 in.3 (2.8 1) of water. 
The heaters are connected to a control box with 6 switches to control the heating process by 
turning these switches on and off according to the water temperature and steam level in the 
steam separator tank. 
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Figure 5-1, Laboratory system setup 
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Figure 5-2, Electric heater design 
The priming water now is coming from the tap water through a 5/8" garden hose 
connected to the pump directly. Also a garden hose is connected to the electric heater header 
tank and the flow adjusted manually to insure the fixed water level in the header tank. 
5.2 The Orifice Design 
The orifice is located between the steam separator and the solar collector to reduce 
the hot water pressure before entering to the flash tank. The orifice is made of a 0.5" USP 
brass union specially machined to fit 1/32 in. thick round brass disk. The orifice hole is 
drilled in the center of the disk. The disk is held in place and sealed by 1 in. OD X 1/16" 
section O rings. Detailed drawings for the orifice are shown in Figure 5-3. 
Table 5-1 contains the calculations for the orifice design. The water is considered 
saturated at 2 bar pressure. The coefficient of discharge is taken as 0.63 and the required 
pressure drop is 0.75 bar (11 psia). The calculation is based on 1 m2 collector area and flow 
rate of 1.6 x 10"5 m3 s"1. The following equation is used to calculate the orifice area, 
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where Q is the discharge, m3 s"1, Cd is the coefficient of discharge, AP is the pressure 
reduction N/m2, and p is water density, kg/m3. Using the value of A, the orifice diameter D 
is: 
'•E 
Orifice disk 
— 0 0675 
0,1513 
I 
Figure 5-3, Orifice holder based on 1/2 USP brass union. 
Table 5-1, Orifice design parameters 
Q, c„ AP, Pa P, A, D, 
m3/s (N/mz) kg/m3 m2 mm 
1.59E-05 0.63 75842.8 943.0 1.99E-6 1.59 
5.3 Steam separator tank 
The steam separation is done in a specially designed tank according to the steam-flash 
concept, in which pressurized water is heated in the collector and then flashed to steam 
through an orifice. The amount of steam depends on the difference between the original 
pressure and the new pressure, Ap. The steam separator tank is placed between the water 
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heater (solar collector) and the injector pump and is built from a 3" diameter 20" long copper 
pipe with both ends covered by leak tight pipe caps fitted with rubber sealing gaskets. Bores 
were drilled in both caps to solder pipe fittings to and from the steam separator. The steam 
tank is placed vertically and equipped with a sight glass to show the water level inside the 
tank and to facilitate manual adjustment of the water level. The water inlet pipe is passing 
through the top cap and extending near the bottom of the vessel while the steam outlet is 
located near the top cup to insure that any water droplets can fall through the steam to the 
bottom of the vessel in contra-flow. Figures 5-4 and 5-5 show the details of the steam 
separator. 
Figure 5-4, Steam separator parts. 
Figure 5-5, Assembled steam separator. 
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5.4 Design of the injector pump 
The pump consists of three sections namely a convergent-divergent nozzle, a 
combining section, and a pressure regain section. The injector transfers the momentum 
contained in a high velocity vapor stream to a liquid stream. The kinetic energy in this stream 
is then partly converted into pressure energy by passing the liquid stream though a diverging 
passage with a small taper to limit flow separation. For the proposed application, the flow of 
steam is about 1/40 of the liquid flow. To achieve adequate momentum in the vapor jet, the 
steam is expanded through a convergent-divergent nozzle to a supersonic velocity of about 
1000 m/s. 
5.4.1 Description of convergent-divergent nozzle geometry 
Figure 5-6 shows a detailed drawing for the convergent-divergent nozzle design. 
Appendix 1 includes the theory of supersonic nozzle design. The steam enters the nozzle 
through a bell shaped region using a 90° segment of a circle as a generator. This segment is 
tangential to a plane normal to the steam flow at one end and to the throat section at the 
other. The throat is parallel and has a length of 0.002 in1. The final portion of the nozzle is 
conical with a total angle of 39°. The transition between the parallel throat section and the 
conical section is a circular arc. The dimensions are given in Figure 5-6 to an accuracy of 
0.001 in. 
1 Design drawings are shown with English units because the parts were manufactured on tools using 
English dimensions. 
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Figure 5-6, The detailed design of the steam nozzle 
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5.4.2 Geometry of combining section 
The combining section follows the supersonic nozzle. The condensation of the steam 
jet and transfer of its energy to the water takes place in the combining cone which receives 
the steam and water. In condensing, the steam gives up its momentum to the water. At the 
inlet end there is a jet consisting of a mixture of steam and water, while the outlet end has a 
jet of hot water flowing at high velocity but very low pressure. Figure 5-7 shows the design 
and dimensions of the combining section. 
5.4.3 The pressure regain section 
The jet passes across a gap after exiting the combining section and before entering the 
pressure regain section. This overflow gap is necessary for disposing of the steam and water 
before the steam is condensed when starting the injector. The jet of water is at its maximum 
velocity as it enters the pressure regain section, and as it passes through the nozzle its 
velocity decreases as the bore of the cone increases, so that the pressure will increase until it 
1.0853 
Figure 5-7, The combining section design 
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is sufficient to lift the water to the collector header tank. Figure 5-8 shows the geometry of 
the pressure regain section. Figures 5-9, 5-10, and 5-11 show the assembled pump and the 
relations among different parts. 
1.2294 
Figure 5-8, Pressure regain section design. 
/ / / / ry WWVWt /WWW 
vwwvvs 
- -
A/WAV 
3.153" 2.000" 
Figure 5-9, The final pump assembly 
Figure 5-10 The parts of the pump. Notice the relative size of the nozzles. 
Figure 5-11, The final assembled pump. 
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5.5 The simulated well 
In order to simulate the head loss from the well, a V" copper pipe (50 feet long) is 
used to simulate a well of 8.7 m depth. Table 5-2 shows the equations and variables needed 
to calculate the head loss. 
Table 5-2, Well head loss calculation 
Variable Value Unit Equation Comments 
OD 
WT 
ID 
M 
FR 
g 
L 
0.25 
0.03 
0.004826 
0.000015 
1.829E-05 
0.8200243 
1000 
Rn 4126.6292 
1.52E-06 
0.079439 
9.81 
15.24 
8.5977674 
m 
in 
m 
0.000959 N.s/m* 
0.015 kg/s 
m3/s 
m 
m/s 
kg/m3 
m 
m/s* 
m 
m 
ID = (OD - 2.WT)24.4 
1000 
at 295 K 
e=— 
A = rtJD
2 
V = 
Rn = 
4 
A 
at 295 K 
pVJD 
/ = 0.0055+ 0.0055 2000.g 10* 
ID + Rn 
1/3 
JLK\ ( V2 ^ 
ID )\2.g 
Pipe outer diameter 
Pipe wall thickness 
Pipe inner diameter 
Viscosity 
Flow Rate 
Discharge Rate 
Cross-section area 
Velocity 
Density 
Reynolds Number 
Absolute Roughness 
Moody Equation 
Gravity 
Pipe length 
Head loss 
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5.6 The heat exchanger 
For the research apparatus, the heat exchanger consists of two concentric tubes in 
which the inner pipe is the pipe to the solar collector header tank and the outer pipe forms an 
annulus with the inner pipe. The water from the steam separator passes through the annulus. 
A counter flow heat exchanger was designed to recover some of heat energy from the 
steam separator tank waste water. Figure 5-12 shows the heat exchanger geometry. The 
method of "Log Mean Temperature Difference", LMTD, is used to design the heat 
exchanger. Different pipe sizes are used to determine the most efficient way to design the 
heat exchanger. A FORTRAN program is written to facilitate the calculation (Appendix 10). 
Table 5-3 shows a sample run where OD, outside pipe diameter, ID, inside pipe diameter, L, 
heat exchanger length, Reh, Reynolds number for the hot water, Rec, Reynolds number for 
the cold water, U is the overall heat transfer coefficient, Q, Energy transfer, Th,0, hot water 
outlet temperature, and A is the heat exchanger surface area. As it can be seen from the table, 
1" OD and 3/4" ID pipes are the most efficient design in terms of pipe length and overall heat 
transfer coefficient. Table 5-4 displays the program input values. 
Table 5-3, Heat exchanger design parameters 
OD, ID, L, u, Q, A, 
Re„ Rec 
W/mz.K in. in. m w °C mz 
0.75 0.50 3.39 3713.20 788.10 316.50 2072.80 67.90 0.14 
1.00 0.50 5.85 3713.20 656.70 183.30 2072.80 67.90 0.23 
1.00 0.75 2.92 2475.40 562.90 244.80 2072.80 67.90 0.17 
1.25 0.50 8.31 3713.20 562.90 129.00 2072.80 67.90 0.33 
1.25 0.75 4.56 2475.40 492.50 156.70 2072.80 67.90 0.27 
1.25 1.00 5.87 1856.60 437.80 91.40 2072.80 67.90 0.47 
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Table 5-4, Heat exchanger design inputs 
Cold water inlet temp 20 C 
Cold water outlet temp 60.0 C 
Hot water inlet temp 109.0 C 
Cold Water Mass flow rate 0.0124 Kg/s 
Hot Water Mass flow rate 0.0120 Kg/s 
Cold water 
in, Tc,i 
Cold water 
out, Tc,o 
Hot water 
out, Th,o r 
Not drawn to scale 
Hot water 
in, Th,i 
Figure 5-12, The heat exchanger geometry. 
5.7 System testing 
The system components installed in Spangler Geotechnology Lab. A data logger is 
used to monitor system performances. Thermocouples are connected to different points of 
interest i.e. cold water inlet, hot water exit, inlets and outlets of the heat exchanger, steam 
separator inlet and outlet, steam inlet to the injector, and water discharge from the injector. 
The data logger is connected to a computer to monitor the temperature change throughout the 
system. The system filled with water and 2 heater elements turned on then after a while 
another 2 heater elements turned on. When the water in the heater temperature reading 
reached the saturation temperature, the hand valve turned on to allow the hot water pass 
through the orifice to the steam flash tank. The water level in the flash tank was observed 
through the sighting glass until the steam filled the vessel. Now the other hand valve is 
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opened to allow the steam to pass through the injector pump. The pump did not show any 
sign of working at all. That was attributed to the amount of steam generated was not enough 
and exhausted quickly before the system can generate more steam. Furthermore, it was found 
that the steam backed up in the priming water pipe instead of going through the injector. 
Different procedures were followed to investigate the reason behind this but in vain. It was 
suggested later to isolate the pump from the system and test it using the low pressure steam 
line generated by the university in the building. Figure 5-13 is a layout of the modifications 
and setup used to test the pump using the low pressure steam line. The steam line pressure is 
oscillating between 4 and 7 psig every 4 to 5 minutes. This oscillation was related to the dead 
band in the boiler controller. 
To drain 
o 
n 
-rv 
Steam line 
(4-7 psig) 
Steam trap- » 
Priming water line 
(from elvated fixed 
head tank) 
Injector 
Goilof pipe to 
simulate well head 
1 of 4 
thermocouple 
insertion points 
Figure 5-13, Setup for pump testing 
In this setup, only 4 thermocouples are used to measure the steam, cold water, 
priming water and discharge water temperatures. The only thing could be varied in this setup 
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is the steam pressure. Four different steam pressures (4, 5, 6, and 7 psia) are used to test the 
system performance. The priming water is provided by a fixed head header tank installed 
from a 11/4" PVC pipe. The pipe is placed vertically 10 ft. higher than the pump to deliver 
priming water under pressure of 5 psia to overcome the steam pressure and prevent it from 
backing up to the cold water pipe. The steam pressure is controlled manually by the steam 
valve and different temperature readings are recorded. The water intake from the well is 
measured by starting each run at a fixed water level then refill the tank using a graduated 
cylinder and a stop watch to record the run time. The pump discharge is measured by 
collecting the water in a graduated flask. The priming water flow rate is measured after each 
run by not changing the priming water valve setting and allow the water to go to the 
graduated cylinder. Also the steam flow rate is measured by not disturbing the steam valve 
setting and using about 500 ml cold water in the graduated flask and allowing the steam to go 
through the cold water. By doing this, the steam condenses for a measured period of time (1 
minute often). Subtracting the weight of the flask before and after the condensation gives the 
amount of steam condensed in the given period of time. 
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CHAPTER 6 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
6.1 Pressure gain 
It is evident that the pressure regain section did not perform as it was intended. The 
developed pressure was not enough to elevate the water to the storage tank. In this section, an 
attempt will be made to investigate why this happened. 
Table 6-1 presents the measurements obtained from the test runs in Spangler 
Geotechnology laboratory during the first half of January 2002. 
Using the pressure regain section geometry along with the measured flow through it 
can be used to calculate the pressure rise (AP) through the pressure regain section. 
Discharge temperature = 158 °F 
Specific volume, V = 0.0164 ft3/lb 
Density, P = jr = 61.03 lb/ft3 
Discharge, Q = 0.000267 ft3/sec 
Throat diameter = 0.0709 in. 
Exit diameter = 0.226 in. 
Throat velocity, vth = 9.74 ft/sec 
Exit velocity, vex = 0.958 ft/sec 
p = = 1.9 slug/ft3 
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p,h , v7h Pel 
-+-
P 2 
4 _  n
 
2  
1.9 
144 
9.742 0.958" i \ 
= 0.62 /6/m.-
Table 6-1, Test runs measured data 
Date Location* Temp. C Pressure, psig Flow, ml time, s Flowrate, g/s 
10-Jan-02 Bucket level is 12" above the injector 
99.6 4.0 32.2 120 0.27 
3 68.5 1.0 907.2 120 7.56 
4 23.9 0.0 420.0 180 2.33 
5 19.5 0.0 595.0 120 4.96 
2 99.6 4.0 32.2 120 0.27 
3 77.5 0.0-1.0 467.5 120 3.90 
4 23.5 0.0 110.0 120 0.92 
5 19.9 0.0 244.0 90 2.71 
2 100.4 4.0 32.2 120 0.27 
3 74.1 0.00-1.0 470.0 60 7.83 
4 24.1 0.0 419.8 120 3.50 
5 20.5 0.0 244.0 90 2.71 
2 99.9 4.0 32.2 120 0.27 
3 88.0 0.0-1.0 530.0 120 4.42 
4 22.9 0.0 363.8 120 3.03 
20.6 0.0 134.0 120 1.12 
* Locations: 2 is steam entry, 3 is injector discharge, 4 is well entry, and 5 is priming water 
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Table 6-1 (continued) 
Date Location Temp. C Pressure, psig Flow, ml time, s Flowrat g/s 
2 100.2 5.0 35.0 120 0.29 
3 87.0 0.0-3.0 660.0 120 5.50 
4 22.9 -8 in Hg 250.0 120 2.08 
5 19.8 -8 in Hg 375.0 120 3.13 
2 97.2 5.0 35.0 120 0.29 
3 90.1 1.5 461.0 120 3.84 
4 22.8 1.0 375.0 120 3.13 
5 20.7 1.0 51.0 120 0.43 
2 101.5 5.0 35.0 120 0.29 
3 71.1 1.0 673.0 120 5.61 
4 24.4 0.0 295.0 120 2.46 
5 20.9 0.0 343.0 120 2.86 
2 101.9 6.0 36.4 120 0.30 
3 83.1 0.0-1.0 709.0 120 5.91 
4 22.7 -8 in Hg 297.0 120 2.48 
5 20.9 -8 in Hg 375.6 120 3.13 
2 100.5 6.0 36.4 120 0.30 
3 75.7 0.0-1.0 696.0 120 5.80 
4 22.7 -6Hg 295.0 120 2.46 
5 20.0 -6Hg 364.6 120 3.04 
2 101.3 6.0 36.4 120 0.30 
3 83.7 0.0-1.0 709.0 120 5.91 
4 22.7 -8 Hg 298.0 120 2.48 
5 20.8 -8 Hg 374.6 120 3.12 
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Table 6-1 (continued) 
Date Location Temp. C Pressure, psig Flow, ml Time, s Flowrate, g/s 
2 102.0 7.0 39.3 120 0.33 
3 80.2 0.0-1.0 532.0 60 8.87 
4 23.1 -6 Hg 130.0 60 2.17 
5 20.7 -6 Hg 764.7 120 6.37 
1 l-Jan-02 
2 104.0 7.0 39.3 120.0 0.33 
3 77.9 1.0 429.0 60 7.15 
4 22.6 -4 Hg 178.0 90 1.98 
5 20.4 -4 Hg 581.4 120 4.84 
2 103.2 7.0 39.3 120.0 0.33 
3 80.8 1.0 396.0 60 6.60 
4 22.8 -4 Hg 100.0 90 1.11 
5 19.9 -4 Hg 619.4 120 5.16 
Bucket on floor -20" below injector 
2 102.0 7.0 39.3 120.0 0.33 
3 86.2 -2.0 to 1.0 528.0 90 5.87 
4 22.6 -6 in.Hg 145.0 120 1.21 
5 20.5 -6 in. Hg 519.7 120 4.33 
2 99.6 7.0 39.30 120.00 0.33 
3 86.0 0.0-4.0 541.0 90 6.01 
4 22.8 -4 in. Hg to 5 psi 105.0 65 1.62 
5 20.5 -4 in. Hg to 5 psi 488.2 120 4.07 
2 98.7 7.0 39.30 120.00 0.33 
3 86.1 -2.0 to 2.0 553.0 90 6.14 
4 22.9 -2 in. Hg to 4 psi 105.0 60 1.75 
5 20.3 -2 in. Hg to 4 psi 488.0 120 4.07 
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It is evident now that the pressure rise through the pressure regain section is very low 
compared to the pressure required to elevate the discharge to the storage tank. This could be 
attributed to the fact that steam velocity did not reach supersonic velocity in the steam 
nozzle. Table 6-2 summarizes the data and the calculations under different pressure values 
used in the test runs. From the table, it can be concluded that the higher the steam pressure 
the higher the pressure rise through pressure regain section. 
Table 6-2, Pressure rise through pressure regain section 
Location* Measured 
average T, F 
Average P, 
PSI 
Average flow, 
g/s Q, ft3/sec AP, psi 
2 211.8 4.0 0.27 
3 170.6 0.8 5.93 0.000209 0.386182 
4 74.5 0.0 2.45 
5 68.2 0.0 2.87 
2 211.3 5.0 0.29 
3 180.9 1.3 4.98 0.000176 0.273043 
4 74.1 -1.0 2.56 
5 68.8 -1.0 2.14 
2 214.2 6.0 0.30 
3 177.5 0.5 5.87 0.000207 0.379137 
4 72.9 -3.6 2.47 
5 69.0 -3.6 3.10 
2 217.5 7.0 0.33 
3 175.3 0.8 7.54 0.000266 0.624894 
4 73.1 -2.3 1.75 
5 68.6 -2.3 5.46 
* 2 is steam entry, 3 is injector discharge, 4 is well entry, and 5 is priming water 
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6.2 Steam flow 
In attempting to understand the reason behind such behavior from the pressure regain 
section; the steam flow will be re-estimated from the enthalpy balance between the entrance 
and the exit from pressure regain section. 
The streams coming to the pressure regain section are steam, priming water, and well 
water. These 3 streams combine together in 1 steam at the entrance to pressure regain 
section. 
Steam at 4 psig = 18.7 psia 
Hg= 1155 Btu/lb 
Measured total flow, 
m, = 5.93 g / s  = ——— = 0.0131 l b / sec 
s 454g 
Discharge enthalpy at measured temperature, Hf 0  
H f o  =(7-32) = 170.6-32 = 138.6 Btu/lb 
m g H g+(m w +ri t p )H /  =m t H f o  
Since m s  «m,andHf small, then: 
Ratio of total flow to steam flow from the enthalpy calculation: 
Ratio of total flow to steam flow from the bucket and watch measurement: 
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A=5^3= 2 2 1  
ms 0.27 
Table 6-3 displays a summary calculation for the steam using different values of 
steam pressure. 
Table 6-3, Summary of steam flow calculation 
Measured 
average T, Average Average Enthalpy, m t  m s  
Location F P, psig flow, g/s Btu/lb lb/sec lb/sec 
2 211.8 4.0 0.27 1155.0 0.1087482 22.08644 
3 170.6 0.8 5.93 138.6 0.0131 8.330629 
2 211.3 5.0 0.29 1156.0 0.0852057 17.08571 
3 180.9 1.3 4.98 148.9 0.0110 7.762557 
2 214.2 6.0 0.30 1157.0 0.102853 19.35897 
3 177.5 0.5 5.87 145.5 0.0129 7.95189 
2 217.5 7.0 0.33 1157.9 0.134139 23.01951 
3 175.3 0.8 7.54 143.3 0.0166 8.077996 
hi , feï 
. m. 1 m.  , 
As it can be seen from the table, the calculated 
\ m sJ  
, is different from the measured 
c  - x 
m 
\ m s j  
. This difference could be attributed to the nozzle pressure disturbance when the 
discharge valve opened to measure the steam flow. 
1 The ratio is calculated from the enthalpy balance. 
2 The ratio calculated from bucket and watch measurements. 
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6.3 Nozzle performance analysis 
It was apparent that the nozzle was not reaching supersonic velocity because the 
pressure achieved in the pressure regain section was much less than that predicted by the 
simulation model SLRPMP2. Unfortunately the instrumentation available was limited, 
particularly with respect to measuring flowrates. Also the pressure sensors were simply 
Bourdon gauges. These were not very accurate nor were they suitable for measuring the 
fluctuating pressures that were encountered. 
The following analysis attempts to work with the limited measurements to estimate 
the velocity achieved by the nozzle. 
The following assumptions are necessary: 
1. The mass flowrate at the discharge from the injector was considered to be 
accurately known. 
2. The pressure regain section was considered to work without loss. 
3. Condensation at constant pressure took place starting at the convergent/divergent 
nozzle throat and finished with totally liquid stream at the end of the combining 
section. 
4. The first law of thermodynamics in steady flow form can be applied to the 
injector with the assumption that there is no heat transfer to or from the injector. 
5. Momentum present in the steam at the throat was considered in the momentum 
present at the end of the combining section. 
6. The flow in the converging portion of the nozzle may be considered isentropic. 
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6.3.1 Important injector dimensions 
Nozzle throat diameter = 0.082 in. 
Nozzle throat area = -0.0822 , = 36.67.rl0"6/'2 
4 144 in." 
Pressure regain section entry diameter = 0.0709 in. 
7t t 1 ft1 Pressure regain section entry area = —0.0709" —-—- = 27.42.rl0"6 
4 144 in" 
Pressure regain section exit diameter = 0.226 in. 
7V I fi " Pressure regain section exit area = —0.226" —-—- = 278.6.rl0"6 ft 
4 144 in." 
Selecting one set of measurements: 
11th January 2002 (2nd group) 
Steam pressure = 7.0 psig 
Injector output = 6.6 ml/s = ^—- = 233.LrlO~6yr3 Is 
2.54 .rl2 
Well flow =1.11 ml/s 
Injector discharge temperature = 187° F 
Injector discharge pressure = 1.0 psig 
Condensing pressure = -4 in. Hg. 
P = p.gJt 
f  =  1 3 =  " 2 8 2  lb! ft1 =-1.96 lbf /in} 
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6.3.2 Sonic flow 
Throat conditions for sonic flow: 
For isentropic expansion of a perfect gas up to sonic velocity (convergent channel), 
the throat pressure is given by: 
2 
, r + U  
In this example: 
Ptol =21.7 lb f I in? abs. 
y = 1.13 
The value of n is obtained by using steam tables and considering isentropic flow 
between Plot and P[h. 
f 1-125 1 
Plh =2\j( r'25" =12.57 lbf I in.1 abs. 
lh U.125 + U ' 
This value of throat pressure indicates that if the condensing pressure exceeds 12.57 
lbf/in.2 abs. then sonic velocity is not achieved in the nozzle. 
6.3.3 Pressure regain 
Q 233 lxl0™6 Pressure regain discharge velocity — = = 0.8367 ft I s 
A 278.6x10 J 
233 lxl0~6 Pressure regain entry velocity = — = 8.501 ft I s 
27.4x10 7 
Pressure regain: 
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r..2 ..2 ^ 
AP- ^in ^out 
X 
.p = (s.5012 -0.83672 
= 69.06 l b f / f r  =0.48 lbf I in? 
Note that this value of the measured injector discharge pressure and the pressure 
regain would indicate the pressure in the condensing section would be: 
(1 .0 + 14.7) - 0.48 = 15.22 lb(/in.2 abs. 
This does not match the measured value of: 
14.7 - 1.96 = 12.74 Ib^in.2 abs. 
6.3.4 Nozzle discharge velocity 
1. Using a discharge pressure of 15.22 lb/in.2 abs. 
At saturation conditions with P= 7.0 + 14.7 = 21.7 lbf/in.2 abs. 
Enthalpy, H = 1157.9 Btu/lbm 
Entropy, S = 1.7255 Btu/lbm.R 
At P = 15.22 lbf/in.2 assuming isentropic expansion: 
H =1132 Btu/lbm 
y = («,. - Hm, ) 
v = f2x77&x32.2( l  157.9-1132) = 1139 fits 
2. Using the measured discharge pressure of 12.74 lbf/in.2 
Enthalpy at nozzle discharge, H = 1119.4 Btu/lbm 
v = ^2x778x32.2(1157.9 -1119.4) = 1389 ft ! s 
These 2 pressures are greater than the throat pressure previously calculated for sonic velocity. 
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6.3.5 Estimate steam flowrate using nozzle conditions 
1. At P = 15.22 lbf/in.2 
Throat specific volume, V = 25.422 ft3/lbm 
Mass flowrate, m  = — = 1389-y36-67y1° = 1.643x10"3/6m I s  
V 25.422 
2. At P = 12.74 lbf/in.2 
V = 29.737 ft3flbm 
m  = 1389x36-67*10~* = i.713xl0"3/6m I s  
29.737 
3. Direct measurement using condensation at atmospheric pressure after the steam 
had passed through the nozzle. 
Q = 0.33 ml/s 
m  = / 033 x62.3 = 0.726xl0-3/6m I s  (2.54x12) 
It can be concluded now the steam flow measurement procedure was flawed because 
the steam had to pass through the small opening at the end of the combining section. This 
second restriction probably reduced the flowrate significantly. So the mass flowrates of 
steam obtained using downstream pressures of 15.22 and 12.74 lbf/in.2 abs are probably 
better estimates of steam flow than the measured flow. These values will be used in an 
energy balance for the complete injector to check for consistency. 
6.3.6 Estimate steam flowrate using conservation of momentum 
Steam velocity = 1139 fVs 
Momentum steam = momentum of total flow at the end of the combining section 
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rô2v2 =(/iz2+m4 +m5)verti 
(m2 + m4 +m5) = m, = 233.1x62.3x10-6 = l4.5xlO"3/fcm / s 
m2 = 14.5x10^x^1 = 0.1082x10~3/d_ /» 2 1139 
Steam velocity = 1389 fl/s 
m, = 14.5xl0-3x^l = 0.08874x10~3lbm /s 
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6.3.7 Estimate of steam flowrate using an energy balance 
This estimate is not very accurate because the enthalpy entering the system from the 
combined stream of well and priming water is not known because the flowrate of priming 
water could not be measured. 
The preceding estimates of steam flow will be used to estimate the steam flow from 
energy balance in each instance. 
msl = 1.643x10-3lbm Is 
m4 +m5 =14.5x10"3 -1.643xl0"3 = 12.86x10-3/6m Is 
Water temperature = (73+68)/2 =70.5° F 
Water enthalpy = 70.5 - 32 = 38.5 Btu/lbm 
Water enthalpy at injector discharge = 187 - 32 = 155 Btu/lbm 
Energy balance (velocities may be ignored): 
msl (l 157.9 + 12.86x10-3 x38.5) = 14.5x10"3xl55 
Revised «„ = C4 ^'55 -12.86^38.5)^10^ . ,.514;d0-,z6-/s 
st 1157.9 
mst =1.713x10 ~3lbm/s 
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m4 + m5 =(14.5-I.713)xrl0-3 = 12.79x10~3/6m Is 
The enthalpies are the same as in the previous calculation. 
Revised mst = (145x155-12.79x38.5)xl0 3 = L516jcl0-3/fc /s 
" 1157.9 
mst = 0.726x10"3/ôm/s 
m4 + /w5 = (14.5-0.726)xl0~3 = 13.77x10~3lbn Is 
The enthalpies are the same as in the previous calculation. 
Revised m s t  = 04 5x155-13.77x38.5^10 3 = l  4S3x lQ-i l b  / s  
" 1157.9 
6.3.8 Revision of nozzle discharge pressure 
It seems likely that the energy balance calculations are substantially accurate. Thus 
the steam flowrate is probably about 1.5xl0"3 lbm/s. This flowrate is higher than that obtained 
from calculating the mass flowrate from momentum conservation. Returning to momentum 
conservation, calculate the steam velocity that will be required with a flowrate of 1.5xlO"3 
Ibm/S. 
={m2 +m4+m5)vexit 
v, = 14 5x10 3 (8.501) = 82.18 ft/s 
' 1.5x10 
Unfortunately this value is very low and suggests that the nozzle was performing very 
poorly. 
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6.3.9 Expected steam flow through nozzle with atmospheric pressure downstream 
Upstream conditions: 
Pressure = 21.7 lbf/in.2 abs 
Steam 100% saturated 
Enthalpy = 1157.9 Btu/lbm 
Entropy = 1.7255 Btu/lbm.R 
Downstream conditions: 
Pressure = 14.7 lbf/in.2 abs 
Entropy = 1.7255 Btu/lbm.R 
Enthalpy = 1129.5 Btu/lbm 
Specific volume = 26.212 ft3/lbm 
Velocity v = A/2(//,„ -Houl) 
v = ^2x778x32.2(1 157.9 -1129.5) = 1193 ft/s 
Steam flow rate — = 1193x36.67x10 6 = { 669xl0-3 # j 
V 26.212 m/ 
0.33 ml/s , 
Measured flow -62.3 =0.626x10 lbm s (2.54x12) 
The fact that the measured quantity is much less than the predicted quantity is 
because the steam was trapped downstream of the condensing section. The condensing 
section would constrict flow. 
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6.3.10 Throat pressure to yield flow of 1.5x10'3 Ibm/s 
This will have to be calculated reiteratively. 
1st estimate 
P = 16 lbf/in.2 abs. 
Entropy = 1.7255 Btu/lbm.R 
Enthalpy = 1135.5 Btu/lbm 
Specific volume = 24.327 ft3/lbm 
Velocity = ^2x778x32.2(1157.9 -1135.5) = 1059 f t / s  
Mass flowrate = 1059x36.67x10 = 1 597rl0-3 [b /s 
24.327 m/ 
2nd estimate 
Extrapolate: 
P —14.7 1.5-1.669 
16-14.7 ~ 1.597-1.669 
P = 14.7+ 1-669"1-5 (16-14.7) = 17.75 lb J in.2 abs 
1.669-1.597v ' n 
Entropy = 1.7255 Btu/lbm.R 
Enthalpy = 1143.1 Btu/lbm 
Specific volume = 22.204 ft3/lbm 
Velocity = ^2x778x32.2(1157.9-1143.1) = 861.1 f t / s  
Mass flowrate = 861.1x36.67x10^ = j 422jc10-3 ^  / 
22.204 ml 
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3 rd estimate 
Interpolate: 
17.75-P = 1.422-1.5 
17.75-16 1.4221.597 
P = 17.75 —1 5~1,422 (17.75-16) = 16.97 lb, /in.2abs 
1.597-1.422 ' n 
Entropy = 1.7255 Btu/lbm.R 
Enthalpy = 1139.8 Btu/lbm 
Specific volume = 23.099 ft3/lbm 
Velocity = ^2*778*32.2(1157.9 -1139.8) = 952.3 ft/s 
Mass flowrate = 952.3x36.67x10"* = 15y10-3 ^  y 
23.099 m/ 
This is close enough for the present purposes. A flowrate of 1.5x103 lbm/s would be 
achieved with a downstream pressure of 17 lb/in." abs. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 Conclusions 
The study has accomplished its objectives. Despite the fact that no good results could 
be achieved; the study gave a thorough understanding of the injector pump and identified the 
flaw in the design and the relationships between the pump components. 
The injector was not performing in the manner postulated in the system model 
SLRPMP2. The energy balance for the injector strongly suggests that for the analysis 
performed (data for 11th January 2002), the steam mass flowrate was about l.SxlO"3 lb^/s. 
This mass flowrate also matches the mass flowrate calculated for a convergent nozzle based 
on the actual throat area and pressures across the nozzle. The real anomaly is the lack of 
momentum transfer and hence the low velocity of the condensed fluid at the entrance to the 
pressure regain section. Momentum is only conserved at constant pressure, otherwise 
pressure differences on the fluid act as forces and 
F = — (mv) 
dt 
Thus it may be postulated that the lack of nozzle performance is caused by non­
uniform pressure in the condensing section. It is further thought that the conditions in the 
condensing section were affected by the manner in which the water was introduced into the 
combining section. It is thought that a modification of the combining section as shown in 
Figure 7-1 might improve the performance. 
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Supersonic 
nozzle 
Throat 
adjustment 
needle 
1 Jet /^ Condensing Steam jet 
Combining 
section 
Figure 7-1, Modification of the combining section 
Based on the data obtained from the test runs, the following conclusions can be 
drawn: 
1. The steam velocity did not reach the supersonic velocity in passing through 
the steam nozzle. Consequently, the pressure rise through the pressure regain 
section was not enough to elevate the discharge water to the storage tank. 
2. The priming water could not be reduced below a minimum without the well 
flow stopping. This would require introducing a modification in the original 
system design to account for priming water flow. 
3. It was never possible to reduce the pressure downstream of the steam nozzle 
to 1 psia as desired. 
4. The calculated pressure rise in the pressure regain section is very low 
compared to the needed pressure rise to elevate the water to the storage tank. 
5. The pressure distribution through the injector pump needs to be mapped using 
some sophisticated techniques that were not available during the study. 
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6. The computer program is well written and can be used for further 
investigations leading to a better design of the injector components. 
7.2 Recommendations for future investigation 
Solar water pumping is an ideal solution for developing countries having sufficient 
solar insolation and technology. The issue of solar energy surfaced after the oil crises in 1973 
and received a lot of interest but it slowed down after less than 2 decades due to reduction in 
the oil prices. Now is a good time to resume the solar energy research since the oil and other 
fossil fuels are approaching their end. 
According to the current research findings, this project needs to be further 
investigated to arrive to the optimal design and working conditions. Here are a few 
suggestions for more work to be done: 
1. The computer program should be modified to allow for further investigation 
of the design parameters and to include solar radiation data. 
2. The steam nozzle design needs to be revisited to assure its functionality. 
3. The cold water stream (well water) entry to the injector needs to be relocated 
farther from the steam nozzle exit to allow the steam jet to reach the 
supersonic velocity before condensation takes place. 
4. Using more sophisticated instrumentations to measure the vital system 
variables such as temperature, pressure, and flowrates at different sections to 
be able to correctly evaluate the system performance. 
5. A spring loaded needle could be introduced at the entry of the steam nozzle to 
control the fluctuations in the steam pressure. 
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APPENDIX 1 
DESIGNING A SUPERSONIC NOZZLE 
Introduction 
It may be shown that a nozzle that is designed to produce a supersonic velocity must 
have two segments. The first segment converges and velocity increases as pressure decreases. 
There is a pressure at which the velocity reaches the speed of sound. In order to cause the 
fluid to exceed the speed of sound, the second segment of the nozzle must diverge. 
Analyzing supersonic flow is considerably more complicated than analyzing subsonic 
flow. The rate at which the area changes with respect to path length is not critical for the 
converging portion of the nozzle. On the other hand, the rate of area change must be carefully 
planned in the supersonic section otherwise unwanted Mach waves will occur and there will 
be an unwanted reversion to subsonic flow. 
The nozzle under investigation will have a circular cross section. Such a nozzle is 
best handled using cylindrical coordinates. The flow in a circular section nozzle is 
independent of the angle (i.e. coordinate) 6. Consequently the problem of analyzing the gas 
flow is reduced from 3 coordinates to 2. The basics for developing an analytical method of 
calculating the divergent nozzle shape and the velocity at F and Z points is based on 2 
equations that are usually specified in vector form: 
r A 
> Z 
Flow direction 
Figure A-l, Axis directions for flow calculations 
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• Continuity: V-(/> f ) = 0  
• Conservation of momentum: ( v  v )P  + — V  p-0  
P 
These are simplified forms of more general equations in the forms given here, the 
simplifications are: 
• Fluid has no viscosity 
• Flow is invariant with time (steady state) 
V is the operator J— + j — + k — 
dx dy dz 
V is the velocity vector at any point («/ + vj + w£) 
p is density. 
The two vector equations can be expanded to partial differential equations in (r, z, u, 
and w). Where u is the velocity in the direction of r and w is the velocity in the direction of z. 
The differential equations cannot be solved explicitly for supersonic flow but they can be 
solved iteratively if the solution is known along some line. Fortunately we can start by 
assuming the velocity is uniformly the sonic velocity across the throat. The procedure that 
will be outlined is only easily applicable for a perfect gas. We can approximate the flow of 
wet steam by suitable choice of n in: 
Pf v" = P2 y2  
We shall return to the procedure for developing the different equations and their iterative 
solution later. First we need to develop the two vector equations for continuity and 
momentum conservation. The development will follow Owezarek (1964). 
Continuity equation 
Consider a small volume of fluid that travels with the flow and always contains the 
same fluid particles. Note that the density in the volume and the magnitude of the volume can 
change but the mass remains constant. This condition can be written as: 
— \_p  dV  =0 
Dt  i v  
p is the Density and V is the Volume 
The D/Dt notation denotes the material time derivative. For a fuller discussion of the 
difference between material and spatial time derivatives, see pp. 36, 37 in Owezarek. The 
quantity p may vary with time and the position of the volume. Density p has no directionality 
and is called a scalar quantity. Owezarek developed Reynolds's transport theorem: 
— f_ F dV = [_K + F-VF + f(v.f) £)t Jv Jv At x ' dt dV 
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Where F is any scalar function. In words this theorem means that the rate of change of F 
dF integrated over the moving volume is related to — rate of change of F with respect to time. 
dT  
P-WF 1  
, The flux of F out of the volume. 
In the continuity equation the scalar quantity is p and we have specified that there is no loss 
of mass from the volume. Hence we can write: 
î ,  i p Â V = L [ f + ^  - V p + ^  ^ = 0  
The second and third terms may be written as: 
P Vp + p ( v  P )=V (p  p)  
This is of the form — (u  v) = v— + u  — 
dx K  dx  dx  
The equality can be proved by expanding and performing the partial differentiation. Thus: 
Now it can be argued that if the result is true for some finite volume V then it is true for 
elemental volumes dV . Thus we can state: 
^ -  + V-{pP)= 0 
d t  
We are only interested in the continuity equation applied to the steady state situation, that is 
the condition that: 
a"0  
Hence the continuity equation that we shall need for the nozzle design simplifies to: 
V-(p  r)=o 
Note that we have derived an expression in terms of density p and velocity V, volume does 
not appear. 
We shall need a condition for continuity in the development of the expression for 
momentum. If we consider a travelling elemental volume that maintains a constant mass, 
then we can write: 
p  dV  = 0 
Momentum equation 
Momentum is a vector quantity and would be written as: muï  +  mv  J  +  m wk  
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If we consider a volume V that travels with the flow then the momentum contained is this 
volume could be written: 
j 7 pVdV 
Now to cause a change in momentum, a force must be applied thus: 
±[?pViV-ZF 
Where represents the sum of the applied forces. We are only interested in the situation 
where there is no viscosity. Thus there are no shear forces on the volume V. We shall also 
ignore electromagnetic or gravitation forces. Thus we can write the change of momentum-
force equation as: 
— f p  V  dV  = -cf PdA 
Dt  JF  J  s  
P is the pressure and is treated as a scalar function. Therefore the pressure is the same in all 
directions at a point. The negative sign results because P is inward directed and dA is 
outward. 
Figure A-2, Force analysis on an element 
We now need to use a statement from vector calculus. We can define the gradient of a scalar 
function as: 
grad( f  )= \ im S  r  < 1 À  
y-*o V 
which can be rewritten as: 
f _V fdV  =  £ /<û  
In the present context, the scalar function is P as: 
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|\ ypdv  
So the momentum expression has been reduced to: 
— fipPdV +  f_VPdV=0  
Dt Sv iv 
Earlier it was shown that we may consider a streamline where the moving V always encloses 
a fixed mass. So we can write: 
j^ \ F V(pdV) + l _VPdV=0  
\v^t^dV )+\vVPdV=0 
Digression DV/Dt  
DV D - ,  x 
—  =-V{ t , x , y , z )  
Apply the chain rule: 
dV dt dV dx dV dy dV dz 
+ h 4 
dt dt dx dt dy dt dz dt 
dV f d d d 
+1 U + v— + w 
dt I dx dy dw 
Recalling i  i  =  j  •  j  = k  - k  =  \  
And the definition: 
And j -k = i k = i • j = 0 
V = 
Then: 
5 d U  +  V —  +  w —  
K  dx  ay  dz  
V  -V =(i'u + yV + Jfcivl-fi  — + j  — + k  — 
^ dx dy dz J 
Hence we can write DV/Dt'. in vector notation as: 
= (p  • v )v  (Noting V •  V is an operator and ^ = 0 for steady state). 
So, the momentum expression for the case of an inviscid fluid with no external body forces 
(e.g. magnetic, gravity, etc) is: 
] F (P . v )P(pdV)+  j_ VPdV =  0 
Using the argument that if the integral over any volume is zero, then the quantity within the 
integral, an elemental volume, is also zero then: 
(p -v )ppdv+vpdv  =  0  
Which is usually written as: 
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(K-V)I/+—VP = 0 
P 
Relating the momentum equation to flow of a perfect gas 
In Appendix 2 it is shown that: 
dS = -^—R — r—R^~ 
y - 1  P  y - 1  p  
If we multiply by ^ ~^Ry and observe that the speed of sound is: 
p 
a 2  - y  —  Or a 1  p - y P  
P 
1  I  1  Y - 1  Then: 4- dP = - dp + - ^-± dS 
a - p  p  R  y  
Digression relation of differential to vector function 
Consider the scalar function: 
f  =  f ( ^ x , y , z )  
Using the chain rule, we can write: 
df df dt df dx df dy df dz 
dt dt dt dx dt dy dt dz dt 
Observe that: 
dx dy dz . . 
— = u, — = v,  — = vv,  And 
dt dt dt 
V = ui + vj + wk 
So: { V f ) - V  =  u ^  +  v ^ - + w ^ -
dx dy dz 
So for the steady state condition where: 
£" 
We can write: 
df=( (v f ) v )d t  
Return to the thermodynamics of perfect gas: 
Previously it has been shown: 
1  d P  =  - d p  +  -  d S  
a - p  p  R  y  
Using the r e s u l t  f o r  df  :  
-4-((VP). v )d t  = — ivp ) . v )d t  +1 ^ ((V5)- v )d t  
a ' p  p  R  y  
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Assume V and dt are non zero and may be factored out: 
1 I l Y 
-VP = — Vp + — -Z— VS 
a'p p R y-1 
Along any streamline we shall assume that flow through a nozzle is isentropic hence VS = 0. 
Thus we have a vector equation: 
1 VP = — Vp 
a'p p 
That will be obeyed during the isentropic flow of a perfect gas. P can be eliminated by 
returning to the momentum equation: 
( p  -v) P  + —VP = 0, or: 
P 
-4-VP = - \ ( P -V)P  
a'p a~ 
Making this substitution into the thermodynamic relationship: 
—
X
- ( P  - v ) P  = — V p  
a- p 
Now from the dot product with V : 
—
l
- P ( P . v ) P  =  —  P v p  
a- p 
We can now eliminate p by introducing the continuity equation: 
V-(pP)= 0 
Which can be written: 
v ( p p ) = p ( v p ) + ( v p ) - p  
Now the scalar dot product of two vectors is commutative, i.e.: 
O P  =  P 0  
So we can write: 
V • Vp = —pV • V 
Using this in: 
-~^rP (P V)P = — V Vp 
a' P 
yields: 
—TV V)P = -V-V ,or. 
V- P  = - ^ P - ( P -V)P  
In Appendix 3 it is shown that: 
( p . v ) p  = V ^lj + (yx p ) x p  
A condition for irrotational flow is that: 
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VxV = 0 
So the combined thermodynamic momentum and continuity equations may be written as: 
1  -  ( K 2 )  V-V =-LVM — 
a 2  [ 2 )  
Relation between Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates 
The description of the relation between Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates is 
somewhat complicated. The development on pp. 601 to 608, Owezarek (1964) has been 
followed. The relationships needed are: 
The vectors Ûr, Ue, and Û. are a mutually orthogonal set aligned with r, perpendicular to r 
and z, and z (see Figure A-26 in Owezarek). 
We now need to apply these relations to: 
As part of the process required to obtain partial differential equations in: 
du du dw dw 
dr' âz ' dT' ~dz 
(There has been a change in notation here u = Vr, v = Vd, and w = V. we do not need v in 
fact because of the circular symmetry). 
Start with: 
"r 
V x P = ~ —  —  —  
r dr dd dz 
K rVg V. 
  V  — 
Hence: 
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If du , ôv dw 
+ — UV 4- V h VW 
rl de d0 de (du ôv , dw uw h vw 1- w" — dz dz dz j 
Noting that with circular symmetry v = 0 and all derivatives with respect to e are zero 
thus: 
1 IY -, du dw) ( du dwN 
U~ + UW 4- UW 4-W' —— 
^ dr dr J { dz dz , 
The left-hand side of the original equation evaluated for the circular symmetry situation: 
V - V = — — (ru)+ — 
r dr v ' dz 
1 ( du\ dw 
— — u 4- r— 4- — 
r{ dr J dz 
Thus: 
V f—l-v-v 
a~ 
>2 \ ( 
1- w
2) 
, 2 X a 2 v  
w 2 ) dw uw dw uw du 
dw uw dw uw du 
dz a1 dr a2 dz 
2 \ 
i \  
l
" ^  
ÔM M 
dr r 
dz a2 dr a2 dz 
M 
a" 
du u 
r 
A further equation can be obtained by noting that the flow is irrotational so: 
VxV = 0 
The determinant given earlier must be expanded: 
"r rug u. 
1 d d d 
r dr de dz 
u rv w 
= 0 
- ( dw d z _ f dw d« +s
-(i^-S"8 
Since this is a zero vector each of the 3 coefficients of the vector must be zero. Only the 
coefficient of i?9is of concern because the flow has circular symmetry so v = 0 and 
derivatives of 0 are zero. Thus the second equation is: 
dw du . 
dr dz 
We have 4 "variables" —, —, —, and — to develop a strategy for evaluating 
dr dz dr dz 
w and u we need two more equations. A mesh will be formed where the slopes of the 
sides of a mesh element will approximate dw/dr. Thus the chain rule can be used twice to 
obtain estimates of S w and S r Owezarek writes these as dw and dr so this nomenclature 
will be followed: 
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, ôw , ôw dw = — dz 4- —— dr 
dz dr 
, du , du du = — dz 4 dr 
dz dr 
Note on order of variables. Conventionally r and d are the first two variables and z is the 
third in a set of cylindrical coordinates. It is rational to turn the cylindrical coordinates so z is 
"horizontal" and r is "vertical" (actually radial). Owezarek orients his first coordinate with 
the axis of symmetry and his second coordinate perpendicular to the first. Hence z and w are 
axial position and velocity and u and r are the radial position and velocity. So w comes 
before u in the formulation. 
Write the 4 equations in dw/dz, dw/dr, du/dz, and 
in a set of linear equations: 
du 
du/dr again and align the terms as 
1 w 
2 \ dw 
dz 
uw dw 
a2 dr 
, dw 
uw du 
a2 dz 
dw 
dT 
dw 
1 u 
2 \ 
a' 
du 
dz 
*1 
u 
dr 
= 0 
= dw 
dr^- = du 
dr 
For more convenience in manipulation write these as: 
. dw . dw du .du _ 
A>-*+A'fr A'& + A'a;=F' 
, dw , dw dz—4- dr— 
dz dr 
= dw 
, du , du , dz — 4- dr — = du 
dz dr 
Treating these 4 equations as a set of linear equations in first order differential coefficients 
dw/dz, dw/dr, du/dz, and du/dr then it is instructive to consider the use of Cramer's 
rule to solve for dw/dz : 
dw 
Fx A2 Aj A4 
F2 S2 fl3 fl4 
dw dr 0 0 
du 0 dz dr 
A\ A2 A} A4 
Bx B2 83 84 
dz dr 0 0 
0 0 dz dr 
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Method of characteristics 
Supersonic flow is different from subsonic flow because Mach waves form when 
there is a change in duct geometry. A Mach wave is characterized by discontinuities in the 
velocity terms. Consequently we have to consider the special situation where: 
dw 0 
~dz~Q 
That is dw/dz is undefined. The same is true for the other velocity derivatives 
dw/dr, du/dz, and du/dr. 
If the denominator determinant is observed for any of the velocity derivatives, it can 
be seen that dz and dr appear. Now a method of determining the slopes dr/dz of the lines on 
which the velocity derivatives are indeterminate will be developed. It can be shown that these 
characteristic lines are related to the Mach lines and yield a method of calculating the 
velocities w and u in the divergent portion of the nozzle. 
Expand the denominator determinant and equate this to zero: 
4 
dz 
0 
*2 B2 
dr 
0 
Al 
83 
0 
dz 
A4 
84 
0 
dr 
= 0 
Expand by the 3rd row to use as many zeros as possible: 
dz 
*2 
0 
a, 
dz 
4 
B4 
dr 
— dr 
4 
a, 
0 
Bi 
dz 
A, 
*4 
dr 
= 0 
The goal is to form an equation in the derivative dr/dz (noting z is aligned along the axis of 
symmetry so dr/dz corresponds to "dy/dx" when the axis of symmetry is horizontal). After 
some arithmetic: 
(AxB3 - A^BX)^—j + {A3B2 - A2B3 -A1Ba+ A4fl,)^~ + {A2B4 -A4B2) = 0 
The interest is only in real values for the gradient dr/dz so the discriminant in this quadratic 
equation must be positive: 
"62 —4ac > 0" 
(A3B2 —AjBJ — AxBa + AaBx)" —4{AxB3 — A2BxXA2B4 —A4B2)> 0 
Partial differential equations that lead to the above condition are given the name hyperbolic. 
For the case of circular symmetry (also called axial symmetry): 
w2 uw uw u2 , „ u 4 = 1  r .  A2=—-, A3 = r ,  A4 = 1  r, and Fx = — 
a' a* a' a' r 
Bx =0, B2 = 1, 
Thus the discriminant is: 
B2 = -1, Ba = 0, and F, =0 
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uw uw) . 
y - V - s )  '.-*T y 
f vr^ 
1 : 
V V a / 
•j •> / i i i \ / i i N 
. M"W" J, M* + W" U'W I H" + W~ ,1 
= 4
— - ' J  
The components of the velocity are at right angles so: 
r- — u~ +w2 
That is: q' - i  
We know that flow is supersonic in the divergent portion of the nozzle being analyzed so: 
- > l  
a 
ru2+w2 ^ 
> 0  Hence the discriminant satisfies the condition that: 
The equation set is hyperbolic. 
Formulation of dr/dz 
Solving the quadratic equation in dr/dz and substituting the values for A t  and B i  yields: 
dr 
dz 
uw _ 
— + 
a' 
u' + w" 
-I 
"7 
Figure A-3, Characteristics and velocity components in the physical plane 
(Figure 9-27 Owezarek, 1964) 
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There will be a streamline passing through some point that is the intersection of 2 
characteristics (remembering characteristics are defined as lines in the solution plane where 
the derivatives dw/dz, dw/dr, du/dz, and du/dr are not defined, i.e. discontinuous. 
We shall relate the discontinuities to "Mach waves" shortly). Thus: 
w=V cosû 
u = V sin# 
And define: 
a ,, 
sin u — — = M 
V 
There is a geometrical meaning for /À that will be examined after this mathematical 
development is complete. Making substitutions for w, u, and V/a into the expression 
for dr/dz leads to: 
dr _ sin 6 cos 9 ± sin n cos n 
dz cos2 0 -sin2 fi 
It is shown in Appendix 4 that: 
— = tan(0 + fi) C> Characteristic 
dz 
And — = tan(0 - FJ) C~ Characteristic 
dz 
The meaning of the C>z~ characteristic will be explained later when Mach waves are 
discussed. 
Formulation of dufdw 
We showed that dw/dz could be obtained from the ratio of two determinants using 
Cramer's rule. We stated that we examine solutions where the derivatives of the velocities 
are indeterminate. We have just shown that the slopes of dr/dz, characteristic lines, can be 
found from requiring that the denominator determinant in the ratio for the velocity 
derivatives is zero. Now examine the result of setting the numerator determinant to zero: 
A2 
B2 
dr 
0 
Ai 
= d\i\Bz 
0 
F2 
dw 
du 
*3 
0 
dz 
4 
*3 
dz 
A* 
B* 
0 
dr 
A% 
B> 
dr 
= 0 
— dr 
Fx 
Fi 
du 
B3 
dz 
B< 
dr 
= 0 
— dw 
/ 
4 A4 A, A3 > ( A3 A4 FX A4 FX A3 \ 
— dz + dr — dr du — dz + dr 
V B2 B* B2 B3 V B3 B< F2 B4 F2 B, J 
= 0 
I l l  
</w[— dz{A,B4 — A4B2)Jt- dr{A2B2 — A3B2 )] 
-dr[du(A3B4 -A4B3)-dz(F lB4 - F2A4)+dr(F lBJ - F2A3)] = 0 
-dwdz(A2B4 - A4B2)+dwdr(A2B3 -A3B2) 
-drdu(A3B4 - A4B3)+drdz(F{B4 - F2A4)-dr2(F lB3 -F2A3) = 0 
Multiply by 1 
dzdw 
dr, 
~(A2B4 - A4B2)+—(A2B3 - A3B2) dz 
-^-•—(A3B4 -A4B3)+—(F1B4 -F2A4)-— -—(F1B3 -F2A3)=0 dz dw dw dz dw 
Multiply by -, r and set — on the left side: {A3B4-A4B3) dw 
dr dr 
du (A,B t-A,B,J _ dJF'B' F'-A^ dJF>"> F'A^ 
dw (A,B t  -A,B,) gj —(ASB, -A,B,) ~ a*bI) 
dz dz 
Evaluate A, B, and F terms: 
A3B4 - A4B3 = 
A2B3-A3B2 = 
uw 
a i )  
f  uw^ 
(o) -
V a~ J 
z/w> 
(-1) = 1-4 
( - l ) - - ^ ( l )  =  2 ^  
, a-J K a'J 
FxB3 —F2A3 = -f-—1(0) 
FxB4-F2A4= |-^j(0) 
A2B4 - A4B2 = |--^rj(o) -
V <*:/ 
a 
a 
uw 
a~ 
u 
r 
(0) 
(1) 
= 0 
U 2 -\ 
"" '"7" 
Hence substituting these values: 
uw 
du 
dw 
- l - K  drf 
dw 
u^ 
v r y  
'I-C SH \ a' J 
There will be two expressions for duf dw because there are two expressions for dr/dz, first: 
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dr 
dz 
du 
dw 
uw 
a2 V a2 
u~ + w" 
1- w" 
a" 
- WVV 
V 
r 
- 1-^r '
v
, U.^ 
Z/W 
?" 
. ZVW 
a" 
UW U ' + W  ,  
u~ + w-
z 
-1 
z 
1- w 
a' 
</wl r 
1-4 
1-
v 
u2 + w2 f UW^ 2 \ 
<r ' U 2 J  / —I </w' 
M 
r, 
u w  U ' + W '  ,  
\ J \ a' J 
1 \ 
1-^ 
Awwv J  U W )  U '  +  W '  ,  
+ 2 — L ; 1 + { a ' J \  a '  
U" + W~ 
-I dr z 
dw 
u 
V. 
UW U'+W' 
-1 
a" a" a* A 
uw 
^+v 
m 2 + w2 dr (u 
—?—1  5d7 
' i-ïT 
5 \ 
1- w 
Make the substitution: 
V1 cos 5 sin 5 
_ a2 
dw V1 sin2 6 1 — 1 
F- V sin 5 1 dr 
1- K
2 sin2 9 r dw 
sin# cos# 
—~ 
+ \ 
_ sin fj. \ 
1 
-1 
sin* // V sin# 1 dr 
1-sin
2# 1 sin
2 9 r dw 
sin* // sin" // 
sin# cos# + sin// cos// V sin# sin2// 1 dr 
sin2//—sin2# sin2 // — sin29 r dw 
In Appendix 5 it is shown that this expression can be recast as: 
,a dV 1 dr dO = cot//4 
V cot// + cot# r 
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Referring to the C* characteristic. 
Similar rearranging leads to: 
1 _ dV t  dr d6 = cot jj. + 
V c o t c o t é ?  r 
Noting: 
a 1 
s, 
cot n = VÂP-1 
In Appendix 6 it is shown 
dV = dM 
V ~ M\\ + -—-A/2 
VA/2 -I 
Using the relations between dV/V, fx, and M it can be written: 
For C* : 
r_t 1 de = 1 -^dM -
A/F 1 + ——-A/2! 
</r 
VA/2 -l + cot# r 
For C™ : 
dO = 1—-dM + 1 dr 
A/|^+21_!.A/2J VA/2 -I - cota r 
The relations between wall angle, Mach waves, and M are shown in Appendices 7 and 8. The 
expression for dd can be expressed in a more compact form using: 
VA/ 2 - I  dv = • 
M 1 + 
V 
Thus for C* : 
dO — dv — 1 
dM 
dr 
And for C~ : 
dO = —dv + 
VA/2 -I +cot# »• 
1 dr 
VA/2 — 1 — cot0 r 
Summary 
There seems to have been an endless sequence of abstruse mathematical 
developments. Are we any nearer to being able to design the divergent portion of a 
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convergent/divergent nozzle for developing supersonic flow? Let us attempt to summarize 
the steps before using the equations in an iterative manner. 
Some basic notation for expressing the properties of scalars and vectors in 3 
dimensions was introduced. Vector notation is not absolutely necessary, but it does allow for 
more compact presentation of equations relating to the flow in 3 dimensions (i.e. spatial 
flow). Vector notation was used to develop an equation for the continuity of flow along a 
streamline: 
Vector notation was used to develop an expression for the conservation of momentum along 
a streamline for the fluid having no viscosity (inviscid). 
P 
The momentum and continuity equations were then combined and applied to the isentropic 
flow of a perfect gas: 
The nozzle that will be designed will have a circular cross section. It was stated without 
proof that isentropic flow does not rotate. Thus the 3 dimensional spatial flow equations can 
be reduced to 2 dimensions, a z direction along the axis of symmetry and r a radial direction. 
The above equation was expanded in cylindrical coordinates for the special case where all 0 
related quantities were zero. Two first order partial differential equations in 
dw/dz, dw/dr, du/dz, and du/dr were developed. 
Two more equations in these same 4 velocity derivatives could be obtained from the 
irrotational flow condition: 
VxP = 0 
There were now 4 equations in the 4 velocity derivatives. Supersonic flow shows 
discontinuity of velocity across Mach waves. A discontinuity can be expressed 
mathematically as: 
ôw 0 ôw 0 dii 0 j du 0 
dz 0' dr 0 ' 5z 0 dr 0 
The equations for the velocity derivatives form a set of 4 linear equations in 4 unknowns. 
Cramer's rule for the solution of linear equations was applied because it can yield symbolic 
solutions in the form of ratios. It transpires that only: 
dw I I 0 
needs to be examined. 
First the denominator was set to zero and this yielded a quadratic equation in the slopes of 
the characteristics in the z, r plane. Two slopes were found for 2 sets of characteristics. These 
were labeled C* and C~ characteristics. The meaning of these labels will be declared later. 
Setting the numerator determinant to zero gave information on the slope dufdw in the w, u 
velocity plane. Note that this velocity plane is called the hodograph plane. 
Using die substitutions: 
v - ( p v ) =  0  
dz | | 0 
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w—V cos6, u = V sin#, and = sin// 
allowed the expression for dr/dz, the slope of the characteristics in the z, r plane to be 
expressed as: 
= tan(# ± /v) 
dz 
These expressions are identical to those found for the slope of Mach waves caused by small 
changes in slope of the duct wall. Consequently, under some conditions, the characteristic 
line where dwfdz and other velocity derivatives are indeterminate because dw/dz = 0/0 are 
also Mach wave lines. (Appendix 7). 
The thermodynamics of the isentropic flow of a perfect gas were used to introduce an angle v 
that measured the angle of deviation of the duct wall from where the velocity was sonic (M = 
1) to where it was supersonic (M > 1). 
V(M)  = PL^T! arctan,I——-(m2 -1 )- arctan Vm2 -1 (Appendix 8) 
V7-1 V7 + 1  
Using these various substitutions, 4 equations emerge: 
— = tan(# + fu) C* characteristics 
dz 
— = tan(d - fj) C~ characteristics 
dz 
dd = dv — 1 — C* characteristics 
VM2 -1+cot# r 
d0 =-dv+ L — C" characteristics 
VM2 -1 - cot^ r 
A note on naming the characteristics 
Consider. 
• Flow from left to right. 
• The lower wall of the duct. 
• A small change in slope causing an increase in area of the duct. 
This is the condition in Figure 9-6(a). The Mach wave will have a slope of: 
tan(0 + ju) 
This is defined as the C* characteristic. Consequently the characteristic with slope: 
tan(S — //) is called the C~ characteristic. 
The final step of the development will show how these differential equations can be 
approximated in the form finite differences to develop a network of characteristics and in so 
doing evaluate M in the divergent section of a supersonic nozzle. We shall be able to do this 
because we have an initial characteristic at the throat where M = 1. This procedure also 
determines the divergent wall geometry. 
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Plotting characteristics 
The slopes of the characteristics (i.e. Mach waves whose velocity derivatives are 
indeterminate) are given by : 
— = tan(# + fj) C* 
dz 
— = tan(# - fj) C~ 
dz 
We introduced 0 as a change in duct wall angle. Away from the wall, 0 becomes the 
direction of a streamline. The relations between this angle 0 and the Mach number were 
shown to be: 
dG = dv— 1 — <r 
yJMz -1 +cot0 r 
d0 = -dv + —r — C~ 
VM2 -1 -cot# r 
Where:dv - 1—TdM 
We started with 4 spatial velocity derivatives and 4 partial differential equations. Using the 
conditions of indeterminacy, has lead to 4 different equations in 4 variables: r, z, 0, M 
Because both p. and v are functions of M. In the generation of meshes of characteristics by 
numerical approximations we shall use the 4 variables: r, z, 0, v. The basic approach is to 
start with 2 known points one on a C* characteristic and one on a C~ characteristic. An 
estimate of the intersection of the slopes of the characteristics — C* and — C~ can 
dz dz 
be made. This information is used to make a better estimate of the intersection. The process 
is repeated until the relative error in the values of: r, z, 0, v at the intersection meet a preset 
criterion. The newly found intersection is then used in a new pair of points and the mesh 
progresses until it fills the nozzle or provides enough information on the desired flow 
conditions. 
Digression on one point iteration 
If xr is the root of f(x) = 0 and xn is an estimate of that root, then one-point 
iteration uses the reformulation of /(x) as: f(x) = -g(.t)+x 
then a better estimate of xr is obtained from: .rn+1 = g(x„ ) 
(Note that texts on numerical analysis show that one point iteration does not necessarily 
converge. It seems that convergence is not a problem in the supersonic flow context). 
Thus one point iterations means that we must find expressions of the form: 
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*1 Si C*l ' *2i -^ 3 > • • •) 
X-y ~ §2 (*! ' -*2 » '^3 » • • *) 
for the variable of multivariate problem. The iterations are performed in sequence 1 to k until 
the relative errors in all the variables are less than the preset relative error tolerance. 
Development of expressions for one point iteration 
We shall achieve these expressions by the general strategy of replacing differentials 
by their finite difference approximations: 
r3-r, 
Z3-Z, 
r, -r. 
— = O.5(tan(0, +/v,)+ tan(03 + //3)) C* 
= 0.5(tan(#2 +/v2)+ tan(0j + /v3 )) 
2 3 ~ Z 2  
Noting that point 1 is on a C* characteristic, point 2 is on a C", and point 3 is the 
intersection of characteristics C* and C". 
Observe that the right hand sides of the finite difference approximations are the 
averages of the slopes at 1 and 3 and 2 and 3 respectively. As indicated in the digression on 
one point iteration, an initial estimate of the point 3 values r, z, 6, and n is necessary. 
Write these equations as: 
^L = c, -^ = c2 
- 3  ~ Z \  ~ 3  ~Z2 
r3 = C1Z3 ~ClZl + rl r3 = C2Z3 ~C2Z2 + r2 
= 
ClZ3+(rl-Clzl) =C2Z3+(r2-C2z2) 
= c lz3+d l  = c2z3+d2 
Noting that cy,c2, dx, and d2 are merely convenient temporary variables. These temporary 
variables will be encountered in the computer program. 
Using these two linear equations we obtain: 
md 
c, ~c2 c, -c. 
The expressions for 03 and v3 (M ) are now found. We must approach this development with 
some care. We shall see that if one or more of r,, r2,0,, and 92 are zero, then some 
adjustments must be made. Initially the development assumes that no one of 
rt, r,, 0X, and 02 are zero. 
r3 -1 
03 -0X = (v3(A/)— Kj{M)) , °'5^' +r^ r 
0.5(cot/z, + cot#, +cot/z3 cot #3 ) 
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Digression alternative form for + r2 )) 
Assume: 
r3 = rx + S r 
r3 ~ri _ Sr ôr/rx 
0.5(r, + r3 ) 0.5(r, + rx + S r) (l + S r/2r, ) 
l — S r/2rx Multiply by 
X + ôr/lr, ' 
r3~ r» _ 
°.5(r, + r3) 
Assume that 
Thus: 
î-
v^ri y 
<?r 
<2r ly  
«l 
r3~ri J Sr X  l f 5 r x  
2l ri 0.5(r, + r3) ^ r, y 
Now observe that there is a power expansion: 
log (l + x) = X X* -h —X3 X4 ... 
' 2 3 4 
Thus we can write: 
for |xj < 1 
^ ^ = log, 
0.5(rt +r3) ri y 
= 10g£ 
X 
loge M 
J 
This expression has better computation characteristics because: 
fz dr 
l7 = Ioge vri y 
In a computer algorithm, calculating (r3 -r,)/(0.5(r, +r3)) would take less time than 
calculating log, (r3 /r, )). 
Return to one point formulations: 
Owezarek uses the expression: 
Noting: 
[VA/2 -1 +cot#], 
log. 
r \ 
\r\ J 
sin « = — = M 
V 
so cot u = Va/2 —i 
Then: 
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[Va/2-1 + cot#]' = 0.5^M2-I + cota,)+ {JM; -I + cota3) 
(An average value between 1 and 3) 
Similarly: 
03 -02 =-(v3(A/)-V2(M))+ 
[Va/2 -l+cota]2 
loge 
r \ 
\r*J 
Where: 
\ÎM- — I + cota], = 0.S{TJ AF 2 — 1 — cota, )+ (— I — cota3 j 
Write: 
c, = v
r
.y 
r  „  \  
log, 
[1M2  -7 + cota]~ 
and c1 = 
_3 
vr: y 
log, 
[Va/2 -i -cotâ]T 
Then write: 
6j "6, =</,(vj(M)-v,(A/))-c, 
9, -5= =d!(vJ(M)-i'!(W))+c! 
As before c,, c2, </,, am/ </2 are temporary variables introduced for convenience in 
writing and manipulation. There seems no reason for introducing dl and d2 but these will 
be useful for the special cases. 
After little manipulation of the equations, we obtain: 
1 Md,e t  -d,e,)) 0
' = { d , + d , y  
1 
-a2)+(rf1v1(A/)+t/2v2(A/))+(c, + c,)) (</, + d2) 
Noting that in the general case where r,, r2, a, and 02 are all non-zero. 
</, = d2 = I 
(These expressions are equivalent to Owezarek's eq. 9-59 and 9-60, but are more convenient 
to use in an algorithm). 
Special cases 
There are 5 special cases that must b considered: 
1. rx =r2 =a, =a2 =0 
Here both the starting points for the C* and C~ characteristics lies on the axis of 
symmetry. Return to the differential form: 
1 dr dd — dv — 
VA/2 -1 +cota r 
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If 0 -> 0 then cota » Va/1 -1 and noting —-— = tan9 
cota 
d0 - dv - tan0 — 
r 
Also note if 0 -» 0, tana -» 0 so: 
d0 = dv-0 — 
r 
Now if a —> 0 and r —> 0 then — => — 
r dr 
So canceling the dr terms as 0X -> 0 and r, —>0 
d0 - dv - d0 
d0 = 0.5 dv 
Integrate from a = 0 to 0 = 03 
9, =0.5(vJ(M)-vl(M)) 
Thus for this special case: 
c, =0 dx = 0.5 
By similar reasoning: 
a3 = -0.5(v3 (A/)- v2 (A/)) C 
As a, ->0 and r2 —>0 so: 
c2 = 0 d2 - 0.5 
2. r, -> 0, r, * 0, a, =0, and 02 * 0 
Here point 1 on C* is on the axis of symmetry but point 2 on C" is a general point. 
We have just shown that for r x  = 0 and a, =0 
6, =0.5(v,(M)-v,(A/)) 
So: 
c, = 0 </, = 0.5 
As in the general case: 
c , - f .  ,  1  d,.l 
\jJ M 2 —1 —cota, J+ [yjM; —1 — cot a3 J 
(Written in the expanded form and not [ J notation hence the "2" in the numerator). 
3. rx * 0, r2 = 0, 0X * 0, and 02=O 
Hence point 1 on C* is a general point but point 2 on C~ is on the axis of symmetry: 
c , = u  ,  — i  - . - I  
\ t J m î —i+cot a, j+ m j —i + cot a3 J 
And from previous reasoning: 
c2 = 0 d2 = 0.5 
4. rx * 0, r2 * 0, 0X — 0, and 02 * 0 
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This is a limited case. If the C" characteristic is the M=l line at the throat, then C* 
characteristics will cross this at right angles at distance from the axis of symmetry. Thus 
r, * 0 but 0X = 0. 
Start with: 
dO - dv — 1 — 
sM2 -1 +cot0 r 
As was shown previously, if 9 —> 0 
g  
dO = dv dr 
r 
Now if 9 —• 0, —dr —> 0 
r 
d6 = dv 
0, =k(A/)-fl(M)) 
c, =0 t/, = 1 
As in the general case: 
c - , .  ,  2l0gf(?M 1  \tJ M 2 — 1 -cota, j+yAf; — I — cot 0] J 
r ,  # 0 ,  r 2  # 0 ,  Q x  * 0 ,  a n d  0 2=O 
This is mirror image of special case 4. Point 1 is a general point so: 
, 
2
'
08
t-
(?(r|), 1 d,-i 
\^Jmx —l + cot 0X l+jyA/j —1 + cot a, J 
And by similar reasoning to special case 4: 
c, = 0 d-, = 1 
Discussion 
It might seem possible to have 2 more special cases: 
r, =0, r, #0, 0X #0,and 0, * 0 and r, *0, r2 =0, 0, *0,and 0, # 0 
We are only able to analyze nozzles with circular (axial) symmetry using the techniques 
developed. Consequently a streamline on the axis of symmetry remains on the axis of 
symmetry so if rx = 0 then dx = 0 and if r, = 0 then 0, = 0. 
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APPENDIX 2 
SUPPLEMENTARY DEVELOPMENT OF THE MOMENTUM 
EQUATION 
1 l y -1 
Development of ™~ï— dP dp —-— dS = 0 K  a z p  p  R y  
Throughout the development we shall work with a perfect gas. 
For a small change in state of a unit mass of gas the first law states: 
du = dQ- dW (Ignoring kinetic and thermal energy changes). 
Let us assume that the process is reversible so we can write: 
ds = or dQ -T ds 
T 
Thus: 
du = Tds- PdV (Here V is volume). 
Also for a perfect gas we can write: 
cv dT — du = Tds — PdV 
dT PdV 
<^ = cv- + -j-
dT PV dV 
~
Cv T + T V 
We are considering a unit mass of gas so the specific heats are lower case "c". Noting: 
PV = RT 
, dT DdV ds — — + R 
T V 
Consider the perfect gas relation and differentiate this: 
RT ~ PV 
RdT = —{P V)dP + — (P V)dV 
dP ' dVx 7 
RdT = VdP + PdV 
RdT VdP + PdV 
RT PV 
dT dP dV 
T P V 
Noting that density is more commonly used in the gas dynamic relationships than specific 
volume: 
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V = — 
P 
So following the previous procedure it may be shown: 
dV dp 
V ~ p 
Return to: 
. dT DdV 
'7 7 
and substitute for dT/T and dV/V : 
ds = c. 'dP dp) 0 dp 
\ P P 
Noting that for a perfect gas: 
— R -
R = CP -Cv 
, dP dp dp dp DS ~ CV ~~~ CV C + CY — p p p p 
dP dp 
~
Cv P Cp p 
Another perfect gas relationship is: 
cp 7 = — , so: 
c. 
Thus: 
c
'
=7=ls c'~f-1* 
—
r
—R^S-
y-1 P y-l p 
Multiply throughout by ((/ -1 )/y)R and set the equation equal to 
yP p Ry 
The speed of sound in a perfect gas is given by: 
P 
a - y —, or, a'p = y P 
P 
Making this substitution: 
1 1 y-1 dP dp - -—-ds = 0 
a'p p Ry 
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APPENDIX 3 
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL RELATING TO VECTOR 
CALCULUS 
C 
Proof that ( V V ) P  =  V  —  + ( v x v )x? 
\ ^  J 
Consider the left hand side: 
{{ui + vj + wk\{—i +—j +—k 
^  ^  / L a r  
(Noting that for scalar products: î  Ï  = j  - j  = k  k  =1 and ï j = ï k = j k = 0 )  
[u — + v—+ w—!(«/' + Vj + wic) 
V, dx dy dz) 
dv dv ( dw dw dw)-dii du du W 
u — + V—+ vv 1/  +  
^ dx dy dz J 
Consider the right hand side in two parts: 
U + V + W 1/ + U + V + W" 
dx dy dz ) { dx dy dz 
' y2 > 
7 - : 
I 2 J 
d r d - d r 
T' +T~J + 5r dy dz 
r..z U~ +v* +• w 2 \ 
( d u  d v  d w y  
— U •+• V h W 
I dx dx dx 
i + du dv dw u + V— + w 
^ dy dy dy, 
du dv dw /•Hz/ — + v — + w 
V dz dz dz /  
And: 
(VxP)xV = —/ +—y + —&)x(mz' +vj + wk) {{dx dy dz J V ' xV 
(Noting i xi = j x j =kxk =0, and i xj =k, i xk - -j, jxk = / ,  o r  kxJ = j) 
r( dw dv^ 
( d y  d z  
r  f d u  d w ) - ;  f d v  d u ) ? )  (  -  -i + — — j + k x [ui + V] + wk I 
V d z  d x )  ( c h r  d y )  )  
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( d u  d w  d v  
— I W — W — V 4" V 1/ 
^ dz dx dx dy ) 
dv du dw dv) -r 
+ u u w— + w 
^ dx dy dy dz 
dw dv du 
V v u — + u 
dy dz dz dx 
J  
dw) r 
( v 2 ^  
Now add the result of V — 
u 
du dv dw du dw dv du 
U *f* V W 4- W — W — V -f V I 
< dx dx dx dz dx dx dy , 
du dv dw dv du dw dv 
t" u — + v— + w— + u u w— + w 
^ dy dy dy dx dy dy dz 
du dv dw dw dv du dw 
U + V + W + V V u — + u — 
dz dz dz dy dz dz dx 
J  
f  y l \  
(yxv)xP 
, 2 ,  
' du du du 
u — + v— + w— 
dx dy dz, 
RHS = LHS 
/ + 
dv dv dv) - ( dw dw dw 
u — + v— + w 
d.r dy dz. J  +  
u — + v— + w— 
dx dy dz 
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APPENDIX 4 
RADIAL/AXIAL POSITION GRADIENT RELATIONSHIP 
Relationship of dr/dz to 0 and 
Consider the numerator: 
sin# cos# ± sin// cos// 
Use the relationship: 
sin2 0 + cos2 <f> = 1 for any <j> 
So: 
sin# cos#(sin2 n + cos2 //)±sin fi cos//(sin2 # + cos2 #) 
= sin# cos# sin2 // + sin# cos# cos2 // 
± (sin2 # sin// cos// + cos2 # sin// cos//) 
This expression can be factored: 
(sin# cos// + cos# sin//^cos# cos// + sin# sin//) 
And: 
(sin# cos // - cos# sin//Xcos# cos// - sin# sin //) 
The two expressions will be recognized as: 
sin(# + //) cos(# - //) 
And: 
sin(# -//) cos(# +//) 
Consider the denominator: 
cos2#-sin2// 
Introduce: 
-cos2 # sin2 // + cos2 # sin2 // = 0 
cos2 # - cos2 # sin2 // - sin2 ju + cos2 # sin2 // 
= cos2 #(l - sin2 //)- sin2 //(l - cos2 #) 
= cos2 # cos2 // - sin2 # sin2 // 
= (cos# cos // - sin# sin //Xcos# cos // + sin # sin //) 
= cos(# + //) cos(# - //) 
Putting the numerator and common denominator together: 
dr = sin^)cos(pri {g +  f l )  
dz cos(# + //) cos(# - fi) 
And: 
^ = sin(g-^)co«(g + ^ Lt an(g_^ 
cos(# + //)cos(# - f i )  
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APPENDIX 5 
RADIAL/AXIAL VELOCITY GRADIENT RELATIONSHIP 
Relationship of dujdw to 0 and H 
In the main text it was shown: 
du _ sin# cos# + sin ju cosfi V sin# sin2 fi 1 dr 
dw sin2// - sin2# sin2 fi - sin2# r dw 
First "split" the derivative dujdw : 
, sin# cos# + sin// cos// . V sin# sin2 u dr du = — . V . dw —— 
sin fj. — sin" 9 sin" fi - sin* # r 
Now note: 
So: 
And: 
w =  f ( V ,  0 ) = V  cos# 
dw = -^—dV +—d0 = cos# dV — V sin# dQ 
dV 00 
u = g(V, #)= V sin# 
du = ^ -dV+^-d0 = sin# dV + V cos# d0 
dV 00 
Multiply the du expression by (sin2 /J. - sin2 #): 
(sin2 n - sin2 0)du = (sin# cos# + sin// cos fijdw- V sin# sin2 // — 
Substitute for du and dw : 
(sin2 // - sin2 #)(sin# dV + V cos# </#) = 
(sin# cos# +sin// cos//Xcos# dV -V sin# d0)-V sin# sin2 // — 
r 
Gather the d0 terms on the left and the dV terms on the right: 
((sin2 // -sin2#)cos# +(sin# cos# + sin// cos//)sin#)Pi/# = 
(-(sin2 // - sin2 #)sin# + (sin# cos# + sin// cos//)cos#)dV 
— V sin# sin2 // — 
r 
(sin2 // cos# — sin2# cos# + sin2# cos# + sin// cos// sin#)#/# = 
(- sin2 fi sin# + sin3 # + sin# cos2 # + sin// cos fi cos 0)dV 
-V sin# sin2 fi — 
r 
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sin // (cos // cos 6 + cos // sin 5) Vdd = 
(- sin2 // sin5 + sin# (sin2 0 + cos2 6))+ sin// cos// cosè)dV 
— V sin^ sin2 // — 
r 
sin n (sin // cos5 + cos // sin#) VdG = 
((l - sin2 //)sin# + sin n cos // COS è)dV - V sin# sin2 // — 
sin/i (sin// cos# + cos// sin5) VdO = 
cos// (cos// sin5 + sin// cosd)dV - V sin5 sin2 // — 
r 
dQ - cosM dV sin# sin// dr 
sin// V cos// sin# + sin// cos6 r 
=(cotp)£l ! ± 
V cot// + cot6 r 
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APPENDIX 6 
PERFECT GAS RELATION OF V AND M 
Basic relation (proved in any thermodynamics text), the velocity of sound in a perfect gas is 
given by: 
a1 -y RT 
If the enthalpy at rest before entering the nozzle is h, then the relation between enthalpy and 
velocity at any point downstream (assuming isentropic flow) is: 
For a perfect gas this can be written: 
V2 
r e ­
introducing: 
a 2  = y  R T  
T = a  
So: 
Noting: 
yR 
7R°*=7-Ral+ T 
c 
cp-cv = R And y = — 
CP CP V 1  
—,— - — = — j — - — s a  +  —  
r{cp -cj y[c -cj 2 P v/ /\ f 
1 , I , V2 
-a; = a* +• 
Write this as: 
y-l ' y-l 2 
jrJ-WÏ 
= l+——-Af 2  
Noting: 
a;=yRT t  
a2 -yRT 
So: 
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* t 
T 
So: 
T,=T 
Differentiate this: 
1 + ——-M2 
0 = ^ l  + ^ -^M2j + r(-(7-l)M(/A/) 
dT dM 
1 + 7-1 M2 
Develop same other differential relationship: 
a2 = yRT 
2a da — yRdT 
d a  X y R d T  I d T  
a  2 y R  T  ~  2  T  
V = aM 
dV — da M + a dM 
dV 
V 
Thus we can write: 
da M a dM da dM 1 — H 
aM aM a M 
dV da 
V a 
dM I dT dM 
M 2 T M 
_ 1 (/ — l)M dM dM 
~~ 
: +
~M~ 2 1 + ——-M~ 
dM 
M 
-—-M2 +l-£—-M2 
2 2 
l + ——^M2 
M\ 1 + 
dM 
y-l M2 
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APPENDIX 7 
MACH WAVES 
Consider a wedge of elemental thickness that is travelling through a gas at a velocity 
V where: 
V > a 
and a is the speed of sound in the gas for the ambient pressure and temperature. As the wedge 
moves, a disturbance is propagated from the tip (leading edge) of the wedge at the speed of 
sound a. consider 4 positions of the wedge: 
See Figure 1-6 from Owezarek. 
It will be observed that there is a boundary between the disturbed and undisturbed gas. This 
boundary is called a Mach wave and travels through the gas at the speed of the wedge. Notice 
that because the wedge is infinitely thin, the Mach wave is not a shock wave. The difference 
is subtle, but important. The flow across a shock wave is not isentropic. 
The angle between the Mach wave and the wedge is // and Figure 1-6 shows that: 
a 
sin// = -
Now consider a supersonic flow along a wall as shown in figure 9-6. The wall changes in 
direction dû . By similar reasoning to that used previously, it may be shown that an 
expression (i.e. pressure drops in direction of the flow) Mach wave occurs at the change in 
direction of the wall. Using the terminology on the figure, the Mach wave orientation relative 
to the x, y axes is: 
^ = tan(# + /J) 
Consider Figure 9-6. Geometry shows that: 
_ dV t  do = —— cot// 
The sign convention used is anticlockwise angle is positive. 
From Appendix 5, it was shown that for a perfect gas and assuming isentropic flow: 
dV = dM 
V A/fl + ^ ^A/^ 
I 2 y 
Thus for the expansion wave using the geometry shown in Figure 9-6, then: 
d9 = —^dM 
Now suppose the position at which M = 1 is known and the wall has a slope 0 at this point. 
We can find the angle between the wall at M = 1 and the wall at M = M from: 
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£ de 
This quantity is most useful as a function of M. the function is defined as: 
v(M) 
Where: 
'(A/)= J' VA/2- I 
A/L L + £—-AT 
dM 
The procedure for evaluating this integral is shown in Appendix 7. 
arctan V A/2 -1 arctan 
"
( A / ) = Vr- i  
The function is monotonie with limits: 
M = 1 v = 0 
A/ 00 Ï 
Z + l 
-1 
v X - l  
In the numerical approach used in the method of characteristics it will also be necessary to 
find the value of M corresponding to a given v. This is done using a root finding technique. 
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APPENDIX 8 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WALL ANGLE AND MACH 
NUMBER 
The v(M ) function, the integral 
Consider the function: 
'(a/)= i m Va/
2 
-i 
a/fl + ^ -a/2^ 
dM 
It is not clear how this would be integrated. We shall merely demonstrate that the result: 
v(M ) =, ^ ^ arctan, ——- (m 2 -1) - arctan V a / 2  - I  i s  c o r r e c t .  
V 7 - 1  v r  +  i  
Va/2 -i a/2 -l 
a/ l + ^ -î-a/2j a/^l + ~~~a/2jva/2 -i 
,r2fr + 1 z-1) , 
2 y 
m 2 l ^ | - f l  +  ^  a/2 
a/fl + ^ -a/2^ va/2 -1 a/^l + ^ a/2jva/2 -1 
7 + 1 a/ 
2 ^l + ^y^a/ 2 j V A / 2  - 1  m Va/2 - 1  
a/ 
2 +ZZ1_2_A/: 
7 + 1 2 7 + 1 
M 
2 
7 + 1 7 + 1 7 + 1 
M 
7  +  l J  
1 
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Digression 
If: 
y = J~ arctan(Vôf(xj) 
Find ^ 
dx 
tan Voy = Va /(«) 
sin-V^y _ ^  f{u), where u = g(x) 
cos-Jay 
dy Va cos Va y cos Vây - sin Va y (Va sin Vây) _ ^ uy^ 
dx cos2 Va y 
 ^—i^ r=~ = Vâ g'(-t)/'(g(.r)) 
or cos" Vay 
^ = (cos2 yfây)g'(x)f'(g(x)) 
Jl + a(f(g(x)))2 
Va /(g(-r)) 
cos 
</y 
Vây = 
Vl + a(/(g(.r)))2 
1 
^ l + a(/(g(x))) 
Return to v(Af) function: 
Consider: 
M 
T g ' ( x ) f '(g(x)) 
^|(a/=-îjjvât7^! 1 + 
a = 7-1 
7 + 1 
/(s(-r))=VA/2 -I 
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M 
«AFW>ND-2MYIÏHR JÏFZI 
Thus using the previous result obtained in the digression: 
1 M 
1 + Y - 1  
y + 1 
(A/2 -l) VA / 2  - I  
dM 
7 + 1 
V 7 — 1 
|7 + 1 
7-1 
arctan 
.i/ 
Then consider: 
1 1 M 
myjm2 -1 1 + (m2 — l) va/2 -1 
a = 1 /(G(*)) = VA/2 -I 
So the whole result is: 
/(A/) = I • VA/2 -I 
l + ^ yl(a/2 — l)ja/ 
dM 
= .r~~ arctan j -—-(A/2 -1) - arctan VA/ 2  - I  
V 7 — 1 V7+1 
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APPENDIX 9 
PROGRAM SLRPMP2 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS A SIMULATION OF THE PUMPING PORTION OF 
A SOLAR POWERED PUMP USING A STEAM EJECTOR. WATER PROPERTIES ARE 
DERIVED FROM: 
MCCLINTOCK, R. B„ AND G. J. SILVESTRI. 1968. FORMULATIONS AND 
ITERATIVE PROCEDURES FOR THE CALCULATION OF PROPERTIES OF STEAM. 
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, NEW YORK, N Y. 
MODIFIED TO ALLOW ADJUSTMENT OF THE NOZZLE DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE TO 
MATCH THE TEMPERATURE (HENCE PRESSURE) AT THE END OF THE COMBINING 
SECTION. 
GLOSSARY OF VARIABLES 
INTEGER 
NITER NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED TO MATCH THE NOZZLE 
DISCHARGE AND COMBINING SECTION PRESSURES. 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
A HEAT EXCHANGER INTERFACE AREA. 
AMSDOT NET MASS FLOW PROVIDED BY THE SYSTEM. 
AMTDOT DESIGN MASS FLOW FOR THE SYSTEM IN LB/D. 
AMWDOT MASS FLOW FROM THE WELL. 
AM 1 DOT MASS FLOW THROUGH THE COLLECTOR. 
AM4DOT MASS FLOW OF STEAM AT THE EJECTOR STEAM NOZZLE EXIT. 
AMSDOT MASS FLOW OF STEAM AND CONDENSATE AT DISCHARGE FROM THE 
COMBINING SECTION OF THE EJECTOR. 
AMTDOT MASS FLOW OF FEED TO THE COLLECTOR. 
AM9DOT MASS FLOW OF WATER FROM THE STEAM SEPARATOR. 
ATM EJECTOR STEAM NOZZLE THROAT AREA BASED ON I LBM/S FLOW 
THROUGH THE COLLECTOR. 
A5 EJECTOR COMBINING SECTION EXIT AREA BASED ON 1 LBM/S 
FLOW THROUGH THE COLLECTOR. 
A6 EJECTOR REGAIN SECTION EXIT AREA BASED ON 1 LBM/S 
FLOW THROUGH THE COLLECTOR. 
C1 MECHANICAL EQUIVALENT OF HEAT (FT.LBF/BTU) 
C2 CONVERSION BETWEEN SQUARE INCHES AND SQUARE FEET. 
C3 DEGREES RANKINE = C3 + DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
C4 TRIPLE POINT TEMPERATURE USED AS DATUM FOR ENTHALPY. 
CPS ESTIMATE OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE USED 
FIND A FIRST ESTIMATE OF THE TEMPERATURE AT POINT 5 FROM 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENTHALPY. 
CP7 SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE FOR COLD STREAM ENTER­
ING THE HEAT EXCHANGER. 
CP9 SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE FOR HOT STREAM ENTER­
ING THE HEAT EXCHANGER. 
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ETA ESTIMATED EFFICIENCY OF THE EJECTOR STEAM NOZZLE 
DEFINED AS: 
ACTUAL ENTHALPY DROP 
ISENTROPIC ENTHALPY DROP 
ETAACT ACTUAL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY BASED ON CHANGE IN FLUID 
ENTHALPY ON PASSAGE THROUGH THE COLLECTOR AND MASS 
HEIGHT PRODUCT OF THE WATER SUPPLIED BY THE SYSTEM. 
ETACNT CARNOT CYCLE EFFICIENCY FOR THE SYSTEM BASED ON THE 
COLLECTOR AND WELL TEMPERATURES. 
FACTOR FACTOR RELATING UNIT FLOW FROM THE SYSTEM AND THE 
REQUIRED SYSTEM MASS FLOWRATE. 
G ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY. 
GC CONVERSION BETWEEN POUND AND SLUG MASS. 
HDTOT TOTAL HEAD FROM THE WELL WATER SURFACE TO THE MAIN 
STORAGE TANK. 
HDWELL MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WELL DEPTH BASED ON THE SATURATION 
TEMPERATURE ASSOCIATED WITH THE WELL TEMPERATURE. 
HTH ENTHALPY OF THE STEAM IN THE EJECTOR NOZZLE AT THE 
THROAT. 
HTHF LIQUID ENTHALPY OF THE STEAM IN THE EJECTOR NOZZLE AT 
THE THROAT. 
HTHG VAPOUR ENTHALPY OF THE STEAM IN THE EJECTOR NOZZLE AT 
THE THROAT. 
HWELL ENTHALPY OF THE WELL WATER. 
H1 ENTHALPY OF STREAM AT COLLECTOR DISCHARGE. 
H2F LIQUID ENTHALPY OF THE STREAM DOWNSTREAM OF THE THROTTLING 
VALVE. 
H2G VAPOUR ENTHALPY OF THE STREAM DOWNSTREAM OF THE THROTTLING 
VALVE. 
H3 ENTHALPY OF THE DRY STREAM ENTERING THE EJECTOR. 
H4 ENTHALPY OF THE STEAM DISCHARGED FROM THE STEAM NOZZLE 
SECTION OF THE EJECTOR. 
H4F LIQUID ENTHALPY OF THE STEAM DISCHARGED FROM THE STEAM 
NOZZLE SECTION OF THE EJECTOR 
H4G VAPOUR ENTHALPY OF THE STEAM DISCHARGED FROM THE STEAM 
NOZZLE SECTION OF THE EJECTOR. 
H5 ENTHALPY OF THE CONDENSED STEAM AND WELL WATER AT EXIT 
FROM THE EJECTOR COMBINING SECTION. 
H6 ENTHALPY OF THE TOTAL STREAM AT THE EJECTOR DISCHARGE. 
H7 ENTHALPY OF THE COLLECTOR FEED STREAM AT ENTRY TO THE 
HEAT EXCHANGER. 
H8 ENTHALPY OF THE COLLECTOR FEED STREAM AT DISCHARGE FROM 
THE HEAT EXCHANGER. 
PATM "GENERIC" ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE. 
PTH ABSOLUTE PRESSURE AT THE THROAT OF THE EJECTOR STEAM 
NOZZLE BASED ON AN IDEAL GAS MODEL. 
P1 COLLECTOR ABSOLUTE PRESSURE. 
P2 ABSOLUTE PRESSURE DOWNSTREAM OF THE THROTTLING VALVE. 
P3 ABSOLUTE PRESSURE AT ENTRY TO THE EJECTOR. 
P4 ABSOLUTE PRESSURE AT DISCHARGE FROM THE STEAM NOZZLE 
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P5 
P5A 
P6 
P8 
P9 
Q 
RELERR 
RHOW 
RH05 
RH06 
STH 
53 
54 
TTH 
TWELL 
T1 
T2 
T3 
T4 
T5 
T6 
T7 
T8 
T9 
T10 
U 
VELTH 
VEL4 
VEL5 
SECTION OF THE EJECTOR. 
ABSOLUTE PRESSURE AT THE DISCHARGE FROM THE COMBINING 
SECTION OF THE EJECTOR. 
CONDENSATION IN THE COMBINING SECTION IS NOT COMPLETE 
AT P4. P5A IS THE PRESSURE REQUIRED FOR TOTAL CONDENSAT­
ION OF THE STEAM FROM THE EJECTOR NOZZLE. PSA IS AN 
ARTIFACT INTRODUCED TO ALLOW THE ASSUMPTION OF A TOTALLY 
LIQUID STREAM IN THE PRESSURE REGAIN SECTION. 
ABSOLUTE PRESSURE AT THE EJECTOR DISCHARGE. 
ABSOLUTE PRESSURE AT THE COLLECTOR SIDE DISCHARGE OF 
THE HEAT EXCHANGER. 
ABSOLUTE PRESSURE AT THE LIQUID DISCHARGE FROM THE 
STEAM SEPARATOR. 
HEAT ADDED BY THE SUPERHEATER PER POUND OF FLOW THROUGH 
THE COLLECTOR 
RELATIVE ERROR BETWEEN THE NOZZLE DISCHARGE PRESSURE AND 
THE COMBINING SECTION DISCHARGE PRESSURE. 
DENSITY OF THE WELL WATER. 
DENSITY OF THE LIQUID STREAM AT THE DISCHARGE FROM THE 
EJECTOR COMBINING SECTION. 
DENSITY OF THE LIQUID STREAM AT THE DISCHARGE FROM THE 
EJECTOR. 
ENTROPY OF THE STEAM AT THE EJECTOR STEAM NOZZLE THROAT. 
ENTROPY OF THE DRY STEAM ENTERING THE EJECTOR. 
ENTROPY OF THE STEAM AT THE DISCHARGE FROM THE EJECTOR 
STEAM NOZZLE. 
STEAM TEMPERATURE AT THE THROAT OF THE EJECTOR STEAM 
NOZZLE. 
WELL WATER TEMPERATURE. 
TEMPERATURE AT COLLECTOR DISCHARGE. THIS IS THE SATUR-
TEMPERATURE CORRESPONDING TO THE COLLECTOR PRESSURE. 
TEMPERATURE AT THE THROTTLE VALVE DISCHARGE. 
TEMPERATURE OF THE STEAM ENTERING THE EJECTOR 
STEAM TEMPERATURE AT THE DISCHARGE FROM THE STEAM NOZZLE 
SECTION OF THE EJECTOR. 
ASSUMED TEMPERATURE OF A TOTALLY LIQUID STREAM 
ENTERING THE PRESSURE REGAIN SECTION OF THE EJECTOR. 
TEMPERATURE OF THE LIQUID STREAM AT DISCHARGE FROM THE 
EJECTOR 
TEMPERATURE AT ENTRY TO THE COLLECTOR SIDE OF THE HEAT 
EXCHANGER 
TEMPERATURE AT DISCHARGE FROM THE COLLECTOR SIDE OF THE 
HEAT EXCHANGER. 
TEMPERATURE AT ENTRY TO THE STEAM SEPARATOR SIDE 
OF THE HEAT EXCHANGER. 
TEMPERATURE AT DISCHARGE FROM THE STEAM SEPARATOR SIDE 
OF THE HEAT EXCHANGER. 
OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR THE HEAT EXCHANGER. 
VELOCITY AT THE THROAT OF THE STEAM NOZZLE SECTION OF THE 
EJECTOR 
VELOCITY AT THE DISCHARGE FROM THE STEAM NOZZLE SECTION 
OF THE EJECTOR 
VELOCITY AT THE DISCHARGE FROM THE COMBINING SECTION 
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OF THE EJECTOR 
VEL6 VELOCITY AT THE DISCHARGE FROM THE EJECTOR 
VTH SPECIFIC VOLUME OF THE THROAT OF THE STEAM NOZZLE OF 
THE EJECTOR 
V3 SPECIFIC VOLUME OF THE STEAM ENTERING THE EJECTOR. 
V4 SPECIFIC VOLUME OF THE STEAM AT THE DISCHARGE OF THE 
STEAM NOZZLE OF THE EJECTOR 
V5 ASSUMED SPECIFIC VOLUME OF A TOTALLY LIQUID STREAM 
ENTERING THE PRESSURE REGAIN SECTION OF THE EJECTOR 
XTH DRYNESS FRACTION AT THE THROAT OF THE STEAM NOZZLE 
SECTION OF THE EJECTOR 
X2 DRYNESS FRACTION DOWNSTREAM OF THE THROTTLING VALVE. 
X3 DRYNESS FRACTION AT ENTRY TO THE EJECTOR. 
X4 DRYNESS FRACTION AT THE DISCHARGE FROM THE STEAM NOZZLE 
SECTION OF THE EJECTOR. 
SUBPROGRAMES CALLED (PARTIAL LIST) 
THIS LIST DOES NOT INCLUDE SUBPROGRAMS CALLED BY THE ASME STEAM 
TABLES SUBPROGRAMS. 
BANNER 
HPT1 
HPT2 
SSSISS 
HSSISS (AN ENTRY POINT IN SSSISS) 
TPH1 
HTEXCH 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
0PEN(FILE='SLR_PMP2.0UT,UNIT= 16,STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
PATM= 14.696 
G=32.174 
GC=32.174 
CI =777.649 
C2= 144.0 
C3=459.69 
C4=32.02 
CALL BANNER () 
CALL INPUT (AMTDOTf 1 ,P2,Q,ETA,TWELL,U,A) 
PERFORM THE CALCULATIONS FOR THE CONDITIONS WITHIN THE INJECTOR 
CALL INJCTR (PATM,G,GC,C1,C2,C3,C4, 
& AMTDOT,P 1 ,P2,Q,ETA,TWELI^H 1 ,T 1 ,T2,T3 ,X2, 
& P4,HDWELL,PTH,VELTH,VEL4,P6,POLY,VEL5, 
& AMWDOTAM 1 DOT AM4DOT AM5DOT ATHA4 A5, A6,RH06,T6) 
CALL OUTPUT 1 (T1,T2,X2,T3) 
CALL OUTPUT2 (P4,HD WELL,PTH,VELTH,VEL4,P6,POL Y.VEL5, 
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& AMWDOT,AM4DOT,AM5DOT) 
i 
! DETERMINE IF THERE IS A NET FLOW OF WATER FROM THE SYSTEM. 
! IF SO, CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURES AT THE DISCHARGES FROM THE 
! HEAT EXCHANGER AND PERFORM A HEAT BUDGET FOR THE SYSTEM. 
! ALSO CALCULATE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE SYSTEM. 
t 
CALLHTBDGT(AM5DOT,AMlDOT,T6,T2,UAAMTDOTAMSDOT,FACTOR,Tl,T3,Pl, 
& P2,X2,TWELL,HDWELL,PATM,C 1 ,C2,C3,C4,G,GC,RH06,HDT0T,H I, 
& Q,ATH,A4,A5A6) ; 
CLOSE (16) 
STOP 
END 
; 
SUBROUTINE BANNER 
; 
! PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
! 
! DISPLAYS PURPOSE OF PROGRAM. 
; 
! GLOSSARY OF VARIABLES 
i 
! NONE 
i 
! SUBPROGRAMS CALLED ; 
! NONE 
; 
WRITE (*,*(1X,A60)') 
& ' ****** SOLAR POWERED PUMP SYSTEM 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60)') 
WRITE (*,*) ' ' 
; 
WRITE (*,*) 
WRITE (*,*) ****** OUTPUT IS WRITTEN IN FILE SLR._PMP2.OUT ****** 
WRITE (*,*) ^ 
WRITE (*,*) ' ' 
RETURN 
END 
! 
SUBROUTINE INPUT (AMTDOT.P 1 ,P2,Q,ETA,TWELL,UA) 
i 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) ; 
WRITE (16,*) INPUTS* 
WRITE (*,*(1XA60)*) 
& 'ENTER THE TOTAL WATER TO BE PUMPED IN 8 H DAY, LB/D: ' 
READ (*,*) AMTDOT 
WRITE (16,'(1XA60,1X^8.0)*) 
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& TOTAL WATER TO BE PUMPED DAILY, LB/D: AMTDOT 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60)') 
& ENTER THE COLLECTOR OUTLET PRESSURE, LB/IN.A2 ABS: ' 
READ (*,*) PI 
WRITE (16,'(1X^.60,1X^8.2)') 
& COLLECTOR OUTLET PRESSURE, LB/IN.A2 ABS: \P1 
WRITE («v(1XA60)') 
& ENTER THE STEAM SEPARATOR PRESSURE, LB/IN.A2 ABS: ' 
READ ( V) P2 
WRITE (16,'(IXA60,IX,F8.2)') 
& STEAM SEPARATOR PRESSURE, LB/IN.A2 ABS: \P2 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A60)') 
& 'ENTER THE HEAT ADDED BY THE SUPERHEATER, BTU/LB: ' 
READ (•,*) Q 
WRITE (16,'(IXA60,1X,F8.2)') 
& "HEAT ADDED BY THE SUPERHEATER, BTU/LB:',Q 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A60)') 
& ENTER EXPECTED NOZZLE EFFICIENCY 0 < ETA <= 1 : ' 
READ (*,*) ETA 
WRITE (16,'(1XA60,1X,F8.2)') 
& 'EXPECTED NOZZLE EFFICIENCY 0 < ETA <= 1: \ETA 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A60)') 
& 'ENTER THE WELL TEMPERATURE, DEC F: ' 
READ (*,•) TWELL 
WRITE ( 16,'( 1 X,A60,1 x,F8.2)') 
& 'WELL TEMPERATURE, DEC F: VTWELL 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A60)') 
&'ESTIMATE THE EJECTOR DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE, DEC F: ' 
READ (*,") T6 
WRITE (16,*(1X^60,1XJ8.2)1) 
& EJECTOR DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE, DEG F: ,T6 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60)') 
& 'ENTER THE OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, BTU/H.F.FTA2: ' 
READ (*,*) U 
WRITE ( 16,'( IXA60,1X^8.2)') 
& OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, BTU/H.F.FTA2: ',U 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60)') 
& HEAT EXCHANGER INTERFACE AREA, FTA2: ' 
READ (V) A 
WRITE (16,(1X^60,1X^8.2)1 
& "ENTER THE HEAT EXCHANGER INTERFACE AREA, FTA2: 'A 
WRITE ( V) 
WRITE (16,*) » 
PAUSE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE INJCTR (PATM,G,GC,C1,C2,C3,C4, 
& AMTDOT,P 1,P2,Q,ETA,TWELL,H1 ,T1,T2,T3,X2, 
& P4JIDWELLJ»TH,VELTH,VEL4J>6J»OLY,VEL5, 
& AMWDOT AM 1DOTAM4DOT AM5DOTATH A4 AS A6 JIH06.T6) 
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IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
i 
AMlDOT=l.O 
VEL6=4.0 
i 
T1=TSL(P1) 
H1=HPT1(P1,T1) 
T2=TSL(P2) 
; 
! THE HOT WATER LEAVING THE COLLECTOR IS THROTTLED THROUGH AN 
! ORIFICE IN PASSING TO THE STEAM SEPARATOR THIS IS AN ADIABATIC 
! PROCESS WITH NO WORK DONE SO THE ENTHALPY DOES NOT CHANGE. THIS 
! FACT IS USED TO CALCULATE THE DRYNESS FRACTION, I E. THE FRACTION 
! OF WATER PASSING THROUGH THE COLLECTOR THAT IS CONVERTED TO STEAM. 
i 
H2F=HPT1(P2,T2) 
H2G=HPT2(P2,T2) 
X2=(H I-H2F)/(H2G-H2F) 
H2=H2G 
i 
! PASS THE STEAM FROM THE STEAM SEPARATOR THROUGH A SUPERHEATER 
! AS AN OPTION. 
; 
H3=H2+Q 
P3=P2 
S3=SSSISS(P3,H3,T3,V3,X3) 
t 
! ESTABLISH THE FLOWRATE THROUGH THE NOZZLE. ; 
AM4DOT=X2* AM 1 DOT 
i 
! THE PRESSURE DOWNSTREAM OF THE NOZZLE CANNOT BE SET INDEPENDENTLY 
! OF THE PRESSURE DOWNSTREAM OF THE COMBINING SECTION. FOR TOTAL 
! CONDENSATION TO OCCUR, MOST OF THE KINETIC ENERGY IN THE STEAM 
! MUST BE TRANSFERRED TO THE WELL WATER THUS THE TEMPERATURE AT 
! DOWNSTREAM OF THE COMBINING SECTION WILL BE ABOVE THE WELL WATER 
! TEMPERATURE. MATCHING THE PRESSURES WILL BE DONE ITERATIVELY. 
! THE INITIAL ESTIMATE OF THE NOZZLE DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE WILL BE 
! BASED ON THE WELL WATER TEMPERATURE. 
! THE LIMITING VALUE WILL BE THE SATURATION PRESSURE 
! AT THE WELL WATER TEMPERATURE. 
! A FACTOR OF 1.1 HAS BEEN INTRODUCED TO ALLOW FOR SOME UNCERTAINTY 
! IN KNOWLEDGE OF THE WELL DEPTH. 
! THE COMBINING SECTION DISCHARGE TEMERATURE WILL BE SET AS THE 
! WELL TEMPERATURE AUGMENTED BY A FEW DEGREES. 
! THE RELATIVE ERROR IS SET ABOVE THE ACCEPTABLE VALUE TO ENSURE 
! THE PROGRAM ENTERS THE IF THEN ELSE SECTION. 
i 
T6=TWELL+15.0 
P4=L1*PSL(TWELL) 
NITER=0 
RELERR=0.5 
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1000 CONTINUE 
; 
IF ((RELERR .GT. 0.001) AND. (NITER LT. 50)) THEN 
! THE STEAM NOZZLE IN THE EJECTOR IS ANALYZED AS AN ISENTROPIC 
! PROCESS. 
S4=S3 
H4=HSSISS(P4,S4,T4,V4,X4) 
! THE EFFICIENCY OF A NOZZLE IS COMMONLY BASED ON THE RATIO: 
! EFFICIENCY = ACTUAL ENTHALPY DROP/ISENTROPIC ENTHALPY DROP 
! THE INEFFICIENCY IS RECOGNIZED BY REDUCING THE PREDICTED 
! ENTHALPY DROP BY A USER SUPPLIED FACTOR (ETA). 
! FIND THE VELOCITY BY ASSUMING THE CHANGE IN ENTHALPY APPEARS 
! AS INCREASED VELOCITY. THE UPSTREAM VELOCITY AT ENTRY (POINT 3) IS 
! TAKEN AS ZERO. 
! THE ACTUAL ENTHALPY AT THE NOZZLE DISCHARGE IS ESTIMATED AS: 
H4=H3-ETA*(H3-H4) 
! 
! THE ADJUSTED NOZZLE DISCHARGE ENTHALPY IS USED TO CALCULATE THE 
! NOZZLE DISCHARGE VELOCITY. ; 
VEL4=SQRT (2.0*GC*C 1 *(H3-H4)) 
; 
! UPDATE THE NOZZLE DISCHARGE CONDITIONS TO REFLECT THE NONISENTR-
! OPIC FLOW. 
S4=SSSISS(P4,H4,T4,V4,X4) 
; 
! CALCULATE THE WELL WATER ENTRAINMENT RATE IN THE EJECTOR. THIS 
! CALCULATION IS BASED ON TWO FACTORS. THE NEED TO ACHIEVE SUFF-
! IENT KINETIC ENERGY IN THE CONDENSED STREAM SO THIS CAN BE CONVERTED 
! INTO PRESSURE SLIGHTLY IN EXCESS OF THE COLLECTOR PRESSURE. THE 
! SECOND FACTOR USED IS THE CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM IN SECTION 4 TO 
! 5. THAT IS THE MOMENTUM IN THE STEAM JET IS CONSERVED AS MOMENTUM 
! OF THE CONDENSED STREAM. ; 
! REQUIRE 10% MORE PRESSURE AT THE EJECTOR DISCHARGE THAN THE COLLECTOR 
! PRESSURE. 
i 
P6=l.l*Pl 
; 
! THIS PROGRAM IS IN FOOT, POUND, SECOND, AND BTU UNITS. DENSITY 
1 MUST BE EXPRESSED IN SLUG/FOOTA3. 
i 
RH06=1.0/(VPTl(P6,T6)*GC) 
i 
! CALCULATE THE CONDENSED LIQUID STREAM VELOCITY NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE 
! DESIRED EJECTOR DISCHARGE PRESSURE. PERFECT CONVERSION OF KINETIC 
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! AND PRESSURE ENERGY IS ASSUMED SO THE LIQUID STREAM DOES NOT CHANGE 
! ENTHALPY DURING PASSAGE FROM POINT 5 TO POINT 6. 
! IT IS FURTHER ASSUMED THAT THE CONDENSATION PROCESS FROM POINT 4 
! TO POINT 5 TAKES PLACE AT CONSTANT PRESSURE AND THAT THE VELOCITY 
! AT POINT 6 IS A "NORMAL " PIPE FLOW VELOCITY OF 4 FT/S. 
i 
! VEL5A2/2G + P5/RHOS*G = VEL6A2/2G+ P6/RH06*G 
; 
P5=P4 
; 
! NOTE THAT RHOS CANNOT BE FOUND EXACTLY AT THIS POINT BECAUSE THE 
! CONDENSED STREAM TEMPERATURE CANNOT BE DETERMINED UNTIL VEL5 HAS 
! BEEN DETERMINED AND AN ENTHALPY BALANCE HAS BEEN PERFORMED BETWEEN 
! POINTS 4 AND 5. BECAUSE THE DENSITY OF WATER DOES NOT CHANGE VERY 
! RAPIDLY WITH TEMPERATURE, THE ESTIMATED EJECTOR DISCHARGE TEMPER-
! ATURE IS ADEQUATE AT THIS POINT. 
i 
RH05=RH06 
VEL5=SQRT(2.0*G*(P6*C2/(RH06*G)-P5*C2/(RH05*G)+ 
& (VEL6**2)/(2.0*G))) 
i 
! CALCULATE THE WELL WATER ENTRAPMENT RATE PER UNIT OF STEAM FLOW 
! BASED ON CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM. THE MOMENTUM OF THE INCOMING 
! WELL WATER IS IGNORED. 
i 
! AM4DOT X VEL4 = (AM4DOT + AMWDOT) X VEL5 
; 
AMWDOT = AM4DOT*(VEL4-VEL5)/VEL5 
AM5DOT=AM4DOT+AMWDOT 
; 
! CALCULATE THE ENTHALPY AT 5. NOTE THAT THE LARGE STEAM JET 
! VELOCITY AT POINT 4 MUST BE INCORPORATED IN THIS CALCULATION. 
; 
HWELL=HPT1(P ATM,TWELL) 
H5 = (AMWDOT*HWELL+AM4DOT*H4+ 
& (AM4DOT*(VEL4*VEL4)-AM5DOT*(VEL5*VEL5))/(2.0*G*C1))/ 
& AM5DOT 
; 
! ESTIMATE THE SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE OF THE WELL WATER 
! AND USE THIS TO ESTIMATE THE TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF THE COMBIN-
! ING SECTION. 
! 
CP5=(HPT1(PATM,( 1.01 *TWELL))-HPT1(PATM,(0.99*TWELL)))/ 
& (0.02TWELL) 
T5=C4+H5/CP5 
P5A=PSL(T5) 
; 
! NOW REFINE THE ESTIMATE OF T5 BY INCREASING P5 ABOVE THE SATURATION 
! PRESSURE AT THE ESTIMATE OF T5 AND USE TP HI TO DETERMINE T5 FROM 
! THE VALUE OF H5. 
i 
P5A=1.1*P5A 
T5=TPH1(P5A4I5) 
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P5A=P5 A/1.1 
; 
! EXAMINE THE RELATIVE ERROR BETWEEN THE NOZZLE DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE 
! AND THE COMBINING SECTION DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE. TAKE THE MEAN OF 
! THE TWO VALUES AND REPEAT THE CALCULATIONS UNTIL AN ADEQUATE 
! MATCH IS OBTAINED. NOTE THAT A MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IS 
! SET TO PREVENT AN INFINITE LOOP. 
; 
RELERR=DABS( 1 .ODOO-(P4/P5A)) 
P4=(P4+P5A)/2.00D00 
T6=T5 
NITER=NITER+1 
GOTO 1000 
i 
END IF 
i 
! ESTIMATE THE MAXIMUM WELL DEPTH THAT IS POSSIBLE USING THE UPDATED 
! NOZZLE DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE. 
i 
RHOW=l .0/(VPTl(PATM,TWELL)*GC) 
HDWELL=(PATM-P4)*C2/(RHOW*G) 
; 
! THE THROAT PRESSURE IS ESTIMATED BY ASSUMING THE STEAM BEHAVES 
! AS A PERFECT GAS. 
! CALCULATE THE POLYTROPIC INDEX FOR OVERALL EXPANSION IN THE NOZZLE. 
i 
POLY=DLOG(P2/P4)/DLOG(V4/V3) 
PTH=P3 *(2.0/(POLY+1.0))**(POLY/(POLY -1.0)) 
i 
! ASSUMING CONSTANT ENTROPY, THEN CALCULATE THE ENTHALPY AT THE THROAT. 
! FINALLY FIND THE VELOCITY BY ASSUMING THE CHANGE IN ENTHALPY APPEARS 
! AS INCREASED VELOCITY. THE UPSTREAM VELOCITY AT ENTRY (POINT 3) IS 
! TAKEN AS ZERO. 
; 
STH=S3 
HTH=HSSISS(PTH,STH,TTH,VTH,XTH) 
VELTH=SQRT(2.0*GC*C 1 •(H3-HTH)) 
i 
! CALCULATE THE AREA AT EXIT FROM THE EJECTOR STEAM NOZZLE. 
i 
A4=(AM4DOT*V4)/VEL4 
; 
! CALCULATE THE THROAT AREA PER UNIT MASS FLOWRATE THROUGH THE COLL-
! ECTOR. 
i 
! AREA = (MASS FLOWRATE * SPECIFIC VOLUME)/VELOCITY 
; 
ATH=(AM4DOT*VTH)/VELTH 
; 
! BASE THE AREA AT THE END OF THE COMBINING SECTION ON THE ASSUMPTION 
! OF A TOTALLY LIQUID STREAM. 
V5=VPT1(P5A,T5) 
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A5=(AM5DOT*V5)/VEL5 
CALCULATE THE AREA AT THE END OF THE EJECTOR PRESSURE REGAIN SECTION. 
THE PRESSURE REGAIN IS ASSUMED TO BE IDEAL AND IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE 
CONDENSED STREAM ENTERING THE REGAIN SECTION IS TOTALLY LIQUID. 
THUS THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES AT 5 AND 6 WILL BE TAKEN AS THE 
SAME. 
AM6DOT=AM5DOT 
V6=V5 
A6=(AM6DOT*V6)/VEL6 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE HTBDGT (AM5DOTAM1 DOT,T6,T2,U,A,AMTDOT, AMSDOT,FACTOR, 
& T1 ,T3,P 1 ,P2,X2,TWELL,HDWELL,PATM,C I ,C2,C3,C4,G,GC,RH06,HDT0T,H 1, 
& Q,ATH,A4,A5,A6) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
IF (AM5DOT GT. 1.0) THEN 
AM9DOT=( 1.0-X2)* AM 1 DOT 
AMSDOT=AM9DOT+( AM5DOT-AM1 DOT) 
! CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURE AT THE ENTRY TO THE COLLECTOR AFTER 
! THE DISCHARGE WATER FROM THE EJECTOR HAS EXCHANGED HEAT WITH 
! THE WATER FROM THE STEAM SEPARATOR (WATER FROM POINT 8). 
T7=T6 
T9=T2 
AM7DOT=AM 1 DOT 
CP9=l.O 
CP7=1.0 
i 
! THE OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IS TRADITIONALLY FURNISHED 
! IN BTU/H.F.FTA2. IT MUST BE CONVERTED FROM HOUR TO SECONDS AS 
! A TIME BASE BECAUSE AMXDOT IS IMPLIED AS LBM/S. 
! IT IS ALSO NECESSARY TO CONVERT THE UNIT FLOW THROUGH THE COLLECTOR 
! TO A TRUE FLOW IN LBM/S. IT WILL BE ASSUMED THAT THE PUMPING SYSTEM 
! OPERATES CONTINUOUSLY FOR 8 H/DAY. 
t 
U=U/3600.0 
FACTOR=(AMTDOT/(8.0*3600.0))/AMSDOT 
AM7DOT=F ACTOR* AM7DOT 
AM9DOT=F ACTOR* AM9DOT 
CALL HTEXCH (T9,T10,T7,T8,AM9DOT,AM7DOT,CP9,CP7,UAIERR) 
; 
! ASSUME P8 = PI. CALCULATE THE HEAT GAIN BY THE COLLECTOR 
! NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE THE CHANGE FROM POINT 8 TO POINT 1. 
P8=P1 
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H8=HPT1(P8,T8) 
CALCULATE THE CARNOT CYCLE EFFICIENCY BASED ON THE MAXIMIM TEMPER­
ATURE ACHIEVED BY THE WATER AND THE WELL TEMPERATURE. THE ACTUAL 
EFFICIENCY IS BASED ON THE COLLECTOR HEAT GAIN (NOT INSOLATION), 
THE AMOUNT OF WATER PUMPED BY THE SYSTEM, AND THE HEAD CHANGE FROM 
THE WELL WATER SURFACE TO THE STORAGE TANK SURFACE. 
P9=P2 
IF (Tl GT. T3) THEN 
ETACNT= 100.0*(T 1 -TWELL)/(T 1+C3 ) 
ELSE 
ETACNT= 100.0*(T3-TWELL)/(T3+C3 ) 
END IF 
HDTOT=HD WELL+(P9-P ATM)*C2/(RH06*G) 
ETAACT=l00.0*(AMSDOT*HDTOT*RHO6*G/Cl)/(Hl-H8+Q) 
CALL OUTPUTS (AMSDOTfACTOR,T6,T8,T10,H 1,H8,Q,AM 1 DOT, 
& ETACNT,ETAACT,ATH,A4,A5,A6) 
ELSE 
WRITE (*,«) 
& '!!!! WARNING NO NET SYSTEM FLOW !!!!' 
WRITE ( 16,'(1XA60)') 
& '!!!! WARNING NO NET SYSTEM FLOW !!!!' 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT1 (Tl,T2,X2,T3) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
WRITE (*,'(1X^60,1X^8^)") 
& COLLECTOR OUTLET TEMPERATURE (SATURATED) F:\T1 
WRITE (16,(1X^60,1X,F8.2)1 
& COLLECTOR OUTLET TEMPERATURE (SATURATED) F:\T1 
WRITE (*,'(1X^60,1X,F8.2)") 
& STEAM SEPARATOR TEMPERATURE F:',T2 
WRITE (16,'(1XA60,1X^8.2)*) 
& STEAM SEPARATOR TEMPERATURE F:\T2 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60,1XF8.2)') 
& "DRYNESS FRACTION DOWNSTREAM OF FLASH VALVE %:',(X2*100) 
WRITE (16,"(1XA60,1X^8-2)") 
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& "DRYNESS FRACTION DOWNSTREAM OF FLASH VALVE %:\(X2*100) 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60,1XF8.2)') 
& STEAM TEMPERATURE ENTERING THE EJECTOR, DEG F:\T3 
WRITE (16,'(IX,A60,IX,F8.2)') 
& STEAM TEMPERATURE ENTERING THE EJECTOR DEG F:',T3 
; 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT] (P4,HD WELL,PTH,VELTH,VEL4,P6,POLY,VEL5, 
& AMWDOTrAM4DOT,AM5DOT) 
; 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
i 
WRITE (*,'(1X^60,1X^8.2)') 
& EJECTOR STEAM NOZZLE DISCHARGE PRESSURE LB/IN.A2:', P4 
WRITE (16,'(1XA60,1X,F8.2)') 
& EJECTOR STEAM NOZZLE DISCHARGE PRESSURE LB/IN.A2:\ P4 
WRITE (*,'( 1 X,A60,1 X.F8.2)') 
& ESTIMATED MAXIMUM WELL DEPTH FT:',HDWELL 
WRITE ( 16, (1X^60, IX,F8.2)') 
& ESTIMATED MAXIMUM WELL DEPTH FT:',HD WELL 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A60,1X,F8.2)') 
& "POLYTROPIC INDEX USED FOR STEAM:',POLY 
WRITE (16,"(1X^60,1X^8.2)") 
& "POLYTROPIC INDEX USED FOR STEAM:',POLY 
WRITE (•,'( IXA60,1X,F8.2)') 
& THROAT PRESSURE AT CHOKED FLOW LBZIN.A2 ABS:',PTH 
WRITE ( 16,'( 1 X,A60,1 X.F8.2)') 
& THROAT PRESSURE AT CHOKED FLOW LB/IN.A2 ABS:',PTH 
WRITE (*,'( 1XA60,1 X,F8.1 )') 
& ISENTROPIC THROAT VELOCITY, FT/S:',VELTH 
WRITE (16,'(lXA60,lX,F8.in 
& ISENTROPIC THROAT VELOCITY, FT/S:',VELTH 
WRITE (*,'( 1X,A60,1 X,F8.1 )•) 
& "EXPECTED EJECTOR STEAM NOZZLE DISCHARGE VELOCITY, FT/S:', 
&VEL4 
WRITE (16,"(1XA60,1X^8.1)") 
& "EXPECTED EJECTOR STEAM NOZZLE DISCHARGE VELOCITY, FT/S:", 
&VEL4 
WRITE (*,'( 1X^60)") 
& THE EJECTOR PRESSURE MUST EXCEED THE COLLECTOR PRESSURE" 
WRITE ( 16,"(1XA60)") 
& THE EJECTOR PRESSURE MUST EXCEED THE COLLECTOR PRESSURE" 
WRITE (*,'( 1X^60,1X^8-2)') 
& "EJECTOR OUTPUT PRESSURE AS 110% OF COLLECTOR, LB/IN.A2:',P6 
WRITE (16,'(1X^60,1X^8.2)') 
& "EJECTOR OUTPUT PRESSURE AS 110% OF COLLECTOR, LB/IN.A2:',P6 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A60,1X,F8.2)") 
& "CONDENSED LIQUID STREAM VELOCITY FT/S: \VEL5 
WRITE (16,"(1X^60,1X^8.2)") 
& "CONDENSED LIQUID STREAM VELOCITY FT/S: \VEL5 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60,IXJ8.2)') 
& 'WELL WATER ENTRAINMENT RATE PER UNIT OF STEAM FLOW: ', 
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& (AMWDOT/AM4DOT) 
WRITE (16,'(1XA60,1X^8.2)') 
& 'WELL WATER ENTRAPMENT RATE PER UNIT OF STEAM FLOW: 
& (AMWDOT/AM4DOT) 
WRITE (*,*(1X,A60)*) 
& 'NEXT VALUE MUST EXCEED UNITY FOR NET SYSTEM FLOW' 
WRITE (16,'(1X,A60)') 
& "NEXT VALUE MUST EXCEED UNITY FOR NET SYSTEM FLOW 
WRITE (*,'( 1 XvA60,1 X,F8.4)') 
& TOTAL EJECTOR DISCHARGE PER UNIT COLLECTOR FLOWRATE: 
& AMSDOT 
WRITE (16,'(IX, A60,1X^8.4)") 
& TOTAL EJECTOR DISCHARGE PER UNIT COLLECTOR FLOWRATE: ', 
& AMSDOT 
; 
RETURN 
END 
i 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS (AMSDOT,FACTOR,T6,T8,T 10,HI,H8,Q,AM 1 DOT, 
& ETACNT,ETAACT,ATH,A4,A5,A6) 
; 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) ; 
WRITE (\'(lX,A60,lX,F8.4y) 
& TMET SYSTEM FLOW PER UNIT FLOW THROUGH THE COLLECTOR:', 
& AMSDOT 
WRITE (16,'(1XA60,1X,F8.4)') 
& "NET SYSTEM FLOW PER UNIT FLOW THROUGH THE COLLECTOR:', 
& AMSDOT 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A60,IX,F8.2)*) 
& TEMPERATURE AT EJECTOR DISCHARGE, POINT 6:',T6 
WRITE (16, (1X^60,IXf 8.2)*) 
& TEMPERATURE AT EJECTOR DISCHARGE, POINT 6:\T6 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A60,1X,F8.2)*) 
& TEMPERATURE AT COLLECTOR INLET:',T8 
WRITE (16,'(1XA60,1X,F8.2)*) 
& TEMPERATURE AT COLLECTOR INLET:*,T8 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60,1X^8.2)*) 
& TEMPERATURE MAIN STORAGE TANK INLET:',T10 
WRITE (16,'(1X^60,1X^8.2)') 
& TEMPERATURE MAIN STORAGE TANK INLET:',T10 
WRITE (*,*( 1X^60,1X^8.2)*) 
& HEAT INPUT PER 1 LB COLLECTOR WATER FLOW, BTU:',(H1-H8+Q) 
WRITE (l6,'(lXA60,lX^8.2y) 
& HEAT INPUT PER I LB COLLECTOR WATER FLOW, BTU:',(H1-H8+Q) 
WRITE (*,*(1X^60,1X^8.2)*) 
& HEAT INPUT PER 1 LB SYSTEM OUTPUT FLOW, BTU:', 
& AM 1 DOT*(H 1 -H8+Q)/AMSDOT 
WRITE (16,'(1X^60,1X^8.2)') 
& HEAT INPUT PER 1 LB SYSTEM OUTPUT FLOW, BTU:*, 
& AM lDOT*(H l-H8+Q)/AMSDOT 
WRITE (*,*) 'EFFICIENCY' 
WRITE (16,*) 'EFFICIENCY' 
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WRITE (*,"(1X,A60,1X,F8.2)') 
& CARNOT EFFICIENCY IN %:\ETACNT 
WRITE (16,'(1XA60,1X,F8.2)') 
& CARNOT EFFICIENCY IN %:",ETACNT 
WRITE (*,"(1X,A60,1X,F8.2)") 
& ACTUAL EFFICIENCY IN %:\ETAACT 
WRITE (16,(1X^60,1X^8.2)') 
& ACTUAL EFFICIENCY IN %:',ETAACT 
WRITE (*,*) EJECTOR AREAS' 
WRITE (16,*) 'EJECTOR AREAS' 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60)') 
& -NOZZLE THROAT 
WRITE (*,'(1X>60,1X,E10.3)") 
& AREA (PER ILB/S COLLECTOR FLOW),FTA2:',ATH 
WRITE (16,"(IX,A60)') 
& 'NOZZLE THROAT 
WRITE (16,"(1X,A60,1X,E10.3)') 
& AREA (PER ILB/S COLLECTOR FLOW),FTA2:',ATH 
ATH=F ACTOR* ATH 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A60)') 
& "NOZZLE THROAT 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60,1X,E10.3)') 
& AREA (PER DESIGN DAILY FLOW),FTA2:',ATH 
WRITE ( 16,'( 1X,A60)') 
& "NOZZLE THROAT 
WRITE (16, (1X^60,IX,EI0.3)') 
& AREA (PER DESIGN DAILY FLOW),FTA2:',ATH 
ATH=ATH/F ACTOR 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60)') 
& "NOZZLE DISCHARGE' 
WRITE («,'( 1 XvA60,1 X,E 10.3)') 
& "AREA (PER ILB/S COLLECTOR FLOW),FTA2:'A4 
WRITE (16,(1X^60)') 
& "NOZZLE DISCHARGE' 
WRITE (16,(1X^60,1X,E10.3)") 
& AREA (PER ILB/S COLLECTOR FLOW),FTA2:',A4 
A4=FACTOR*A4 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60)') 
& "NOZZLE DISCHARGE' 
WRITE (*,'(1X,A60,1X,E10.3)") 
& "AREA (PER DAILY DESIGN FLOW),FTA2:\A4 
WRITE (16,'(1XA60)1) 
& "NOZZLE DISCHARGE' 
WRITE (l6,'(lXA60,lX,E10.3n 
& 'AREA (PER DAILY DESIGN FLOW),FTA2:'vA4 
A4=A4/FACTOR 
WRITE (*,"(1XA60)") 
& "COMBINING SECTION DISCHARGE" 
WRITE (*,"(1X^60,1X^10.3)") 
& "AREA (PER ILB/S COLLECTOR FLOW),FTA2:',A5 
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WRITE (16/(1XA60)') 
& COMBINING SECTION DISCHARGE' 
WRITE (16,'(1X,A60,1X,E10.3)') 
& AREA (PER ILB/S COLLECTOR FLOW),FTA2:',A5 
A5=F ACTOR* A5 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60)') 
& COMBINING SECTION DISCHARGE' 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60,1X,E10.3)') 
& AREA (PER DAILY DESIGN FLOW),FTA2:\A5 
WRITE (16,'(1X,A60)') 
& COMBINING SECTION DISCHARGE* 
WRITE ( 16,'( 1 X,A60,1 X,E 10.3 )') 
& AREA (PER DAILY DESIGN FLOW),FTA2:',A5 
A5=A5/F ACTOR 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60)') 
& PRESSURE REGAIN SECTION DISCHARGE' 
WRITE (*,'( 1XA60,1X,E 10.3)') 
& AREA (PER ILB/S COLLECTOR FLOW),FTA2:',A6 
WRITE ( 16,'(1XA60)') 
& PRESSURE REGAIN SECTION DISCHARGE' 
WRITE (16,'(IX A60, IX,El 0.3)') 
& AREA (PER ILB/S COLLECTOR FLOW),FTA2:',A6 
A6=FACTOR*A6 
WRITE (*,'(1XA60)") 
& PRESSURE REGAIN SECTION DISCHARGE' 
WRITE (*,'( 1XA60,1X,E 10.3)') 
& AREA (PER DAILY DESIGN FLOW),FTA2:'A6 
WRITE ( 16,'(lXA60n 
& 'PRESSURE REGAIN SECTION DISCHARGE' 
WRITE (16,'(lXA60,lX,E10.3n 
& AREA (PER DAILY DESIGN FLOW),FTA2:',A6 
A6=A6/FACTOR 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION TP HI (P,H) 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
THIS FUNCTION PROVIDES A ROOT FINDING STRATEGY FOR CALCULATING 
LIQUID TEMPERATURE GIVEN PRESSURE AND SPECIFIC ENTHALPY IN REGION 1 
ROOT FINDING BASED ON USING HPT1 AND THE PEGASUS METHOD IS USED. 
NOT AN ASME FUNCTION. 
GLOSSARY OF VARIABLES 
INTEGER 
IERR ERROR FLAG 
0 NORMAL FUNCTION TERMINATION 
-1 FAILURE TO CONVERGE 
1 PRESSURE SUBMITTED NOT EN SATURATION RANGE 
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ITCOUNT CURRENT NUMBER OF ITERATIONS PERFORMED 
ITMAX MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
FL FUNCTION VALUE AT LOWER TEMPERATURE BOUND (THIS VALUE 
VARIES AS THE ITERATION PROGRESSES) 
FR FUNCTION VALUE AT THE NEW ROOT ESTIMATE 
FPRDCT1 PRODUCT OF THE FUNCTION VALUE AT THE LOWER BOUND AND 
THE FUNCTION VALUE AT THE NEW ROOT ESTIMATE 
FPRDCT2 PRODUCT OF THE FUNCTION VALUE AT THE NEW AND PREVIOUS 
ROOT ESTIMATES 
FROLD FUNCTION VALUE AT THE PREVIOUS ROOT ESTIMATE 
FU FUNCTION VALUE AT UPPER TEMPERATURE BOUND (THIS VALUE 
VARIES AS THE ITERATION PROGRESSES) 
H ENTHALPY SUBMITTED 
P PRESSURE SUBMITTED 
RE RELATIVE ERROR BETWEEN THE NEW AND PREVIOUS ROOTS 
TL LOWER TEMPERATURE BOUND (THIS VALUE VARIES AS THE 
ITERATION PROGRESSES) 
TOL RELATIVE ERROR TOLERANCE SET FOR TERMINATION OF ITER 
ATION 
TR NEW ROOT ESTIMATE 
TROLD PREVIOUS ROOT ESTIMATE 
TU UPPER TEMPERATURE BOUND (THIS VALUE VARIES AS THE 
ITERATION PROGRESSES) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
; 
COMMON /COMCON/ ALPHAO, ALPHA1, PCA, VCA, TCA, TZA, PVOIO, PVOT, 
1 All, Tl, TC, PI, PMIN, PMAX, PSMAX, P3MIN, V3MIN, V3MAX, 
2 TMIN, TMAX, TSMAX, T1MAX, T2MIN, T3MIN, T3MAX, 
3 HMIN, HMAX, HSMAX, H4MAX, SMIN, SMAX, S3MIN, S4MAX 
! PERFORM VARIOUS TESTS TO DETERMINE IF THE P, H PAIR SUBMITTED LIE 
! IN REGION 1. 
TTST=TSL(P) 
HTST=HPT 1 (P.TTST) 
i 
IF ((P .LT. PMIN) OR (P .GT. PMAX)) THEN 
; 
CALLSTERC TP HI ',13,P,H) 
i 
ELSE IF ((H .LT. 0.0) OR. (H GT. 714.2)) THEN 
; 
CALLSTERC TPH1 M3,P,H) 
i 
ELSE IF (H GT. HTST) THEN ; 
! VERIFY THAT THE ENTHALPY IS LESS THAN THE ENTHALPY AT THE 
! SATURATION CONDITIONS AT P. IF THE SUPPLIED ENTHALPY IS TOO 
Ï LARGE, THE SAMPLE WILL BE A MIXTURE OF LIQUID AND VAPOUR 
! SUCH A CONDITION CANNOT BE HANDLED BY THIS SUBROUTINE. 
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CALLSTERC TPH1 \13J\H) 
END IF 
TOL = 0.00001 
rrcouNT = o 
ITMAX = 20 
SET INITIAL LOWER AND UPPER BOUNDS KNOWN TO BRACKET A ROOT. 
FOR THE TEMPERATURE VS. (PRESSURE, ENTHALPY) CURVE, THE CURVE 
IS MONOTONIC SO THE SAME LOWER AND UPPER BOUNDS MAY BE USED 
FOR ALL ROOTS. IN CONFORMITY WITH THE ORIGINAL TSL, THE LOWER 
BOUND HAS BEEN SET AS TMIN = 25 DEGREES F. THE UPPER BOUND 
IS THE TEMPERATURE AT THE CRITICAL POINT. 
TL = TMIN 
TU = T1MAX 
EVALUATE THE FUNCTION WHOSE VALUE IS TO BE BROUGHT TO ZERO BY 
SUITABLE CHOICE OF "T". 
FL = H-HPT1 (PMIN,TMIN) 
FU = H-HPT1(PMAX,T1MAX) 
TROLD = TL 
FROLD = FL 
10 CONTINUE 
REGULA FALSI APPROXIMATES THE FUNCTION WITH A STRAIGHT LINE 
AND DETERMINES TR WHERE THIS LINE INTERSECTS THE F(T) = 0 AXIS. 
TR = TL + FL * (TU - TL) / (FL - FU) 
SUBROUTINE COMT1 DOES NOT PERFORM CORRECTLY IF T > TSAT AT P. 
IF THE ROOT FINDER ESTIMATES A TEMPERATURE GREATER THAN TSAT, 
THIS TEMPERATURE IS REDUCED TO A QUANTITY BELOW TSAT. THE 
QUANTITY IS CHOSEN TO DEPEND ON TR SO THE PROGRAM DOES NOT 
END PREMATURELY. 
TSAT=TSL(P) 
IF (TR GT. TSAT) THEN 
TR=TSAT-(TR-TSAT)*0.01 
END IF 
FR = H-HPTl(P.TR) 
FPRDCT1= FL * FR 
FPRDCT2 = FROLD * FR 
ITCOUNT = ITCOUNT + 1 
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! THE NEW ROOT ESTIMATE AND THE LOWER BOUND ARE ON THE SAME SIDE 
! OF THE ROOT. TR AND FR ARE USED TO REPLACE TL AND FL. 
IF (FPRDCT1 GT. 0.0) THEN 
; 
TL = TR 
FL = FR 
; 
! THIS IS THE "PEGASUS " PORTION OF THE CODE. IF THE NEW ESTIMATE 
! IS ON THE SAME SIDE OF THE ROOT AS THE PREVIOUS ESTIMATE, THEN 
! THE OPPOSITE SIDE ORDINATE, FU IN THIS INSTANCE, IS DIVIDED IN 
! HALF. 
; 
IF (FPRDCT2 GT. 0.0) THEN 
i 
FU = FU / 2.0 
; 
END IF 
! 
! THE NEW ROOT ESTIMATE AND THE LOWER BOUND ARE ON THE OPPOSITE 
! SIDE OF THE ROOT. TR AND FR ARE USED TO REPLACE TU AND FU. 
i 
ELSE 
; 
TU = TR 
FU = FR 
; 
! THIS IS THE "PEGASUS" PORTION OF THE CODE. IF THE NEW ESTIMATE 
! IS ON THE SAME SIDE OF THE ROOT AS THE PREVIOUS ESTIMATE, THEN 
! THE OPPOSITE SIDE ORDINATE, FL IN THIS INSTANCE, IS DIVIDED IN 
! HALF. ; 
IF (FPRDCT2 .gt. 0.0) THEN 
; 
FL = FL / 2.0 
t 
END IF 
i 
END IF 
i 
! CALCULATE THE RELATIVE ERROR ESTIMATE BETWEEN THE NEW AND OLD 
! ROOT ESTIMATES. 
; 
RE = ABS(1.0 - TROLD Z TR) 
TROLD = TR 
FROLD = FR 
i 
IF ((RE GT. TOL) AND. (ITCOUNT LT. ITMAX)) THEN 
i 
! NORMAL FURTHER ITERATION CONDITION. 
GO TO 10 
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ELSE IF ((RE .GT. TOL) AND. (ITCOUNT EQ. ITMAX)) THEN 
FAILURE TO CONVERGE CONDITION. 
IERR=-l 
CALL STERC TPH1*, IERR, PIN, O) 
ELSE 
NORMAL FUNCTION TERMINATION WITH ACCEPTABLE VALUE FOR TEMPERATURE. 
IERR=0 
TPH1=TR 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE HTEXCH (TI,T2,T3,T4AMIDOTAM2DOT,CP 1 ,CP2,L\A,IERR) 
PROGRAMS DESCRIPTION 
THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE EXIT TEMPERATURES FOR A COUNTER 
CURRENT HEAT EXCHANGER BY: 
1. DETERMINING LIMITING VALUES FOR THE TEMPERATURES WHEN THE 
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IS CONSIDERED AS INFINITE. 
2. DETERMINING LIMITING VALUES FOR THE TEMPERATURES WHEN THE 
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IS CONSIDERED ZERO. 
3. USING A BISECTION ROOT FINDING ALGORITHM TO ESTIMATE THE 
HOT SIDE TEMPERATURE, T2, THAT CAUSES THE FUNCTION: 
F(T2) = HEAT TRANSFER ACROSS INTERFACE SURFACE -
HEAT GAINED(LOST) BY ONE FLUID STREAM 
TO BECOME ZERO. 
A BISECTION ALGORITHM IS USED BECAUSE CALCULATING THE LOGAR­
ITHMIC MEAN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE CAN PRESENT DIFFICULTIES AT 
LIMITING TEMPERATURE VALUES. 
GLOSSARY OF VARIABLES 
INTEGER 
IERR ERROR FLAG 
0 NORMAL FUNCTION TERMINATION 
-1 FAILURE TO CONVERGE 
ITCOUNT CURRENT NUMBER OF ITERATIONS PERFORMED 
ITMAX MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED 
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DOUBLE PRECISION 
AMI DOT MASS FLOWRATE FOR THE HOT STREAM 
AM2DOT MASS FLOWRATE FOR THE COLD STREAM 
CP1 SPECIFIC HEAT FOR THE HOT STREAM 
CP2 SPECIFIC HEAT FOR THE COLD STREAM 
CI RATIO OF THE HEAT CAPACITIES OF THE TWO STREAMS 
FR FUNCTION VALUE AT THE NEW ROOT ESTIMATE 
FU FUNCTION VALUE AT UPPER TEMPERATURE BOUND (THIS VALUE 
VARIES AS THE ITERATION PROGRESSES) 
RE RELATIVE ERROR BETWEEN THE NEW AND PREVIOUS ROOTS 
TA TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO STREAMS AT 
THE HOT STREAM ENTRANCE. 
TB TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO STREAMS AT 
THE COLD STREAM ENTRANCE. 
TL LOWER TEMPERATURE BOUND (THIS VALUE VARIES AS THE 
ITERATION PROGRESSES) 
TOL RELATIVE ERROR TOLERANCE SET FOR TERMINATION OF ITER 
ATION 
TR NEW ROOT ESTIMATE FOR THE HOT STREAM EXIT TEMPERATURE 
TROLD PREVIOUS ROOT ESTIMATE 
TU UPPER TEMPERATURE BOUND (THIS VALUE VARIES AS THE 
ITERATION PROGRESSES) 
T1 ENTRY TEMPERATURE FOR THE HOT STREAM 
T2 EXIT TEMPERATURE FOR THE HOT STREAM 
T3 ENTRY TEMPERATURE FOR THE COLD STREAM 
T4 EXIT TEMPERATURE FOR THE COLD STREAM 
SUBPROGRAMS CALLED 
NONE 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
TOL=0.00001 
C1 =AM 1 DOT'CP l/(AM2DOT*CP2) 
THE LIMITS FOR T2 ARE AFFECTED BY THE RELATIVE MAGNITUDES OF THE 
TWO STREAMS' HEAT CAPACITIES. 
IF (CI GT. 1.0) THEN 
CALCULATE T2 FOR THE LOWER BOUND. THIS IS THE LIMITING COND­
ITION FOR UA -> INFINITY. 
T4=Tl 
T2=T1-(T4-T3)/C1 
TL=T2 
CALCULATE T2 FOR THE UPPER BOUND. THIS IS A LIMITING COND­
ITION WHERE UA -> ZERO. 
T2=T1 
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T4=T3 
ELSE IF (Cl .EQ. 1.0) THEN 
CALCULATE T2 FOR THE LOWER BOUND. THIS IS THE LIMITING COND­
ITION FOR UA -> INFINITY. 
T4=T1 
T2=T3 
TL=T2 
CALCULATE T2 FOR THE UPPER BOUND. THIS IS A LIMITING COND­
ITION WHERE UA -> ZERO. 
T4=T3 
T2=T1 
; 
ELSE IF (CI LT. 1.0) THEN 
CALCULATE T2 FOR THE LOWER BOUND. THIS IS THE LIMITING COND­
ITION FOR UA -> INFINITY. 
T2=T3 
T4=T3+(T1-T2)*CI 
TL=T2 
! CALCULATE T2 FOR THE UPPER BOUND. THIS IS A LIMITING COND-
! ITION WHERE UA -> ZERO. 
T2=T1 
T4=T3 
! 
END IF 
! THE IF-THEN-ELSE STATEMENTS ALWAYS EXIT WITH THE UPPER LIMIT 
! VALUE FOR T2 AND THE ASSOCIATED T4 VALUE. 
TA=T1-T4 
TB=T2-T3 
; 
! THE LOGARITHMIC MEAN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE EXPRESSION FAILS 
! IF TA = TB DUE TO A 0/0 CONDITION. APPLICATION OF ^HOSPITAL'S 
! RULE SHOWS THAT THE LMTD TENDS TO TA. 
i 
TM=TA 
Ql=AMlDOT*CPt*(Tl-T2) 
Q2=U*A*TM 
FU = Q1-Q2 
TU=T2 
TROLD=TU 
ITCOUNT = 0 
ITMAX = 25 
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EVALUATE THE FUNCTION WHOSE VALUE IS TO BE BROUGHT TO ZERO BY 
SUITABLE CHOICE OF "T". THE VALUE OF THE SIDE ONE DISCHARGE 
TEMPERATURE IS ADJUSTED BY THE ROOT FINDER UNTIL THE HEAT GAINED 
(LOST) BY SIDE ONE MATCHES THE HEAT TRANSFERRED ACROSS THE HEAT 
EXCHANGER INTERFACE. 
A SIMPLE BISECTION ALGORITHM IS USED THAT BASES THE SIDE SWITCHING 
DECISION ON THE VALUE OF F(T2) AT THE UPPER BOUND. THE HEAT 
EXCHANGER PROBLEM IS VERY SENSITIVE TO VERY SMALL CHANGES IN T2 
NEAR THE LIMITING VALUE OF T2 FOR INFINITE UA. CONSEQUENTLY AT 
LARGE VALUES OF UA, THE MATCH BETWEEN THE HEAT TRANSFER INDICATED 
AS BEING ACROSS THE EXCHANGER SURFACE MAY BE VERY DIFFERENT FROM 
THE VALUE INDICATED BY THE HEAT LOST(GAINED) BY ONE STREAM. THIS 
SITUATION PERSISTS EVEN IF THE VALUE OF T2 HAS BEEN ESTIMATED TO 
A RELATIVE ERROR TOLERANCE OF 1.0E-06. 
A BISECTION ALGORITHM WAS ALSO CHOSEN BECAUSE THE VALUE OF THE 
LOGARITHMIC MEAN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE BECOMES INDETERMINATE WHEN 
TA IS NON ZERO BUT TB IS ZERO. BY USING THE BISECTION ALGORITHM 
BASED ON MOVING FROM A ZERO HEAT TRANSMISSION SITUATION, NO 
DIFFICULTIES ARE ENCOUNTERED WITH EVALUATING THE LOGARITHM I! 
FUNCTION. 
10 CONTINUE 
ITCOUNT=ITCOUNT+1 
TR=(TL+TU)/2.0 
T4=T3+(T1-TR)*C1 
TA=T1-T4 
TB=TR-T3 
THE LOGARITHMIC MEAN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE EXPRESSION FAILS 
IF TA = TB DUE TO A 0/0 CONDITION. APPLICATION OF ^HOSPITAL'S 
RULE SHOWS THAT THE LMTD TENDS TO TA. 
IF (TA .NE. TB) THEN 
TM=(TB-TA)/ALOG(TB/TA) 
ELSE 
i 
TM=TA 
END IF 
i 
Q1 =AM 1 DOT*CP 1 *(T 1 -TR) 
Q2=U*A*TM 
FR = Q1-Q2 
CALCULATE THE RELATIVE ERROR ESTIMATE BETWEEN THE NEW AND OLD 
ROOT ESTIMATES. 
RE = ABS(1.0 - TROLD / TR) 
TROLD = TR 
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IF ((RE .GT. TOL) AND. (ITCOUNT LT. ITMAX)) THEN 
NORMAL FURTHER ITERATION CONDITION. 
IF (FR*FU GT. 0.0) THEN 
TU=TR 
FU=FR 
ELSE 
TL=TR 
END IF 
GO TO 10 
ELSE IF ((RE GT. TOL) AND. (ITCOUNT .EQ. ITMAX)) THEN 
FAILURE TO CONVERGE CONDITION. 
1ERR=-1 
T2=TR 
T4=C1 *(T1-T2)+T3 
ELSE 
NORMAL FUNCTION TERMINATION WITH ACCEPTABLE VALUE FOR TEMPERATURE. 
IERR=0 
T2=TR 
T4=C I *(T 1 -T2)+T3 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 
'END OF THE PROGRAM* 
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APPENDIX 10 
PROGRAM LMTD 
ieat exchanger design using log mean temperature method (LMTD). 
Assuming counter flow arrangement in a shell and tube heat exchanger 
single path 
List of variables 
PI = 3.14 
DI = Inner tube diameter, m 
DO = outer tube diameter, m 
MH = mass flow rate of the hot fluid, kg/s. 
MC = mass flow rate of the cold fluid, kg/s 
CPH = specific heat of the hot fluid J/kg.K 
CPC = specific heat of the cold fluid, J/kg.K 
PRH= Prandtl Number for the hot fluid 
PRC = Prandtl number for the cold fluid 
PRH = Reynolds number for the hot fluid 
PRC = Reynolds number for the cold fluid 
KH = Thermal conductivity of the hot fluid, W/m.K 
KC = Thermal conductivity of the cold fluid, W/m.K 
MUH= Hot liquid viscosity, N.s/mA2 
MUC= Cold liquid viscosity, N.s/mA2 
NUH = Nusselt Number for the hot fluid 
NUC = Nusselt Number for the cold fluid 
THI = Hot fluid entrance temperature, C 
TCI = Cold fluid entrance temperature, C 
TCO = Cold fluid exit temperature, C 
HI = heat transfer coefficient for the inner tube, W/mA2.K 
HO = Heat transfer coefficient for the outer tube, W/mA2.K 
U = Overall heat transfer Coefficient, W/mA2.K 
Q = Total heat energy transfer between hot and cold fluids, W. 
Assume negligible heat transfer between the exchanger and its 
surroundings, also negligible PE and KE. 
IMPLICIT REAL(A-Z) 
PI = 4.0 * ATAN(1.0) 
MH = 0.012 
MC = 0.0124 
CPH = 4203 
CPC = 4179 
PRH = 2.02 
PRC = 4.16 
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KH = 674E-3 
KC = 634E-3 
MUH = 324E-6 
MUC = 631E-6 
MUC = 631E-6 
THI = 109 
TCI = 20.0 
TCO = 60 
» 
WRITE(*, *)' ' 
WRITE(*,'(A37,A26)')'Heat exchanger design using log mean 
& 'temperature method (LMTD):' 
Print*,flow arrangement: concentric tubes, counter flow.' 
5 FORMAT(82('—)) 
; 
WRITE(*, *)' ' 
WRITE(*,35)'Cold water inlet temp. = ',TCI,' C 
WRITE(*,35)'Cold water outlet temp. = ',TCO,' C 
WRITE(*,35)'Hot water inlet temp. = ',THI,' C 
WRITE(*, *)' ' 
WRITE(*, 5) 
WRITE(*, 10)'OUTER', INNER', 'PIPE', 'REH', REC, 'U', 'Q', 
6 'THO','HX Area' 
WRITE(*,11)T)IM. in.','DIM. in.','LENGTH m','W/mA2.K', 
&'W','C','mA2' 
WRITE(*, 5) 
; 
10 FORMAT(T3, A5,T 12,A5 ,T23,A5,T3 5, A3,T44, A3 ,T53, A2,T62, AI, 
& T70,A3,T75,A7) 
11 FORMAT(Tl,A9,Tl 1, A9.T21 ,A 10,T51, A8,T62, A1 ,T71 ,A 1 ,T77, A3) 
; 
DO 15 D00 =0.5, 1.25,0.25 
DO 25 Dn = 0.5, 1,0.25 
IF (DU .EQ. D00)exit 
DI = DH *2.54/100.0 
DO = D00 * 2.54/100.0 
REH = 4.0 * MH/(PI*DI*MUH) 
IF(REH LE. 2300) THEN 
NUH = 4.36 
ELSE 
NUH = 0.023 * REH**0.8 * PRH** 0.4 
END IF 
HI = NUH * KH/DI 
DHC = DO - DI 
REC = 4.0 * MC/(PI * (DO + DI) * MUC) 
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IF (REC LE. 2300) THEN 
NUC = 4.36 
ELSE 
NUC = 0.023 * REC**0.8 * PRC**0.4 
END IF 
HO = NUC * KC / DHC 
U= 1.0/(1.0/HI+ l.O/HO) 
; 
Q = MC* CPC*(TCO -  TCI) 
THO = THI - Q/(MH*CPH) 
DELTLM = ( (THI - TCO) - (THO - TCI) )/ 
& LOG( (THI - TCO)/(THO - TCI) ) 
AREA = Q / (U * DELTLM) 
PL= area/(pi*di) 
WRITE(*,20)D00, DH, PL, REH, REC, U, Q, THO, area 
25 CONTINUE 
15 CONTINUE 
i 
20 FORMAT(T3,F4.2, T13,F4.2, T24,F4.2,T33,F6.1 ,T42,F6.1 ,T51 ,F6.1, 
& T60.F6.1 ,T69,F4.1, T75.F4.2) 
WRITE(*, 5) 
WRTTE(*, *)' • 
WRITE(*,30)'Cold Water Mass flow rate = ',MC,' kg/s' 
WRITE(*,30)'Hot Water Mass flow rate = ',MH,' kg/s' 
WRITE(*, *)' ' 
30 FORMAT(T2,A29,F6.4,A6) 
35 FORMAT(T2, A26,F 5.1, A3) 
STOP 
END 
